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ABSTRACT: Additive manufacturing (AM) alias 3D printing translates computer-aided
design (CAD) virtual 3D models into physical objects. By digital slicing of CAD, 3D scan,
or tomography data, AM builds objects layer by layer without the need for molds or
machining. AM enables decentralized fabrication of customized objects on demand by
exploiting digital information storage and retrieval via the Internet. The ongoing transition
from rapid prototyping to rapid manufacturing prompts new challenges for mechanical
engineers and materials scientists alike. Because polymers are by far the most utilized class
of materials for AM, this Review focuses on polymer processing and the development of
polymers and advanced polymer systems speciﬁcally for AM. AM techniques covered
include vat photopolymerization (stereolithography), powder bed fusion (SLS), material
and binder jetting (inkjet and aerosol 3D printing), sheet lamination (LOM), extrusion
(FDM, 3D dispensing, 3D ﬁber deposition, and 3D plotting), and 3D bioprinting. The
range of polymers used in AM encompasses thermoplastics, thermosets, elastomers,
hydrogels, functional polymers, polymer blends, composites, and biological systems.
Aspects of polymer design, additives, and processing parameters as they relate to enhancing build speed and improving accuracy,
functionality, surface ﬁnish, stability, mechanical properties, and porosity are addressed. Selected applications demonstrate how
polymer-based AM is being exploited in lightweight engineering, architecture, food processing, optics, energy technology,
dentistry, drug delivery, and personalized medicine. Unparalleled by metals and ceramics, polymer-based AM plays a key role in
the emerging AM of advanced multifunctional and multimaterial systems including living biological systems as well as life-like
synthetic systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
First introduced during the 1980s to serve the highly
specialized needs of model making and rapid prototyping
(RP), additive manufacturing (AM) alias 3D printing has
emerged as a versatile technology platform for computerassisted design (CAD) and rapid manufacturing. AM allows the
production of customized parts from metals, ceramics, and
polymers without the need for molds or machining typical for
conventional formative and subtractive fabrication. Today 3D
printers are commercially available for less than $500, enabling
desktop fabrication of 3D objects even at home. In the same
way that the development of digital 2D printing together with
desktop publishing has revolutionized communication and
information technology, the development of AM technologies
in conjunction with the “internet of things” has the potential to
revolutionize computer-guided fabrication of both complex
objects and multifunctional materials systems. Whereas
conventional fabrication is governed by processing constraints
related to industrial mass production, AM is inherently agile
enabling faster turnaround on design and manufacturing of
customized objects tailored to meet the demands of individuals
and speciﬁc applications. In literature, the terms additive
manufacturing, rapid prototyping, layered manufacturing, solid
freeform fabrication, 3D fabbing, and 3D printing are used
more or less synonymously. While “additive manufacturing” is
preferred by most engineers, the term “3D printing” is far more
common particularly in the popular media. In this work, the
terms “additive manufacturing” (AM) and 3D printing are both
used to describe the same general manufacturing principle.
AM allows the production of 3D structures with high shape
complexity. Although a coﬀee mug is not very complex, it
provides a convenient object to demonstrate the concepts of
AM (Figure 1). In the ﬁrst step, CAD is used to create a virtual
object, which is then digitally sliced. Objects with overhanging
portions (i.e., the coﬀee mug handle) are designed with
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Figure 1. Basic principles of additive manufacturing. (a) Development
of product idea that is transformed into digital data by means of CAD,
or analysis of geometric data by means of 3D scanning; (b)
preprocessing of model data: slicing of virtual model into layered
data, adjustment of support structures to stabilize craning structures,
path planning, and successive transfer of layered data to 3D printer;
(c) and additive manufacturing of model or product, for example, by
melt extrusion, postprocessing to remove typical artifacts including
support structures and surface roughness due to staircase eﬀects.
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Technology deﬁned a number of terms to distinguish additive
manufacturing technologies from their formative and subtractive competitors (Figure 2) and to classify diﬀerent additive
manufacturing processes.2,3 We aim to follow this nomenclature in the course of this Review:
Material extrusion is an additive manufacturing process in
which material is selectively dispensed through a nozzle. Fused
deposition modeling (FDM), fused ﬁlament fabrication (FFF),
3D dispensing, and 3D bioplotting fall into this category.
Material jetting is an additive manufacturing process in
which droplets of build material (such as photopolymer or
thermoplastic materials) are selectively deposited. Systems
based on inkjet-printing fall into this category.
Binder jetting is an additive manufacturing process in which
a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to fuse powder
materials.
Sheet lamination is an additive manufacturing process in
which sheets of material are bonded together to form an object.
Vat photopolymerization is an additive manufacturing
process in which liquid photopolymer in a vat is selectively
cured by light-activated polymerization. Many of the lithography-based AM approaches (e.g., multiphoton polymerization
(2PP), digital light processing (DLP), and stereolithography
(SLA)) can be grouped into this category.
Powder bed fusion is an additive manufacturing process in
which thermal energy (provided, e.g., by a laser or an electron
beam) selectively fuses regions of a powder bed. Selective laser
sintering (from 3D Systems) and laser sintering (from EOS),
both of which are abbreviated in this Review as SLS, and
electron beam machining (EBM) fall into this category. These
processes are used for metals as well as polymers.
Directed energy deposition is an additive manufacturing
process in which focused thermal energy (e.g., laser or plasma
arc) is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being
deposited. This process is currently only used for metals.
Table 1 lists the AM techniques covered in this Review with
some of their more pertinent features and limitations. The
typical and largest build volumes for commercially available
instruments are also listed and named in parentheses.

temporary support structures to prevent collapse during the
build process. The coordinates of the virtual object and digital
slices are then used to steer the motors, which control the
position of the building device or the 3D-dispenser oriﬁce,
respectively. For practical purposes, this type of computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) is normally performed layer by layer
with typical layer thicknesses ranging from 15 to 500 μm. When
the layer thickness is below 50 μm, the naked eye will in most
cases not be able to recognize the stair-steps associated with a
layered manufacturing approach. For thicker layers or in
demanding applications, postprocessing may be used to remove
support structures or to improve surface properties. As
compared to conventional polymer processing (see Figure 2)

Figure 2. Comparison of (a) subtractive, (b) additive, and (c)
formative manufacturing techniques.

by formative techniques like injection molding and subtractive
techniques like CNC machining, AM is slower but enables
CAD-guided fabrication of multifunctional material systems
with complex shapes and functionalities, including bio systems.
With the development of easy-to-use systems exhibiting
suﬃciently fast build-speeds and decreased system prices, AM
has moved from the arena of niche-manufacturing processes
into the spotlight of a much larger audience. Despite the
signiﬁcant progress that has been achieved in recent years, there
are still a number of challenges that need to be tackled to
establish AM as a manufacturing tool on a large scale. Many of
these challenges are related to the insuﬃcient material
properties (thermomechanical properties, anisotropy, porosity,
long-term stability, cost, corrosion properties, creep, etc.) of the
currently used build materials. With a focus on polymeric
materials, this Review describes the diﬀerent AM processes that
use polymers along with the technical requirements of the
utilized materials. Critical points, which currently limit the
further use of AM in manufacturing, will be pointed out, and
possible strategies for overcoming these issues will be discussed.
The increasingly large number of AM processes can be
categorized employing diﬀerent criteria, ranging from the
application (visual prototyping, functional prototyping, rapid
tooling, and rapid manufacturing) to the initial condition of
processed materials or the physical principle underlying the
mostly layerwise solidiﬁcation process.1 In 2009 the ASTM
International Committee F42 on Additive Manufacturing

1.1. Scientiﬁc and Technological Impact

The scientiﬁc and technological impact of AM has steadily
increased since the ﬁrst commercial instruments were
introduced in the late 1980s. Figure 3 represents this trend
graphically by tracing the yearly number of scientiﬁc
publications and patents from 1985 to 2016 using the terms
“additive manufacturing” and “rapid prototyping” (Figure 3).
As testimony to these developments, references for books and
review articles from this time period on AM and RP are
provided here.1,4−9 Whereas interest in “additive manufacturing” has grown steadily for the last 25 years, the comparatively
younger ﬁeld of bioprinting (which is based on AM) has
witnessed a comparatively impressive increase in patents and
publications within the past decade. This growth (expressed in
units on the right-hand side of Figure 3 for better comparison)
is expected to continue and may in the near future reach the
levels of AM and RP.
1.2. Economic Impact

The initial economic motivation for the development of AM in
the 1980s (better known as RP at that time) was to accelerate
and lower the costs related to product development. In
comparison to subtractive manufacturing technologies such as
computerized numerical control (CNC) machining, AM is less
10214
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Table 1. Categorized AM Techniques for Polymers along with Advantages and Disadvantages
categorized
techniques

typical and largest build
volume

Vat Photopolymerization
exposure from
250 × 250 × 250 mm3
top
800 × 330 × 400 mm3
(Prodways)
CLIP
150 × 80 × 300 mm3
exposure from
100 × 100 × 100 mm3
bottom
300 × 300 × 300 mm3
(DigitalWax 30X)
multiphoton
5 × 5 × 1 mm3
lithography
100 × 100 × 3 mm3
(Nanoscribe)
Powder Bed Fusion
polymer SLS
250 × 250 × 250 mm3
1400 × 1400 × 500 mm3
(Huake 3D HKS1400)
Material and Binder Jetting
polyjet
300 × 200 × 150 mm3
1000 × 800 × 500 mm3
(Objet 1000)
aerosol jet
200 × 300 × 200 mm3
printing
(Aerosol Jet 5X)
3D printing
200 × 250 × 200 mm3
(binder jetting) 1000 × 600 × 500 mm3
(Voxeljet)
Sheet Lamination
laminated object 170 × 220 × 145 mm3
manufacturing
(Solidimension SD300)
Material Extrusion
FDM
200 × 200 × 200 mm3
1005 × 1005 × 1005 mm3
(BigRep One)
3D dispensing
150 × 150 × 140 mm3 (3D
Bioplotter)

typical feature
resolution

typical materials

advantages

disadvantages

50−100 μm

acrylates/epoxides

excellent surface quality
and precision

limited mechanical
properties

75 μm
25−100 μm

acrylates
acrylates/epoxides

high build speed
low initial vat volume;
better surface quality

low-viscosity resins required
limited mechanical
properties

0.1−5 μm

acrylates

very high resolution

low build speed; limited
materials

50−100 μm

PA12, PEEK

best mechanical
properties; less
anisotropy

rough surfaces; poor
reusability of unsintered
powder

25 μm

acrylates

fast; allows
multimaterial AM

low viscosity ink required

10 μm

conductive inks/dielectrics

low viscosity ink required

100 μm

starch, PLA, ceramics

high resolution; low
temp process
fast; allows
multimaterial AM;
low temp

200−300 μm

PVC, paper

compact desktop 3D
printer

limited materials; low
resolution; high anisotropy

100−150 μm

ABS, PLA, PC, HIPS

inexpensive machines
and materials

rough surfaces; high
temperature process

100 μm to 1 cm

thermo-plastics, composites,
photoresins, hydrogels,
biomaterials

broad range of
materials

rough surfaces; narrow
viscosity process window

limited strength of parts;
rough surfaces

development, enabling design security and eliminating the
need for expensive corrections at later stages.6,10,11
AM ﬁnds application in manufacturing of custom-made parts,
including prototypes, and small series parts. AM is not only by
far more ﬂexible than conventional formative molding or
casting processes, but may as well be considered economically
favorable in cases where the high ﬁnancial and time expenditure
necessary for the production of molds and tools for formative
manufacturing exceeds the usually higher production costs per
part in AM.
In recent years, the overall market situation for AM was
characterized by signiﬁcant growth rates, as indicated by Figure
4. Revenues from services as well as products (systems and
materials) have grown since the 2008 crisis, and worldwide
numbers surpassed the value of 5 billion USD in 2015.7 This
signiﬁcant growth spurred a lot of interest in AM-related
activities, and major players in the manufacturing industry
(aerospace, energy, automotive, consumer products, and
medical/dental) have started activities in the ﬁeld.
AM is currently able to fabricate parts made of metals,
polymers, and ceramics. As indicated in Figure 5, the revenues
from material sales passed the value of 900 million USD in
2016. Interestingly, the largest fraction of these material sales
still goes into photopolymers (350 million USD), despite the
fact that, with a few exceptions, photopolymers are currently
mostly used for molding and prototyping applications. AM
metals worth 127 million USD were sold in 2016, and an

Figure 3. Research interest in rapid prototyping, 3D printing, additive
manufacturing and bioprinting, as indicated by the number of hits per
annum for the respective terms (data from Web of Science, accessed
July 27, 2017).

wasteful (in terms of both construction material and
replacement machine tools) and enables the incorporation of
more complex internal substructures and undercuts. By
providing designers with novel processes enabling them to
eﬃciently create and amend physical models for validation
purposes, design mistakes could be identiﬁed earlier. Resulting
amendments were shifted to earlier stages of product
10215
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implants or supports are often manufactured by AM. In these
cases, end-user parts can be produced directly according to
tomographic patient data.16−23 Further ﬁelds with commercial
relevance include architecture, urban development, and
jewelry.24,25
1.3. Challenges in Process and Materials Development for
3D Printing and Customized Additive Manufacturing

With the increasingly widespread use of AM in ever more
challenging applications, increased demands are placed on the
parameters of the build process and on the performance of the
ﬁnished object.26 Generally the shortcomings of AM can be
looked at as areas of opportunity, and indeed it is in response to
these problems where the majority of new developments in the
ﬁeld have arisen. Listed are the more serious of these
shortcomings.
1.3.1. Build Speed. The term rapid prototyping, which is
commonly used synonymously with AM, can be somewhat
misleading with regards to the build speed. Although AM
processes facilitate a much faster product development by
reducing the time necessary for design validations and enabling
the production of functional prototypes already at early stages
in development, AM is still slow in comparison to mass
production technologies such as injection molding. Up to now,
this has been acceptable in a multitude of applications such as
customized manufacturing that take advantage of the ﬂexibility
of AM processes. Nevertheless, the struggle to broaden the
scope of application in the future has been a key motivator for
research activities, for example, ranging from advanced path
planning procedures for SLA in the 1990s to the development
of continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) in 2015 by
DeSimone et al.4,27 Videos of the CLIP process are available
online displaying both its speed and its continuous nature,
which is likened to the shapeshifting robot from the movie
Terminator 2.28,29
1.3.2. Mechanical Properties. As application of AM
progresses from (visual) prototyping to manufacturing of enduser parts, the functionality of these parts is expected to match
or surpass the performance of products fabricated using
subtractive and formative technologies. Despite numerous
research activities, products produced by AM are inferior with
respect to mechanical properties in many cases. Depending on
the speciﬁc process employed, this weakness may be due to a
limited choice of materials suited for a process (e.g.,
photocurable vinyl- or epoxy-functional oligomers for photopolymerization in the case of SLA)30 or to an unavoidable
porosity of parts derived from powder bed fusion or material
extrusion.31,32 Moreover, due to the layered production
process, mechanical properties of parts tend to be anisotropic,
with the boundary between adjacent layers representing weak
regions with maximum residual stresses in applications where
mechanical integrity is a major concern.33 Kotlinski conducted
an in-depth analysis of the mechanical properties of commercial
AM materials and techniques and found anisotropy to be the
worst for LOM and least critical with SLS.34 Mechanical
properties and anisotropy for FDM were found to be highly
dependent on material and process parameters.35 Anisotropy is
also a problem with lithographic AM, where postcuring has
been found to provide improvements.36 Improving the
mechanical properties of AM formed objects is an active area
of research, where the development and application of
composite materials can provide unique solutions.37

Figure 4. Worldwide revenues from AM products and services
between 1995 and 2016. Data from ref 12.

Figure 5. Worldwide revenues from AM material sales between 2000
and 2016. Data from ref 12.

estimated amount of 225 million USD was spent on polymer
powders for laser sintering.13 The remaining revenues mostly
come from sales of polymer ﬁlaments for fused deposition
modeling (FDM). Polymers are therefore clearly the most
widely used material class for AM.
As AM became more established, and the quality of processes
and materials reached a higher level, applications have widened
to include prototypes for functional testing (functional
prototyping). In parallel, the increasingly competitive accuracy
of CAD reproduction and surface quality has enabled the use of
AM in the tooling sector (rapid tooling), either by directly
producing molds or by combining additive manufacturing with
postprocessing techniques like CNC-machining or electrodischarge machining.1,6,14,15
The economic feasibility of additive manufacturing for enduser parts is mainly dependent on the number and bulk speed
of identical parts that are to be produced. While impractical for
mass production of simple objects, AM can outrun conventional, especially formative, manufacturing techniques in
applications with a high level of individuality. There are some
clinical applications that serve as examples where direct
fabrication for the consumer is well-established. In osteoplastics, prosthetic dentistry, and orthodontics, precisely ﬁtting
10216
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1.3.3. Resolution. Another major concern inﬂuenced both
by the speciﬁc AM technique and by the processed material is
spatial resolution. Insuﬃcient resolution can have a dramatic
inﬂuence on the quality and functionality of an object. While
the formed object is expected to have high ﬁdelity with the
CAD virtual object, limitations of the technique and of the
build material mean that some degree of dimensional
inaccuracies is to be expected. Most prominently, stair step
surfaces (Figure 1) are an inherent feature of layer by layer
manufacturing, which may require postprocessing (coating,
solvent treatment, sanding, or milling).
Resolution requirements set by advanced applications of AM
have triggered a lot of research in the ﬁelds of engineering and
materials science. Using vat photopolymerization as an
example, material parameters governing resolution include the
absorption and curing characteristics of the respective material.
Both are strongly dependent on the monomers used along with
the presence of initiator and inhibitor. Where the initiator
induces photo-cross-linking and thus solidiﬁcation within
irradiated regions, the inhibitor causes termination on the
borderline to dark regions.5 Process parameters inﬂuencing the
x−y resolution of vat-photopolymerization techniques include
the minimum resolution of the light source employed and path
planning operations for processes based on laser-scanning.
Resolution in the z-direction as described by the minimum
layer thickness is dependent on the accuracy of the step motor
operating the build platform and on the eﬃciency of the
recoating process (which is dependent on viscosity of the
photoresin). It was only very recently that 3D carbon’s novel
continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) overcame this
drawback by eliminating the need for stepwise processing.27
Similar considerations have to be made for other AM
processes, for example, the minimum strand thicknesses
tolerable in material extrusion processes, which depend on
the rheological properties of the processed materials, or the
minimum size of powder particles in powder bed fusion and
powder binding-based manufacturing processes, the latter being
determined by safety considerations and the limits set by
powder production processes.
1.3.4. Multimaterial Parts. AM is prevalently used for
prototypes and models, where the option to print in multiple
colors is interesting for aesthetic and for demonstration
purposes. Commercial multicolor 3D printers have become
increasingly common, with entry-level FDM printers starting
below $1000.38 These printers use diﬀerent color ﬁlaments
from the same material (typically PLA or ABS). By comparison,
processing two or more diﬀerent materials within a single print
job is more complicated due to diﬀerences in reactivity, in
thermal and rheological behavior, and due to incompatibilities
either from the materials themselves or from the diﬀerent
techniques used to process them.39 Almost all AM techniques
have been modiﬁed in some form to allow multimaterial AM
(MMAM), but only a few of these modiﬁed techniques have
actually been commercialized. MMAM is possible by vat
photopolymerization by using multiple vats and transferring the
object between vats during building.40,41 Powder bed MMAM
has also been demonstrated, where one powder material is
exchanged for another during building.42 These MMAM
techniques are limited though due to contamination issues,
slow transfer from one material to another, and more
fundamentally by the fact that material exchange is possible
only between layers (1D multimaterial) and not within layers
(3D multimaterial). Material jetting MMAM based on drop on

demand (DOD) technology, by comparison, allows rapid
exchange between build materials at each 1D point within a 3D
print job.43 This technique is also limited due to the narrow
process window of the ink jet actuator. Hope is oﬀered by multi
actuator jetting systems, which allow printing of materials with
diﬀerent viscosities and electrical properties. To build freestanding objects from two fundamentally diﬀerent materials
(i.e., metals and polymers), multiprocess 3D printing uses a
robot to transfer the object between two or more diﬀerent AM
machines during fabrication.44 MMAM plays an important role
in AM for bioprinting and applications in medicine and life
sciences.
1.3.5. Biocompatibility and Other Concerns for
Medical Applications. One of the most promising
applications for AM is in the ﬁeld of personalized medicine,
where tomographic images (from X-ray, MRI, etc.) can be used
to print objects contoured speciﬁcally for the patient. AM is
used in surgical planning, in building prosthetics, in dentistry,
and in tissue engineering.45−51 Using AM to build tissue grafts
and other surgical implants is an intense area of research, where
special consideration for both the build material and the AM
technique must be considered. For example, acrylates, which
are used in all lithographic AM methods (SLA, Polyjet), are
cytotoxic but can be replaced by less reactive methacrylates,
thiol−ene systems, and other photoreactive monomers.52,53
PLA, which is one of the most commonly used materials for
FDM, is also FDA approved for human implantation but has
poor mechanical properties.54 Moreover, FDM is a melt
extrusion process and does not allow incorporation of living
cells or growth factors. Bioplotting is a versatile roomtemperature AM method, which can process hydrogels with
cells and growth factors.55,56 Control of temperature and of
other process parameters, particularly for multimaterial
bioplotting, is not straightforward, and research groups are
investigating diﬀerent approaches to alleviate these issues.

2. VAT PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION
2.1. Techniques

2.1.1. Stereolithography. In the early 1980s, Kodama
described methods for building solids by selectively exposing
photopolymers either with masks or with optical ﬁbers
manipulated by an X−Y plotter.58,59 At about the same time,
Herbert presented similar methods using a plotter to direct a
laser beam and a lab jack to control the z-direction.60 In 1984,
two independent patents (one in France by André et al. and the
other in the United States by Chuck Hull) were ﬁled describing
layer by layer lithographic fabrication of solids.61 While the
French patent was abandoned for business reasons, Hull’s
patent both coined the term “stereolithography” (SLA) and laid
the groundwork for this technique and for commercial additive
manufacturing.57
Figure 6 illustrates the principal components of an SLA
device and how they ﬁt together to allow layer by layer
fabrication. In the late 1980s, SLA instruments became
commercially available ﬁrst in the U.S. by Hull’s 3D Systems
and not long after in Japan by CMET.62 In SLA systems,
coherent light sources (usually lasers emitting in the UV-range)
are used to induce polymerization and cross-linking of the
initially liquid resin. One of the main advantages of SLA is the
high spatial resolution provided by the spot size of the focused
laser beam. With SLA, light exposure is performed sequentially
by scanning the laser beam within the plane on the surface of
10217
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Figure 7. Digital light processing (DLP) consisting of (a) vat ﬁlled
with photopolymer resin, (b) light source, (c) micromirror array, (d)
vertically movable building platform, and (e) tilting device to replenish
the uncured bottom layer.21

Figure 6. Image from U.S. Patent 4575330 introducing the term and
the concept of stereolithography.57 Description of components using
the numbering scheme from the patent: (21) container, (22) UV
curable liquid, (23) working surface, (26) UV light source, (27) UV
light spot, (28) computer, (29) movable elevator platform, (30) threedimensional object, and (30a−c) integrated laminae of the object.

for each layer of the structure is provided in the form of black
and white images. Such binary patterns are presented via a
digital micromirror device (DMD), a technology also used in
overhead projectors.65,66 Because the whole layer (slice) of the
structure is produced in one exposure step, the build time is
considerably shorter than SLA. By the same virtue, the build
time is the same whether the whole available illumination ﬁeld
or only a part of it has been exposed. Therefore, DLP
processing speed is most often expressed in cm h−1, that is, the
height of the structure (number of layers) per unit time.
Furthermore, DLP is less aﬀected by oxygen inhibition as
compared to SLA, because the layer of resin being polymerized
is always on the bottom of the vat and not in direct contact
with air. The utilized light sources have rapidly evolved from
classical lamps to modern light-emitting diodes (LED) covering
a wavelength range from deep UV to visible. The lateral
resolution of DLP systems is usually in the range of 10−50 μm
depending on the number of pixels/mirrors provided by the
DMD and the optics used to project the patterns onto the build
platform. The vertical resolution, that is, the smallest possible
layer thickness, mainly depends on the light penetration depth
into the material and the resulting curing depth. Vertical
resolution can be adjusted with light absorbing additives, such
as naphthol-based dyes, which in addition help to reduce the
unwanted eﬀects associated with scattered light. In addition to
nonﬁlled photopolymers, slurries containing, for example,
ceramic or metal particles can be processed with DLP.67 In
this case, the photosensitive polymer matrix acts as a binder
material, while the ﬁllers are usually photochemically passive.
Further discussion of ceramics is provided in the materials
section.
2.1.3. Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP).
Continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) is a variety of
vat photopolymerization AM pioneered by DeSimone et al.,
which uses an oxygen permeable ﬁlm to inhibit polymerization
at the surface close to the UV source and as a result remove the
need for an intermediate recoating step for each layer.27,68
CLIP is schematically described in Figure 8 and can also be
witnessed in videos online, which better capture the dynamics

the photosensitive material. The time necessary to produce one
slice of the structure therefore depends on the speed with
which the laser beam is scanned and on the illuminated area.
The lateral position of the laser beam is usually controlled by a
pair of mirrors within a galvanoscanner. As with most other AM
technologies, the process is executed in a layer by layer manner.
The slice information is presented in the form of a set of
coordinates, deﬁning the tilt angle of the two mirrors, which
guide the position of the laser beam along the plane. The fact
that every pixel of the layer is irradiated sequentially would
theoretically allow adjustment of exposure dose for every pixel
separately, by controlling the laser intensity. This enables SLA
to process grayscale patterns. Vertical resolution is dependent
on the light penetration depth, which can be controlled by
addition of suitable absorbers to the photopolymer resin. The
curing depth also depends on the exposure dose (light intensity
and illumination time), which might be the main reason why
the grayscale capability of SLA is not utilized in practice. It is
worth noting that the main time-consuming step in SLA is not
the laser-scanning itself, but the deposition of the new layer of
photosensitive material. Here, the viscosity of the material plays
an important role. Very often nonreactive additives or solvent
must be used to decrease the viscosity of the photopolymer
resin.
An extension of traditional SLA is provided by microstereolithography, which is impractically slow for large objects
but oﬀers lateral resolution usually in the range of a few
micrometers.63
2.1.2. Digital Light Processing. Digital light processing
(DLP) is similar to SLA in that both techniques utilize light to
selectively cross-link a photoresin in a layer by layer fashion to
build a free-standing object. Diﬀerent from SLA, each layer is
exposed not point-by-point but rather all-at-once with a
selectively masked light source (Figure 7).64
DLP closely resembles classical lithography, and is often
referred to as dynamic mask photolithography. The information
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became available to provide suﬃcient light intensities to allow
TPA in the laboratory. For TPA to occur, photons must be
present in suﬃciently high concentration to drive a transition
via a very short-lived (fs) intermediate virtual state to the
excited state (S2) having energy roughly equal to twice that of
the excitation wavelength (E = hν). TPA can be represented on
a Jablonski diagram next to the traditional one-photon
absorption (OPA) process (Figure 9).74 As a consequence,

Figure 8. Continuous liquid interface production (CLIP). Reprinted
with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2015 the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.

Figure 9. Simpliﬁed Jablonski diagram showing OPA and degenerate
(one color) TPA excitation processes. S0 is the ground state and S1 is
an excited state reached directly by OPA or indirectly by TPA via a
very short-lived higher energy state (S2); ω1 and ω2 are incident light
frequencies, and ω3 is a ﬂuorescent emission frequency. Reproduced
with permission from ref 74. Copyright 2008 Elsevier.

of the process.28 CLIP has several advantages to other forms of
SLA and has been commercialized by the company Carbon 3D,
Inc., which sells instruments, materials, and services.69
Because the resin recoating step is the most time-consuming
operation of the DLP lithography process, CLIP is considerably
faster than traditional DLP, allowing production of objects with
features below 100 μm at z-axis growth rates of 30 cm h−1.
Lower resolution objects can be grown at rates beyond 100 cm
h−1. A CLIP device is similar to a DLP device without a tiltable
stage and instead with a UV and oxygen permeable window at
the bottom of the vat. Oxygen concentration at the bottom of
the vat is thus suﬃciently high to create a “dead zone” where
radical polymerization does not occur. The thickness of this
“dead zone” is deﬁned by the following equation, where ϕ0 is
photon ﬂux, αPI is the absorption coeﬃcient of the photoinitiator, and Dc0 is the resin curing dosage:
⎛ ϕ0αPI ⎞−0.5
dead zone thickness = C ⎜
⎟
⎝ Dc0 ⎠

the probability of TPA is proportional not directly (as with
OPA) but rather to the square of light intensity. TPA is thus
eﬀectively conﬁned to the narrow focal volume of the laser
(∼60 nm in three dimensions),75 which is well below the
diﬀraction limit of the excitation laser wavelength (∼780 nm for
a fs pulsed Ti:sapphire laser).
TPA was used to induce polymerization already in the 1960s,
although with limited success.76 Thirty years later, with more
powerful lasers and more sensitive photoresins, two-photon
polymerization (2PP) began to be explored as a lithographic
technique.77 Maruo and co-workers developed 2PP stereolithography further by using a pulsed Ti:sapphire laser with
computer-driven galvano-mirrors to direct the beam within a
vessel of photoresin and in the process build free-standing
microscopic structures with feature sizes orders of magnitude
beyond that of other lithographic techniques.78,79 2PP is
defacto an AM technique and may also be referred to as twophoton-absorbed photopolymerization,80 two-photon induced
polymerization,81,82 two-photon lithography,83 two-photon
laser scanning lithography,84,85 multiphoton-excited microfabrication,86 3-D multiphoton lithography,87 3D laser lithography,88 or simply direct laser writing.89,90 The term “multiphoton” acknowledges that the simultaneous absorption of
three or more photons can also occur (although with very low
probabilities) and contribute to photo-cross-linking. Diﬀerent
from traditional stereolithography, multiphoton polymerization
(MPP) is not a layer by layer technique because the focal point
of the laser can be moved in any direction within the resin.91
Because the photoresin is transparent to NIR, cross-linking will
occur only within the focal volume of the laser.92 MPP is thus
considered a true 3D writing method allowing complex and incut structures not possible with layer by layer SLA.
To trigger the nonlinear two-photon absorption process,
light sources with very high photon density are required. Most
currently used MPP setups are based on pulsed femtosecond-

(1)

C is a proportionality constant for the oxygen permeable
window (30 for a 100 μm thick Teﬂon AF ﬁlm with air on the
underside). A dead zone thickness of 20−30 μm was generally
optimal for fast and precise CLIP. Just above the dead zone,
cross-linking occurs in areas illuminated by the imaging unit.
Feature resolution in the z direction is improved by increasing
the concentration of a passive light absorber. Lowering the
concentration of absorber allows deeper light penetration and
thus faster production. Although CLIP is fairly new, Carbon 3D
has been quick to develop commercial instruments and
improved resins allowing the production of objects from hard
to elastic polymers as well as ceramics.70,71
2.1.4. Multiphoton Polymerization. The simultaneous
absorption of two photons (TPA) was ﬁrst described
theoretically by Maria Göppert-Mayer in 1931,72 and for this
her name is given to the unit for quantifying TPA cross section
(1 GM = 1 × 10−50 cm4 s molecules−1 photon−1). Although
experimental validation of TPA ﬁrst came in the 1960s,73 it was
not until the 1980s that solid-state femtosecond pulsed lasers
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The spatial resolution of microstructures built by MPP is
unrivaled, with feature sizes well below 100 nm being
common.94 Figure 11 illustrates the relation of laser intensity

lasers with pulse durations between 50 and 150 fs. Ampliﬁed
laser systems allow beneﬁts such as tunable wavelength, pulse
duration and intensity, but are limited with regard to maximum
repetition rate, which is typically on the order of several kHz.
The low repetition rate limits the maximum writing speed of
MPP, because at least one laser pulse is required per voxel to
trigger polymerization. For this reason, nonampliﬁed lasers are
more common for MPP, based either on Ti:sapphire or on ﬁber
lasers. Laser powers vary between 10 and 700 mW, with pulse
durations typically around 100 fs and repetition rates of 10−
100 MHz.
A typical setup for MPP is depicted in Figure 10. The laser
beam passes ﬁrst through a collimator and then through an

Figure 11. Relation between laser intensity, voxel size, and success of
polymerization. Reproduced with permission from ref 95. Copyright
2008 Cuvillier Verlag.

and voxel size on feature resolution deﬁned by the volume in
which polymerization occurs. Two important power boundaries
are deﬁned: the polymerization/fabrication threshold (Pth) and
the damage threshold (Pdam), which dictate the useful range of
power for the laser.95 For clariﬁcation, the resin will polymerize
as soon as the density of initiating radicals exceeds a certain
minimum concentration but will be destroyed when the laser
power is too high. Pth is lower in resins with eﬃcient
photoinitiators, and Pdam will depend on heat transport and
stability of the resin. Feature resolution may be further reduced
(to roughly 65 nm) with the addition of radical quenchers,
which limit propagation and thus spatially conﬁne polymerization.96,97 More recently, repolymerization techniques have
been used to lower feature sizes to 22 nm.98
Yet another method for improving the resolution of MPP is
based on stimulated emission depletion (STED).24,99 STED
makes use of two light beams: the ﬁrst is the excitation beam,
and the second, which is preferably at a longer wavelength, is
used to counteract the eﬀects of exposure and depopulate
excited chromophores via stimulated emission. Figure 12
presents the photophysics of the STED process.100 First,
TPA is used to excite a molecule from the ground state, S0, to a
vibrationally excited state of the ﬁrst excited electronic state, S1.
Fast (∼ps) intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR)
brings the molecule to the ground vibrational state of S1, from
which it can undergo intersystem crossing (ISC) to the reactive
triplet state T1 or undergo stimulated emission to a
vibrationally excited state of S0. Excited-state/excited-state
absorption (EEA) is a competing process, which is particularly
problematic when traditional one-photon initiators are applied
to STED.101,102 Instead, chromophores with high ﬂuorescence
quantum yield such as rhodamine 6G are preferred.103 As
another example, the laser dye 7-diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin (DETC) was used with a photoresist and appropriate
two-photon excitation (fs pulsed 780 nm) and deactivation
(continuous wave 532 nm) light sources to build structures
with feature sizes of 55 nm at a 120 nm pitch.104

Figure 10. Schematic setup of MPP microfabrication.93 License CC
BY 4.0.

acousto-optical modulator (AOM), which disperses the beam
into zero- and ﬁrst-order diﬀractions. The ﬁrst-order output can
be turned on and oﬀ by switching the AOM. The ﬁrst-order
output is fed through a λ/2 wave-plate, which can be rotated to
adjust the laser power. The beam is ﬁnally directed through a
microscope objective to focus it into the sample holder
containing the photopolymerizable formulation. A camera can
be positioned behind a semitransparent mirror to allow onlineobservation of the polymerization process. By illuminating the
sample with the appropriate lighting (e.g., red light emitting
diodes), imaging of the sample is further improved.
Positioning of the laser focus for MPP can be achieved by
two diﬀerent methods: (1) The positioning of the laser beam in
the xy-plane is controlled with piezo-actuated or linear airbearing stages. Alternatively, (2) the laser beam passes through
a galvanoscanner, which is positioned before the microscope
objective. Galvanoscanners have the advantage that the laser
beam can be positioned precisely allowing a more dynamic
movement of the beam. The drawbacks are mostly related to
the limited build size: For high-resolution structures,
immersion-oil objectives with high magniﬁcation (typically
100×) have to be used. In combination with a galvanoscanner,
this setup is limited to build sizes of approximately 30 × 30 μm.
Piezo-actuated stages allow slightly larger scan areas (around
200 × 200 μm), while high-precision air-bearing stages cover
signiﬁcantly larger build areas (up to 100 × 100 mm). Scan
speeds up to 1000 mm s−1 are possible when using highly
reactive resins with suitable photoinitiators and appropriate
optics. For parts that require very high resolution and precision,
100 μm s−1 up to 1 mm s−1 are commonly used writing speeds.
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This equation assumes that absorption of light is dependent
solely on photoinitiator concentration [I] and molar extinction
coeﬃcient (ε) at the utilized wavelength.112 This becomes
invalid for resins with inorganic ﬁllers that scatter or with UV−
vis absorbing additives. Both classes of additives will be
described further in latter sections.
While Ec is an important value, the strength and modulus of a
polymer at the gel point are normally too low to survive the
build and development processes.1 It is worth noting that
Flory’s equation predicts that gelation occurs at ever lower
conversion as the functionality of the monomer is increased:
33% conversion in the case of a diacrylate, 20% for a triacrylate,
and 14% for a tetraacrylate.113 To compensate, Jacobs deﬁnes
the excess energy (Ex) required to cross-link the polymer to an
extent to provide suﬃcient green strength. “Green” refers here
to the initially formed photopolymerized object as opposed to
the ﬁnal object, which very commonly is subjected to additional
thermal curing after AM.
⎛ ⎛C
⎞
⎞
Ex = Ec(Dp /Cd)⎜⎜exp⎜⎜ d − 1⎟⎟ − 1⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ ⎝ Dp
⎠

17

Figure 12. Jablonski diagram of STED for 2PP. Reproduced with
permission from ref 105. Copyright 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Excess energy is directly proportional to the critical exposure
and inversely proportional to the cure depth. This means that
green strength can be improved either by increasing the energy
dosage or by lowering penetration depth. Addition of UV or
visible absorbers, which do not participate in initiation, can thus
improve resolution by allowing thinner layers and concomitantly improve strength. The obvious disadvantage of this
methodology is a longer build time.
Another important criteria for any photopolymer used in AM
is the recoating depth or layer thickness before cure.114 The
limits to recoating are dependent both on the build method and
on the resin. Viscosity and wetting behavior of the resin onto
the solidiﬁed part are both of critical importance here. The
higher molecular weight multifunctional acrylates that are
commonly used for AM thus must often be thinned with a
smaller but still multifunctional acrylate. More on viscosity is
discussed in the application section.
2.2.2. Radical Systems. 2.2.2.1. Radical Photoinitiators.
Radical generation, initiation, and propagation are all relatively
rapid processes and are thus commonly used for rapid
prototyping. The ﬁrst step in cross-linking of a photoresin is
absorbance of light, and it is the photoinitiator or photoinitiator
system that converts photolytic energy into reactive species to
induce polymerization. Generally speaking, radical photoinitiators may be classiﬁed as either Norrish Type I or Type
II.115 Type I initiators are single molecules that cleave into
radical fragments when exposed to light of an appropriate
wavelength. Benzil ketals are common Type I initiators with
fairly low energy n → π* transitions (equivalent to roughly
350−360 nm). The mechanism for photocleavage of Darocur
1173 (a common Type I initiator) is given in Scheme 1. The
initially formed excited singlet state may cleave directly or
undergo intersystem crossing to give an excited triplet. Because

MPP has been used to structure various solid material
samples, such as Zr-based hybrids and photosensitive modiﬁed
gelatin.106,107 The resin and its principal components have
important roles in dictating process parameters as well as
resolution.108 This is further discussed in the MPP initiator
section. Where MPP is often based on lasers emitting in the
NIR, this radiation tends generally to scatter less and can
permeate through living tissue without denaturing proteins.
This advantage is further elaborated in section 8.3.3.
2.2. Photoresins for AM Processes

2.2.1. Background. The ﬁrst photocurable materials to be
utilized for AM were not intended for use in AM. In Hull’s
1984 patent where he ﬁrst describes SLA,57 he uses a resin from
Loctite and cites an earlier patent for details on its
composition.109 This resin, which had been originally intended
for use as a UV curable adhesive, consisted of a urethane
dimethacrylate with a small fraction of acrylic acid,
benzophenone as photoinitiator, and methyl ethyl hydroquinone (MEHQ)/triallyl phosphate to inhibit premature
polymerization. Hull used a 350 W mercury short arc lamp
light source focused through a 1 mm ﬁber optic bundle giving
an irradiance of 1 W cm−2 at the cure surface. In subsequent
patents, the He−Cd laser became the principle light source for
SLA, which is considerably more eﬃcient but only for resins
that absorb at 325 nm.110 As photobased AM methods
matured, formulators sought to provide resins that required a
smaller dose of energy to reach gelation, which relate to faster
writing speeds and thus “rapid” prototyping.5,111 For SLA, the
critical exposure Ec to cause gelation as measured in mJ cm−2
can be deﬁned as
⎛ C ⎞
Ec = E0 exp⎜⎜ − d ⎟⎟
⎝ Dp ⎠

(4)

Scheme 1. Norrish Type I Photocleavage of Darocur 1173
(2)

where E0 is the dose at the surface, Cd is the curing depth, and
Dp is the penetration depth as deﬁned by
Dp = 1/(2.3ε[I])

(3)
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(too low to be of use as a synergist). While Type II systems are
more eﬀective with reactive synergists, Type II sensitizers may
still contribute to radical polymerization via direct hydrogen
donation from monomer or solvent.123 Hydrogen abstraction
from alkyl carbons adjacent to oxygen can occur with many
monomers including those containing propylene glycol or
ethylene glycol units.124 An advantage of using oligoether or
oligoester acrylate monomers with abstractable hydrogens is
that they tend to cure better in air than analogous alkyl
monomers, and yet they do not inhibit cationic polymerization
such as amines.
Performance of the utilized radical photoinitiator will depend
on the utilized light source. Classical benzoyl-based photoinitiators such as I651 but also D1173 and I184 require UVA or
UVB light sources to initiate polymerization. This makes these
initiators appropriate for stereolithography based on He−Cd
lasers (325 nm) or frequency tripled Nd:YAG sources (355
nm) or UVA/B-based DLP.125,126 With higher wavelength light
sources, acyl phosphine oxide photoinitiators are superior. For
AM instruments based on blue light curing, bisacylgermanium
photoinitiators (Ivocerin in Figure 13) can be considered.127
The use of multiple radical photoinitiators is also fairly
common in resins intended for AM, and the success of this
strategy will depend largely on the breadth of wavelength of the
light source.
2.2.2.2. (Meth)acrylate Monomers. Because the exact
composition of most commercial resins used in photo based
AM is proprietary, examples from patents are used to provide
insight on utilized monomers and potential concentrations
thereof. As a good early example of monomers intended for
SLA, Murphy et al. ﬁled a patent in 1988 describing a resin
consisting of a combination of a high viscosity oligomeric
diacrylate or dimethacrylate dissolved in a liquid acrylate or
methacrylate and an N-vinyl monomer (preferably N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) as reactive diluent).128 They state that a
system consisting of both an acrylate and a methacrylate is
preferable because methacrylates cure too slowly on their own
and because the pure acrylate system leads to distortions in the
printed object. In their examples, they describe a resinous
diacrylate (either urethane- or epoxy-based) dissolved in
trimethylol propane trimethacrylate (TTMA) or hexane diol
dimethacrylate. NVP is rapid curing and provides “green
strength”, which refers to the combined mechanical properties
required to maintain ﬁdelity during the development process.
The ideal ratio of resinous acrylate:liquid methacrylate:NVP
was found between 7:6:6 and 14:3:3. Darocur 1173 (D1173)
and Irgacure 184 (I184) (Figure 13) were listed as photoinitiators.
Resins based on urethane acrylates129 and DGEBA (bisphenol A diglycidyl ether) are commonly cited in SLA patents
due to the mechanical strength that these functional groups
help provide.130 Urethane acrylates are synthesized from the
reaction of hydroxy acrylates (such as HEA or HEMA) with
isocyanates, where the latter is oftentimes an oligomeric
polyurethane formed in a prior step from a polyol reacted

the triplet is similar in energy to the singlet and longer lived,
radical generation via the triplet predominates.10 Other
commonly used benzil ketal initiators, which undergo similar
photocleavage reactions, include Irgacure 184, Irgacure 651,
and Irgacure 369 (Figure 13).116

Figure 13. Type I radical photoinitiators commonly cited in
stereolithography patents.

Acyl phosphine oxides (such as TPO and BAPO in Figure
13)117 are another class of Type I radical initiators and may be
preferred with AM devices based on higher wavelength lamps
(such as DLP). The phosphorus atom adjacent to the carbonyl
group lowers the energy level of the π* state, thus shifting the
maximum of the n → π* transition toward 400 nm. Most
essentially, these and the new generation of long wavelength
germanium initiators (Ivocerin in Figure 13) have excellent
photobleaching behavior (as the heteroatom is separated from
the carbonyl group), thus allow curing of highly ﬁlled
systems.118
Type II photoinitiation systems are two-component systems
consisting of a light absorbing molecule (or sensitizer) along
with a co-initiator (or synergist) (Scheme 2). Upon irradiation,
the synergist donates a hydrogen atom to the excited sensitizer
and in the process provides the initiating radical. Tertiary
amines with at least one alkyl substituent are the most
commonly used Type II co-initiators.119,120 They react via
electron transfer from the amine to the excited ketone. The
subsequent step of proton transfer from the amine radical
cation to the initiator radical anion is the speed limiting factor,
and back electron transfer has to be considered as a competitive
reaction. Although Type II sensitizers (such as benzophenone
and isopropylthioxanthone) are commonly cited in SLA
patents,121 amine synergists are not recommended. One reason
is that many modern day SLA resins are based on mixtures of
radical and cationic-based systems, and amines can inhibit the
latter. In fact, benzyl-N,N-dimethylamine (a very eﬀective
hydrogen donor) is listed as a cationic stabilizer in a few
patents,122 and used at a concentration of less than 0.01 wt %
Scheme 2. Radical Generation from Type II Photoinitiators
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with excess small molecule diisocyanate.131 An array of
urethane acrylate monomers is available commercially, deﬁned
as either aliphatic or aromatic and with degree of functionality
from one to six. Structural monomers, on their own, are often
too viscous to be processed directly by AM and require
thinning with a lower viscosity reactive diluent.132 To facilitate
rapid cross-linking of the resin, multifunctional reactive diluents
such as dipropylene glycol diacrylate (DPGDA) or pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETA) are often used (Figure 14). Tris[2-

less strain versus straight continuous structures. One of the
more common chemical methods of reducing shrinkage (and
thus curl) is to use higher molecular weight oligomeric
acrylates.137 The problem of increased viscosity can be
compensated by heating the resin during processing, although
this solution is not universally applicable.
2.2.2.3. Thiol−Ene and Thiol−Yne Systems. Shrinkage is
not the only problem from which acrylates suﬀer. Notably
propagating carbon radicals are inhibited by molecular oxygen
dissolved in the resin.138 The problem is further exacerbated in
open vat SLA setups where the curing surface is in constant
contact with ambient air. Traditional additives for mitigating
oxygen inhibition such as tertiary amines retard cationic
polymerization and are not appropriate for mixed epoxy/
acrylate resins. Fast curing alternatives to acrylates are to be
considered. One of the ﬁrst alternate monomer systems to be
investigated for SLA was based on “thiol−ene” chemistry.139,140
In this case, the -ene component was actually a dinorbornene,
which was formed by Diels−Alder cycloaddition of a diacrylate
(various diol acrylates including hexanediol diacrylate) with
cyclopentadiene. In equimolar ratio with a polythiol (pentaerythritol tetramercaptopropionate is cited in the example), the
formulation cures with a much lower radiation dosage in
comparison to DGEBA DA (2 vs 13 mJ cm−2). The authors
blame the poor response of DGEBA DA on oxygen
inhibition.141 Thiols can alleviate oxygen inhibition by donating
a hydrogen atom to a formed peroxyl radical and in the process
providing a reactive thiyl radical (Scheme 3). Other additives
Scheme 3. Thiol−Ene Reactions

Figure 14. Meth(acrylate) monomers for AM.

(acryloyl)ethyl] isocyanurate (TAEI) is a reactive liquid
acrylate monomer with a heterocycle core that should also
help improve product mechanical properties.133 Diacrylates
with cycloaliphatic cores (such as DCPDA) are claimed in a few
SLA patents as they tend to undergo less shrinkage than other
acrylate monomers and help contribute to a higher ﬁnal
modulus.134
Although they have their advantages, acrylates, as with all
other vinyl monomers, undergo shrinkage during polymerization. The amount of shrinkage is dependent on molecular
structure, with cycloaliphatic and aromatic acrylates shrinking
less than common diluents (i.e., bisphenol-based dimethacrylate bis-GMA shrinks 5%, while diluent triethylene glycol
dimethacrylate shrinks 12%).135 Preorganization of monomers
(e.g., by hydrogen bridges) can help to reduce shrinkage stress.
Another strategy is to change the polymerization mechanism
from a chain growth polymerization toward a radical step
growth mechanism (elaborated further in subsequent sections).
Polymerization shrinkage and associated stress cause particular
problems in layer by layer fabrication where inhomogeneous
stress results in curling and other deformation problems.136
Hull et al. describe 3D printing techniques including the use of
dashed and curved lines for vertical structures, which develop

that have been tested to reduce oxygen inhibition in SLA
include triphenylphosphine,111 where the authors specify resins
with Ec values below 1 mJ cm−2. Although thiols and
phosphines can both improve in-air photo curing, they tend
not to remain stable for extended times in formulations with
acrylates. In the case of thiols at least, storage stability can be
signiﬁcantly improved by proper use of a buﬀer with a radical
inhibitor.142 While improved in-air curing is generally desirable
for stereolithography, it does exclude the use of thiol−ene
resins for CLIP (section 2.1.3), where oxygen inhibition is
needed to prevent adhesion to the bottom of the vat.27
Thiol−ene-based formulations undergo less polymerization
shrinkage and exhibit reduced shrinkage stress relative to
acrylate-based formulations.143 Acrylate/methacrylate-based
resins containing thiols were found to shrink signiﬁcantly less
during photopolymerization than those without and as a result
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provide sharper structures.144 Explanation for the lower
shrinkage stress is given by the delay of the gel point toward
higher conversion. Pure (meth)acrylate resins gel already at
conversions as low as 20%. Up to the ﬁnal conversion of about
70%, the material is no longer able to ﬂow, and shrinkage stress
is increased with each newly formed bond. Because of the step
growth mechanism of thiol−ene systems, the kinetic chain
length is signiﬁcantly shorter (thiol−(meth)acrylate systems)
or even not existent (thiol−nonhomopolymerizable ene), thus
shifting the gel point well beyond 30% double bond conversion.
Thiol−ene polymers also tend to be less brittle than acrylate
networks, although the materials are in some cases too soft for
many applications.145 Lower brittleness can be explained by the
more homogeneous polymer architecture (Scheme 4). (Meth)-

Commercial thiol−ene resins from Norland Optical
Adhesives have been used by a few research groups for SLA
and for 2PP. The resins cure well with lamps with outputs from
320 to 380 nm.150 Joshi et al. added a two-photon
chromophore (6-benzothiazol-2-yl(2-naphthyl) diphenylamine) to NOA 72 (a resin based on mercapto esters and
tetrahydrofuran methacrylate) and used this to pattern
microscopic optical components.151,152 NOA thiol−ene-based
resins are optically transparent and provide polymers with
refractive indices higher than those of acrylate-based resins
(1.62−1.64 vs 1.32−1.48). Triallyl isocyanate (Figure 15) is

Scheme 4. Network Formation with Thiol−Ene Monomers
versus Network Formation with Acrylate Monomersa

Figure 15. Thiol−ene components in commercial photocurable resins.

mentioned as a component in multiple resins including NOA
61, which was used by Sun et al. to fabricate optical lenses.153
Also of interest for AM applications, shrinkage of these thiol−
ene resins is very low (1.5% with NOA 61).
Alkyl thiols undergo addition reactions with terminal alkynes
at rates comparable to those of alkenes. The advantage of
thiol−yne chemistry is that two thiols can react per alkyne
group providing a material with a much higher Tg than most
thiol−ene networks.154 Thiol−yne systems also tend to exhibit
reduced shrinkage stress; however, ﬁnal conversion in thiol−
yne systems may not as high as expected. For whatever reason,
thiol−yne chemistry has received limited attention for use in
photobased AM.
2.2.2.4. Addition−Fragmentation Chain Transfer for
Controlled Polymer Architecture. Although thiols show great
promise as resin components for AM (less shrinkage stress,
tougher materials), disadvantages such as poor storage stability,
bad odor, and lower modulus of the ﬁnal material remain as
issues. Recognizing the relationship between well-deﬁned
polymer architecture and improved material properties,
addition−fragmentation chain transfer (AFCT) reagents are
being investigated in photocurable formulations. From the
literature, a broad variety of AFCT reagents is known, although
they were investigated primarily for narrowing polydispersity of
linear polymers.14 Recently, Gorsche et al. have tested β-allyl
sulfones (Figure 16) with dimethacrylate monomers and found
them to be very eﬃcient in regulating network formation.155
With chain transfer constants close to unity, they “copolymerize” in a statistical manner. Thereby the gel-point is
signiﬁcantly shifted toward higher conversion, thus reducing
shrinkage stress in a manner similar to that of thiols. β-Allyl
sulfones also improve impact strength of methacrylate networks, but without reducing room-temperature modulus as is
observed with thiols (Figure 17).156,157 Odor and storage

a

Adapted with permission from ref 146. Copyright 2016 the Royal
Society of Chemistry.

acrylates undergo a radical chain growth polymerization with a
rather long kinetic chain length in the initial phase. Having
potential cross-linking points on every second carbon atom of
the primary chain, the network is not eﬃcient in dissipating
stress and cracks will propagate more readily.146 Thiol−ene
networks, which form by step growth kinetics, are comparatively more regular in structure. Unfortunately, ﬂexible thiolbridges in thiol−ene networks lead to signiﬁcant softening and
lower the useful temperature range of the material.
Dias et al. address the problem of low modulus by
synthesizing oligourethanes end-capped with norbornene and
polymerizing these with trimethyloylpropane tris(mercaptopropionate). Hydrogen bonding between urethane
chains increases the rigidity of an otherwise loose thiol−ene
network. 147 Another approach to improving thiol−ene
mechanical properties has been to use ternary monomer
systems such as thiols with allyl ethers and methacrylates.148
Resultant polymers exhibit higher modulus and reduced
shrinkage stress.
Leonards et al. demonstrated the importance of stoichiometry in thiol−ene resins for AM. They used Raman spectroscopy to conﬁrm that thiols remained on the surfaces of crosslinked polymers and used these to immobilize ﬂuorescent dyes.
Using an SLA instrument with a 266 nm laser, thiol-vinyl ether
resins without photoinitiator were selectively structured with
feature sizes below 50 μm.149
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Not long after the discovery of diaryl iodonium photoinitiators, triaryl sulfonium salts were synthesized and found to
exhibit similar photoreactivity.161 Sulfonium photoinitiators
tend to have even better thermal stability than aryl iodoniums
and generally absorb better beyond 300 nm. Further conjugated
aryl sulfonium mixtures with absorbance up to 350 nm were
developed in the early 1980s.162 Beyond these wavelengths, aryl
iodonium photoacids may be a better option because they are
more readily sensitized. This may be done with a variety of dyes
such as anthracene,163 thioxanthones, and coumarins and
extends the use of these cationic initiators up to 400 nm.164
Type I radical initiators can also be used in combination with
cationic initiators, where radical intermediates from the former
can react with iodonium or sulfonium reagents to give radical
cations. Cationic polymerization can also be induced with
visible light by use of a metallocene initiator such as Irgacure
261 (I261).
2.2.3.2. Epoxides. Epoxides are one of the most commonly
used classes of monomers for photobased AM. One reason is
that epoxides undergo signiﬁcantly less shrinkage (2−3%
volumetric) than acrylates during photo-cross-linking.165 This
can be explained by the ring opening reaction of the epoxide
group. Another reason is the generally good mechanical
properties of the resultant polymers. The most commonly
used epoxide monomers for SLA include diglycidyl ether
derivatives of bisphenol A (DGEBA), 3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl-3,4-epoxycyclohexanecarboxylate (ECC), and epoxides
of aliphatic alcohols such as trimethyloyl propane (Figure
19).134 The reactivity of an epoxide monomer is dependent on

Figure 16. β-Allyl sulfone AFCT reagents (MAS and DAS) and
sulfone ester AFCT reagent (VSE).

Figure 17. Mechanical properties of dimethacrylate polymers with 20
wt % thiol additive (DT) and with 20 wt % AFCT reagent (DAS).
Reprinted with permission from ref 155. Copyright 2015 Royal Society
of Chemistry.

stability of the ß-allyl sulfone AFCT reagents are not issues,
although a slight retardation in polymerization may occur. This
issue has recently been circumvented with a structurally similar
sulfone ester AFCT reagent (VSE in Figure 16).
2.2.3. Cationic Systems. 2.2.3.1. Photoacid Generators
(PAGs). Cationic photopolymerization was ﬁrst developed in
the 1970s chieﬂy in response to some of the shortcomings of
radical polymerization. The ﬁrst successful cationic photoinitiators (Figure 18) were aryl iodonium salts (Ar2I+X−) with

Figure 18. Representative cationic photoinitiators and a schematic for
generation of the primary initiating species.

Figure 19. Epoxide monomers and polyol chain extenders for cationic
photopolymerization.

non-nucleophilic counterions (BF 4 −, PF 6 −, AsF 6 −, and
SbF6−).158 These compounds are thermally stable and upon
exposure to UV radiation will decompose to form a mixture of
cations, radical cations, and radical intermediates. Further
reaction of the reactive intermediates with solvent or monomer
leads to the formation of super acid HMXn, which acts as the
principal initiator for cationic polymerization.159 Where toxicity
of early photoacids was a concern, substitution of the diaryl
iodonium with an alkyloxy group was found to signiﬁcantly
improve rat LD50 (>5 g kg−1) and in the process increase
solubility and red shift absorbance. Aryl iodoniums with alkyl
substituents on both rings were found to signiﬁcantly improve
solubility in otherwise immiscible silicone epoxides.160

molecular structure, where cycloaliphatic epoxides with high
double ring strain like VCDE cross-link most rapidly. Epoxy
monomers with nucleophilic groups including ester moieties,
which may be protonated, have reduced reactivity. Thus, photocross-linking of ECC is about 10 times slower than that of other
cyclohexene derived epoxides without nucleophilic groups.
Complexation of the ester group of ECC both intra- and
intermolecularly with oxiranium intermediates can retard the
desired reaction.166 Ether groups such as those found in
epichlorohydrin derived epoxides (e.g., DGEBA) can also form
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Scheme 5. Cationic Chain Growth of Diepoxide Monomers and Chain Transfer with Diols

which translates to high aspect ratios (feature height/width)
and better vertical proﬁles.172 Following irradiation, the
unexposed resin is washed away with a suitable solvent such
as acetone or propylene glycol methyl ether acetate. As with
some other AM methods, post development baking of SU-8 at
200 °C is recommended. As an aromatic epoxide polymer,
cured SU-8 has good thermal and chemical stability, which may
or may not be advantageous depending on the application. In
particular, copper, which has become an increasingly popular
alternative to aluminum for IC connections, can be damaged by
strong acids or high temperatures used to remove SU-8, in
which case, an acrylate-based negative photoresist such as Ordyl
(Elga Europe, Italy) or DiaPlate (HTP, Switzerland)177 may be
preferred because it can be stripped fairly mildly with 3%
NaOH at 50 °C.178
2.2.3.3. Oxetanes and Vinyl Ethers. Epoxide monomers
photopolymerize much slower than acrylate monomers, and for
this reason, epoxides are rarely used on their own in
photoresins intended for AM. In fact, the ﬁrst application of
epoxides for SLA was in combination with much more reactive
but also cationic polymerizable vinyl ether monomers.165 The
syntheses of vinyl ethers and epoxides are complementary
because they both use the same feed stock diols (i.e., bisphenol
A), triols, and polyols.179 This gives rise to products such as
1,4-cyclohexane dimethanol divinyl ether (CDVE), bisphenol A
divinyl ether, polyurethane divinyl ethers,180 and trimethyloyl
propane trivinyl ether (TTVE) (Figure 20). The advantage of

bi- or multidentate proton coordination, which explains the
lower reactivity of these monomers.167
N-Glycidyl ethers (derived from the reaction of amines with
epichlorohydrin) are mentioned in many SLA patents although
never cited in examples.168 Rath et al. performed photo-DSC
with formulations containing cationic initiator and N-glycidyl
ethers and witnessed no exotherm, which they attributed to the
basicity of the amine inhibiting cationic polymerization.169
Epoxidized plant oils and in particular soy bean oil (ESBO)
serve as reactive internal plasticizers and work particularly well
in combination to soften DGEBA networks.170 Cyclopentene
oxides (such as CPDE) are mentioned in patents and according
to the literature ring open under cationic conditions at rates
intermediate to cyclohexene oxide and simple linear alkene
oxides.171
Cationically cured epoxides are polymers that are fundamentally diﬀerent from the more common amine cured epoxy
resins. While cationic curing proceeds in a chain growth
manner, the amine curing is based on a step growth
polymerization. This leads to a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent polymer
architecture (Scheme 5). The cationic cured network has a
quite high number of cross-linking points along the polymer
backbone (in theory every third atom), leading to increased
brittleness. To counteract this high cross-link density, alcohols
are often used as chain transfer agents. Polyester and polyether
diols are cited in patents and used at concentrations from 5 to
20 wt %, where modulus becomes undesirably low at higher
concentrations. Steinmann et al. use ethoxylated derivatives of
bisphenol A in some of their examples.132 Simple diols such
ethylene glycol or butane diol used at concentration of 3−5 wt
% can also increase the cure speed of DGEBA by 30−50%.115
Trimethyloylpropane triol has low viscosity and yet provides
high cross-link density per added weight percent.
Although lithography as it is used for the production of
integrated circuits is not the same as stereolithography,
commonly used negative photoresists have been applied by a
number of researchers for SLA. For reference, photoresists are
classiﬁed as positive if they become more soluble in solvent on
exposure to light and negative if they become less soluble. The
most commonly used negative photoresist for lithography is
SU-8, a bisphenol A Novolak monomer with on average eight
epoxide moieties in solution with a cationic photoinitiator.172
SU-8 is sold as a 40−75 wt % solution, with solution viscosity
and spin speed being used to control layer thickness between 2
and 200 μm.173,174 Soft prebaking of SU-8 at 95 °C is used
prior to photoexposure to remove solvent and thus decrease
lateral movement during polymerization. SU-8 has also been
used by a number of groups for 2PP, where longer prebaking
corresponds to greater feature widths.175,176 UV ﬁltered at 350
nm has been found advantageous due to improved penetration,

Figure 20. Vinyl ether and oxetane monomers commonly cited in SLA
patents.

using vinyl ethers in combination with epoxides is that the ﬁrst
will rapidly polymerize and harden suﬃciently during the AM
build process while the latter will minimize shrinkage during
the post cure process. Disubstituted oxetane (DSO) monomers
are more reactive than epoxides and oﬀer similar low shrinkage
advantages.181 Oxetanes provide an additional advantage by
imparting improved water resistance to cross-linked materials.182 For resins with a restrictively high cross-link density, a
long or short chain diol can be used as a chain transfer agent.183
While (meth)acrylate-based resins tend only to be postcured
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extinction coeﬃcient (ε), which quantiﬁes a molecule’s
propensity for one-photon absorption. As with ε, the σTPA
can predict the probability for formation of an excited state, but
does not give any information about subsequent photochemistry. As an example, Schafer et al. examined Irgacure
OXE01 (Figure 22a) with z-scan analysis and measured a σTPA

with light, the cationic system can be post cured either with
light or with heat.
2.2.4. Hybrid (Dual-Cure) Formulations. The advantages
of using resins consisting of multiple types of monomers with
diﬀerent rates of reaction had been recognized already in the
early days of SLA. Resins based solely on a highly reactive
monomer (acrylate or vinyl ether) exhibited catastrophic curl
distortions due to rapid and inhomogeneous shrinkage.
Mixtures with less reactive monomers (acrylate/methacrylate
or vinyl ether/epoxide) had signiﬁcantly lower curl factors and
could be further cured after building.128,179 Relative to these
purely radical and purely cationic mixtures, hybrid formulations
containing both radical and cationic monomers and initiators
began to be studied in the early 1990s and have become
standard ever since.184 Acrylates and epoxides undergo diﬀerent
modes of polymerization and do not appreciably react with one
another. The resultant polymer is thus not a copolymer (as is
the case with acrylate/methacrylate and vinyl ether/epoxy
mixtures) but rather an interpenetrating network (IPN). With
systems consisting of DGEBA DA and ECC, the acrylate
portion reacts signiﬁcantly faster while the epoxy portion
undergoes signiﬁcant “dark cure”, continuing to polymerize
after the light is turned oﬀ.185 An advantage of these systems is
a signiﬁcant reduction in sensitivity toward oxygen inhibition.
Incompatibility of the two monomers can however be a
problem, which Steinman et al. address with urethane-based
macromers containing both acrylate and epoxide moieties.131
Commercially available hybrid monomers include glycidyl
methacrylate and 3,4-epoxy-cyclohexyl-methyl methacrylate
(GMA and ECMA in Figure 21).186 The beneﬁts of covalently

Figure 22. TPA photoinitiators with TPA cross-section (σTPA).

of less than 40 GM (1 GM = 1 × 10−50 cm4 s molecules−1
photon−1).102,191,192 More importantly, TPA at 800 nm, which
is close to the output of most commonly used Ti:sapphire
lasers, was particularly low. Nevertheless, the quantum yield for
radical formation and initiation of such initiators is high, and
several research groups prefer them.74,193 Fluorescent dyes such
as coumarin and rhodamine B (Figure 22b) have slightly higher
σTPA values than traditional photoinitiators and have thus also
been investigated for two-photon applications.194
Real progress came with the recognition that molecules with
extended planar π-conjugated cores connecting electrondonating (D) and -accepting (A) moieties have lower energy
excited states with large dipolar transitions, which increases the
likelihood for multiphoton events. TPA of dipolar, quadrupolar,
and octapolar chromophores are found to be orders of
magnitude better than traditional photoinitiators (Figure
23).195 While larger multipolar TPA chromophores (even
polymeric and dendritic TPA active compounds) are also
investigated, quadrupolar and octapolar molecules have been
favored. The increased chromophore density of such molecules
relative to dipolar chromophores has a positive inﬂuence on
σTPA, and synthetic preparation is generally less complicated
than that of higher branched derivatives. Extended πconjugation tends to increase σTPA and to red shift λmax.
While higher σTPA is always desirable for 2PP, optimal λmax will

Figure 21. Hybrid (meth)acrylate/epoxy monomers from patent
literature and commercially available.131

binding the acrylate and epoxide moieties is not clear however
because these compounds are less common in patent examples.
A more typical hybrid resin formulation for SLA is provided in
a patent from Ito et al.: 53.7 wt % ECC, 14.9 wt % DGEBA DA,
9 wt % tetra acrylate, 9 wt % 3-methyl-3-hydoxymethyloxetane,
9 wt % polyol chain extender, 2.7 wt % aryl sulfonium cationic
initiator, and 1.8 wt % Irgacure 184 radical initiator.187 Such a
formulation is reasonably representative, although variations in
composition will be made to adjust cross-link density and thus
inﬂuence mechanical properties or to lower water uptake for
certain applications.
2.2.5. Two-Photon Initiators. A resin commonly used in
early 2PP work was SCR500 from Japan Synthetic Rubber,
which consists of a proprietary blend of urethane acrylates and
a free radical initiator (either Irgacure 369 or Irgacure 184).188
Microstructure resolution and processing parameters of such
resins are not optimal, however, due to low two-photon
absorption (TPA) of traditional photoinitiators.101,189,190 The
TPA cross section (σTPA) is a value analogous to the molar
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applied for fabrication of hydrogels, water-soluble initiators
with pendant carboxylate moieties have also been synthesized
(Figure 22f).197 Extended alkene systems are notoriously
sensitive toward oxidation and can undergo cis−trans isomerization. This reaction decreases initiation eﬃciency but can be
avoided by use of alkyne as opposed to alkene bridges (i.e.,
initiators d and e in Figure 22).198 It should be pointed out that
a number of chromophores with high σTPA values have been
tested and found to initiate polymerization poorly because they
prefer to relax via ﬂuorescence instead initiating the polymerization. Symmetric quadrupolar chromophores with two donor
moieties and a core with an electron accepting moiety (D−π−
A−π−d) have been found to have not just high TPA values but
generally good initiating eﬃciency.
Studies on the initiation mechanism of two-photon initiation
revealed that a two-photon induced intermolecular electron
transfer from the TPA chromophore to the functional
monomer is the initiating step (Figure 24). It was further
proposed that a strong intramolecular charge transfer (intraCT) complex (intraexciplex) seems to be required for eﬃcient
photoinitiation.199,200

Figure 23. Schematics of diﬀerent TPA chromophores classiﬁed by
substitution pattern (D = electron donor, π = π-conjugated bridge, A =
acceptor moiety).195

depend on the laser source (approximately 800 nm in the case
of Ti:sapphire).
Rational design of molecules with high TPA has advanced
greatly in the last 20 years (Scheme 6).196 Substituted
derivatives of stilbene are some of the simplest organic dipolar
and quadrupoloar chromophores. Related chromophores based
on the bis(styryl)benzene core have received attention in 2PP
applications. Common modiﬁcations have been to use stronger
electron-donating groups, to incorporate acceptors on the core
and even multiple acceptors on the ends of the molecule.
High TPA is important but is not the only criterion for good
performance in 2PP. Solubility, stability, and initiation
eﬃciency are also essential. Solubility in organic solvents has
been improved by placing long and branched alkyl chains on
amine donors and onto ﬂuorenone cores.192 As 2PP is also

Figure 24. Intra- and intermolecular transfer process of common 2PP
initiators from literature.199

Scheme 6. Evolution of Multipolar Chromophores from Stilbene
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In the so-formed intraexciplex, electron density is highest at
the π-bridge, and here the molecule is most likely to donate an
electron to the surroundings. The growth rate of the polymer is
associated with the pumping rate of the CT state of the
initiator. It was found that the sensitivity of two-photon
initiation is not related directly to σTPA, but also to electron
transfer from the lowest singlet state of the chromophore to the
monomer.199 Because of the charged states of intermediates,
solvent polarity also has an inﬂuence on reactivity. Deactivation
to the ground-state chromophore through back electron
transfer has been observed with quadrupolar chromophores.
Moreover, α-abstraction from alkyl substituents of the amine
donor can give rise to a radical with good initiating capacity,
which can signiﬁcantly improve the eﬃciency of the system.
Ethyl moieties have been found to be more reactive than butyl
groups, while substitution with an aromatic group suppresses
the reaction, which explains why quadrupolar chromophores
with diphenylamine donor groups show high TPA but poor
reactivity as initiators.199
TPA initiators are often used at low concentrations (<0.5 wt
%) in acrylate resins, which consist of essentially the same
monomers as those used for traditional SLA. Sartomer resins
such as SR 368 and SR 444 have been used by some groups
where the addition of TPA initiators such as 4,4′-bis(di-nbutylamino)biphenyl or E,E-1,4-bis[4-(di-n-butylamino) styryl]-2,5-dimethoxybenzene was found to allow grid structures
with wall widths of 65 nm.87
Diﬀerent methods are used to assess the performance of TPA
photoinitiators. A popular method utilized in our laboratories
has been to build a representative submicron mesh structure
while adjusting the laser power and writing speed and then to
quantitatively assign a quality value. Figure 25a shows four
representative SEM images where conditions that provide
structures like those rated 1 and 2 would be deemed acceptable
and those rated 3 or 4 would be rejected. Initiators less sensitive
to adjustments in laser power and writing speed allow good
structures (1 or 2) more easily and are said to have wide
processing windows.198 More recently, IR microscopy has been
used to quantitatively assess ideal processing conditions by
measuring the double bond conversion (DBC) of the acrylatebased resin.202 Figure 25b provides a false color 3D plot of
DBC versus process conditions, which dramatically indicates
that laser power is more important than scanning speed (at
least under the tested conditions). As an alternate quantitative
method of assessing cure performance, microcantilevers
produced by 2PP have been used to measure Young’s modulus
of microstructures via nanoindentation.203 Optimization of
laser cross-linking conditions allows structures with feature
sizes an order of magnitude below 1 μm. Figure 26 gives three
examples of microscopic replicas of real world objects created
via 2PP at the TU Wien.
While radical-based 2PP with acrylate resins has been more
common, cationic 2PP with epoxy or vinyl ether resins is also
possible. Notably, Zhou et al. synthesized a photo acid
generator (PAG) with a bis[(diarylamino) styryl]benzene
core and covalently attached aryl sulfonium moieties (BSB-S2
in Figure 27).205 The PAG has a large σTPA (690 GM) and a
high quantum yield for photochemical generation of acid (ϕH+
≈ 0.5). The polymerization threshold power of BSB-S2
(measured in a commercial epoxy resin) was considerably
lower than that of a traditional trisarylsulfonium PAG: 2.4 mW
at 710 nm and 5.6 mW at 760 nm versus >315 mW at 710 nm
and >655 mW at 760 nm. 2PP with BSB-S2 in SU-8 resin was

Figure 25. (a) Submicrometer mesh structures for qualitative
assessment of TPA initiators and (b) 3D plot of double bond
conversion versus laser power and scanning speed. Reprinted with
permission from refs 201 and 202. Copyrights 2011 Wiley and 2011
AIP Publishing LLC, respectively.

performed to construct complex 3D structures with submicrometer feature sizes.206
2.2.6. Stabilizers, Light Absorbers, and Other Additives. Photoresins for AM processes contain additives other
than monomers and initiators. Among these, low concentrations of radical inhibitors are required to prevent premature
gelation of acrylates. Butylated hydroxy toluene and methoxy
hydroquinone are two of the most common radical inhibitors
(BHT and MEHQ in Figure 28), and are normally used at
concentrations from 50 to 200 ppm.207 Both of these inhibitors
are considered aerobic and require a certain concentration of
dissolved oxygen in the resin to be eﬀective.208,209 While
iodonium- and sulfonium-based cationic initiators both have
good thermal stability, unintended increase in viscosity of vinyl
ether and epoxy based resins can be a problem particularly if a
resin is used to build multiple objects. Benzyl N,N′ dimethyl
amine (BDMA) is a mild base and eﬀectively neutralizes radical
cations.183 BDMA and related amines should be used at
concentrations of 5−250 ppm in resins with 1 wt % photoacid
generator. Esters of 9-anthranoic acid have been used to both
stabilize and to sensitize PAGs (by red shifting absorbance) and
have better solubility in silicone vinyl ether monomers than
other anthracene derivatives.210
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Figure 27. (a) Two-photon PAG (BSB-S2) and (b) 3D microstructures constructed in SU-8 resin. Reproduced with permission
from ref 206. Copyright 2003 Elsevier Ltd.

Figure 26. (a−c) Microscopic replicas of real-world objects created via
2PP. Reproduced with permission from refs 201 and 204. Copyrights
2011 Wiley (a,b) and 2012 TU Wien (c).
Figure 28. Stabilizers and light absorbers for AM photoresins.

Pyrene and substituted anthracenes are described in several
patents to serve as both sensitizers and light absorbers for
SLA.122 Where photosensitizers enable curing with higher
wavelength light sources or more accurately lower the Ec at a
particular wavelength, the purpose of light absorbers is
principally to reduce Dp. The inﬂuence of light absorbers on
penetration depth can be explained by modiﬁcation of the
earlier eq 3:
1
Dp =
2.3(εI[I] + εA [A])
(5)

More importantly, the same resin with 0.2 pph EDMA could be
eﬃciently cured with a 364 nm Ar laser (showing Ec of 20 m
cm−2 and Dp of 0.12 mm). Other cited light absorbers include
stilbene derivatives such as 1,4-bis(2-dimethylstyryl)benzene
(BMSB).
Block copolymers, and in particular those based on styrene−
butadiene−methyl methacrylate (SBM), are cited in patents
from Messe et al. where they lower resin viscosity and increase
the impact strength of the cross-linked free-standing object.207
2.2.7. Soluble Mold Materials. AM can be used both
directly and indirectly to fabricate freestanding objects. In the
latter case, SLA or another technique is used to print a
polymeric negative or mold of the desired ﬁnished part.212
While molding necessitates an extra processing step, it extends
the application of photo-AM for the fabrication of additional
materials (i.e., highly opaque ceramics such as silicon carbide).
In sacriﬁcial molding, the polymeric mold is not reused but
instead destroyed during fabrication of the ﬁnished part.
Polymeric sacriﬁcial molds for ceramic parts have been

Thus, penetration depth of the light source is now dependent
on the extinction coeﬃcient (εI) and concentration of the
initiator [I] and on the extinction coeﬃcient (εA) and
concentration of the absorber [A]. Lowering Dp allows thinner
layers and thus better z-resolution and allows incut structures
otherwise not possible. Addition of 0.2 pph of 2-ethyl-9,10dimethoxy anthracene (EDMA) to epoxy/vinyl ether-based
resins containing 1 wt % triaryl sulfonium PAG lowered Dp
from 0.5 to 0.14 mm when cured with a 351 nm Ar laser.211
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traditionally removed by pyrolysis. Problems arise due to the
high cross-linking degree of most commercial photopolymers,
which leads to cracks and distortions on heating.213 An
alternative strategy is to use water-soluble or organo-soluble
photopolymers to build the sacriﬁcial mold.214,215 Steps
consisting of AM fabrication of the soluble mold with
photopolymer (1−3), casting with the desired ﬁnal material
(4), and the removal of the soluble mold material to give the
ﬁnal part (5) are shown in Figure 29.

step, the part is sintered at a temperature normally above 1000
°C depending on the ceramic used. Thermal ramping must be
performed slowly to reduce the risk of cracking. The ﬁnal
temperature and heating rate used for sintering can be used to
control the porosity of the ﬁnal part. For demanding
engineering applications, porosities less than 2% are usually
required. Ceramic functional parts are a growing ﬁeld for AM,
where the technique can produce complex parts with sub
millimeter feature sizes. Figure 30 provides a collection of AM
produced parts from ceramics including Al2O3, ZrO2, and
Ca3(PO4)2, where the last is intended for bone tissue
engineering applications.

Figure 29. Sacriﬁcial molding with water-soluble photopolymers.216

Figure 30. AM produced ceramic functional parts from Lithoz
GmbH.218 The turbine wheel diameter is 10 mm.

Generally, sacriﬁcial mold formulations are based on
monoacrylates that form linear polymers to be dissolved after
the molding process. Solubility is aﬀorded by a cleavable
monomer such as methacrylic anhydride, which prevents
swelling and dissolution of the polymerized mold during the
building step by the surrounding uncured monomer. In
aqueous alkaline solutions (water-soluble systems) or in
amine-containing organic solvents (organo-soluble system),
the anhydride is cleaved. Monofunctional comonomers are
used to regulate the dissolution process. For water-soluble
molds, dimethylacrylamide or methacrylic acid was found to be
a suitable comonomer, and for organo-soluble systems
diisobutylacrylamide was used. Parts can be made by this
process with a feature resolution of about 200 μm, and the
mold can be easily dissolved in about 2 h in alkaline water or
amine containing solvents. Organo-soluble molds built with
SLA have been used to fabricate nanostructured silica gels from
sol−gel precursors.215
2.2.8. Ceramics and Composites. In addition to the
sacriﬁcial mold or investment casting techniques just described,
lithographic AM can be used directly to fabricate ceramic
objects. Direct photo processing of ceramics is realized with a
slurry of approximately 40−55 wt % ceramic dispersed
normally in photopolymerizable formulation containing
mono- and multifunctional monomers as well as suitable
solvents and dispersing agents.67,217 The “green part” formed
by AM must undergo a multistep thermal cure to provide the
ﬁnished object. In the ﬁrst step, water or other low molecular
weight components are volatized. In the second step,
performed at a temperature typically between 400 and 500
°C, the organic portion of the slurry is burned out. In the ﬁnal

Lithographic AM is also being used increasingly to shape
composite materials, although a few problems should be
addressed: (1) reinforcing particles tend to increase the
viscosity of the photopolymer resin, which can complicate the
coating process; (2) dense particles often settle to some extent
resulting in inhomogeneities; (3) air entrapment and bubble
formation; and (4) light scattering, which limits depth of cure.37
For the last reason, composites with glass and other UV
transparent materials are more amenable to lithographic AM.
Successful application of nano- and microscale reinforcing ﬁllers
often requires surface-treatment and dispersion processes in
conjunction with adjusted process parameters.219,220 As an
alternative solution, Gupta et al. dispersed carbon ﬁbers in a
DGEBA DA resin with both a photoinitiator and a peroxide
thermal initiator. They ﬁrst patterned the composite by SLA
and followed this with a prolonged thermal postcure.221 Long
thermal post curing has been found to be critical for other
composites including glass ﬁber nonwoven mats in epoxy
resins.222 Composites of this sort are constructed by pausing
fabrication and manually placing a ﬁber mat atop each freshly
polymerized layer. The mat is then covered with a layer of resin
and entrapped via photo-cross-linking.223 Resultant composites
with 17 g m−2 of E-glass mesh in an acrylate resin exhibit
Young’s modulus and tensile strength 50% greater than that of
the unmodiﬁed polymer.
With typically lower viscosities and structures below the
diﬀraction limit of light, nanocomposites are particularly
relevant to lithographic AM. Organic-modiﬁed ceramics
(ORMOCERs) are one class of nanocomposites, known both
for being easy to process and for the excellent optical and
mechanical properties of the resultant cured materials.224
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ORMOCER photosensitive resins consist of sol−gel derived
oligomers, typically alkoxysilane monomers, along with purely
organic monomers and other additives including a photoinitiator. Figure 31 shows two siloxane (meth)acrylate

Figure 32. (Selective) laser sintering process comprised of (a)
vertically movable build platform, (b) powder bed with embedded,
sintered model layers, (c) laser source and (d) laser optics, (e) powder
feedstock and deposition hopper, and (f) blade for powder distribution
and leveling.

Figure 31. Siloxane (meth)acrylate monomers and oligomers for
lithographic fabrication of ORMOCER materials.

monomers along with an oligomer that can be used to create
ORMOCER networks.225,226 Lithographic processing will
induce polymerization via acrylate moieties, while siloxanes
can further cross-link the network during thermal post
curing.227 While organosiloxanes are most common, ORMOCERs can be based on other elements such as Al, Zr, and
Ti.224
ORMOCERs tend to have better hardness, chemical
resistance, and transparency than acrylate polymers.228
Generally monomers with trialkoxysilanes and trifunctional
metal alkoxides can be cross-linked to give materials with
Young’s moduli greater than 10 GPa. Optical properties
including low attenuation (0.2−0.3 dB cm−1 at 1320 nm)
and tunable refractive index are allowed by mixing of
commercial ORMOCER resins (Ormocomp and Ormocore
from Microresist Technology).229 Prior to MPP microfabrication, the resins should be prebaked for a few minutes
at 80 °C to increase the viscosity. It is also useful to carefully
clean the (glass) substrate to exploit the good adhesion
properties of the resin.230 MPP with ORMOCERs allows
simpliﬁed fabrication of optical and electronic components:
pre- and postexposure baking as well as dilution with solvent
are not necessary as are customary with traditional
lithography.229 Postbaking does provide advantages, however,
as adhesion and feature size resolution can both be
improved.231 Zr-based sol−gel resins may also be structured
by MPP and have advantages such as tunable refractive index,
improved mechanical stability, and, most importantly, very low
volume shrinking.232,233 These beneﬁts are likely due to the
dual modes of chain and step-growth polymerization.106

thickness. These three steps are repeated until the ﬁnal layer of
the manufactured part has been sintered.
Similar to SLA, the solidiﬁcation process is performed with a
laser source (a 10.6 μm carbon dioxide type in the case of
powder bed fusion processes) and laser optics to scan the
model contours and layers according to CAD data. The laser
radiation is absorbed and aﬀects the local heating of the powder
particles, causing softening, melting, and solidiﬁcation of
adjacent particles.235,236 Powder deposition between the
sintering of adjacent layers is conducted using a blade (laser
sintering) or roller (SLS) for distributing powder particles
supplied either by one or two hoppers moving across the
building envelope, or from one or two additional platforms
providing the powder feed. Throughout the described
procedure, the process chamber is kept at an elevated
temperature, a few degrees below the processed material’s
softening point. The aim of this measure is to decrease
processing time and reduce the amount of thermally induced
internal stresses and curl distortions developed during layered
solidiﬁcation. However, the constant thermal load requires
users to maintain an inert gas atmosphere within the chamber
to hinder oxidative degradation of the material during the
process. Loose powder particles remain on the build platform
during the process to serve as support material. Because of this
embedment, parts with delicate and complex structures can be
manufactured without having to implement support structures
and materials. Moreover, the stabilizing eﬀect exhibited by the
powder bed facilitates convenient manufacturing of stacks of
models within a building procedure, thereby reducing
interruptions caused by part removal. At the end of the
manufacturing process, loose powder can be removed easily to
be reused in successive runs.
3.1.1.2. Historical Development. Selective laser sintering
(SLS) was originally developed at the University of Texas by
Carl Deckard in 1986.237 Soon afterward, Deckard and other
members of the university founded the companies Nova
Automation and DTM Corp. to commercialize their technology. DTM was acquired in 2001, and since then SLS
technology has been marketed by 3D Systems Inc. In parallel
to DTM’s activities in the U.S., German EOS GmbH, formerly

3. POWDER BED FUSION PROCESSES
3.1. Selective Laser Sintering (3D Systems)/Laser Sintering
(EOS)

3.1.1. Introduction. 3.1.1.1. Selective Laser Sintering
Process/Laser Sintering Process. The principle design of
selective laser sintering (SLS, 3D Systems) and laser sintering
(EOS) machines is very similar (Figure 32).234 The building
procedure consists of powder deposition, powder solidiﬁcation,
followed by the lowering of the build platform by one layer
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complex plastic components, which would be diﬃcult to make
with conventional formative processes.
Resolution and surface roughness of parts manufactured by
laser sintering are strongly dependent on the particle size of the
utilized powder where larger particles generally cause lower
spatial resolution and higher surface roughness.239 For safety
and processability reasons, the average size of powder particles
cannot be reduced below a certain limit.234 Resolutions that can
be achieved under optimum conditions are reported to be in
the range of 100 μm, and manual ﬁnishing processes such as
milling or coating are commonly used to improve surface
properties.240,241 Similar to parts from other AM processes,
further deviations from CAD data input arise from the layered
processing of materials. In the interface between solidifying
layers and ready-built portions of the manufactured part, both
thermal gradients and densiﬁcation due to sintering induce
residual stresses. The relaxation of these stresses may result in
warpage or breakage. The amount of stress is not only
inﬂuenced by powder properties, but is also aﬀected by
processing parameters such as layer thickness, chamber and
powder temperature, and path-planning procedures. Various
research activities have aimed to monitor and understand, as
well as to predict and improve accuracy and surface ﬁnish in
powder-bed fusion AM processes employing theoretical and
experimental approaches.242−248
Regardless of the material used, the parts obtained by powder
bed fusion processes will typically exhibit a certain level of
porosity.249 The amount of free volume is dependent on
particle size distribution, material choice, and process
parameters. The pores remaining within a green part after the
AM process represent potential weak points in models
subjected to mechanical load. If high mechanical strength is
required for a given application, it is therefore common practice
to improve mechanical properties by means of isostatic
pressing, inﬁltration with suitable resins, or sintering.235,249,250
On the positive side, SLS fabricated parts are light, and porosity
can be advantageous in other applications that require large
surface areas, for example, scaﬀolds for cell growth in tissue
engineering.

a producer of stereolithography and 3D scanning systems,
widened their product line to include laser sintering AM
systems. EOS employs an AM process closely related to
selective laser sintering that is named simply “laser sintering”.
3.1.1.3. Part Properties, Advantages, and Disadvantages.
Parts fabricated using SLS possess some properties distinguishing them from those manufactured with other AM techniques.
Most importantly, laser sintering allows users to process a wide
range of thermoplastic materials including engineering and high
performance plastics with speciﬁc mechanical properties.
Because of this advantage, laser sintered parts are durable
enough to be used in applications where they are subjected to
mechanical loads. As an example, SLS has been used to produce
innovative small batch complex parts such as the bionic
handling assistant displayed in Figure 33. The ﬂexible assistance

Figure 33. Bionic handling assistant produced by laser sintering
(image courtesy of EOS GmbH/Festo AG & Co. KG).238 The
gripping tool can reliably pick up and gently put down objects (part
manufactured with PA-12 powder).

system, which resembles an elephant’s trunk, consists of three
basic elements for spatial movement, a hand axis, and a gripper
with adaptive ﬁngers. Its functionality and its structure require

Figure 34. Powder and process parameters inﬂuencing properties of polymer parts produced by SLS. Reprinted with permission from ref 252.
Copyright 2014 Cambridge University Press.
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3.1.2. Requirements for (Selective) Laser Sintering
Materials. SLS is applicable to materials with vastly diﬀerent
bulk properties. Moreover, SLS powders for the same bulk
material can also vary in their morphology, sintering, and
melting behavior. The powder characteristics strongly inﬂuence
part properties such as accuracy, internal stresses, distortion,
and response to mechanical load. The inﬂuence of intrinsic and
nonintrinsic powder properties on SLS process parameters is
summarized in Figure 34. The multitude of parameters has
triggered researchers to reﬂect upon eﬀective means to
rationalize material development for SLS on a meta level.251
Comprehensive reviews in materials and process development
are given by Kruth et al.31 and Schmid et al.252
The most important requirements for any powder material
can be deduced by closely analyzing the individual steps of the
SLS process.
3.1.2.1. Flowability and Compactibility. In powder bed
fusion AM processes, materials must exhibit a certain level of
ﬂowability and packing eﬃciency to enable processing of
unsintered powder, especially during the deposition of powder
layers.253−255 Eﬀorts were made to understand both the static
and, more importantly, the dynamic ﬂow behavior of powders,
all aiming at the optimization of ﬂowability.255,256 With
methods like the revolution powder analyzer, the dynamic
ﬂow of particles can be investigated under conditions that
mimic those of 3D System’s leveling roller and of EOS’s blade
coater.257,258 The avalanche angle attuned in the rotating drum
of the analyzer can be correlated to powder ﬂowability, which is
low for high angles. It was found that the shape of particles
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences powder ﬂowability. In particular,
powders consisting of well-deﬁned spherical particles prepared
by dispersion polymerization oﬀer the highest ﬂowability,
closely followed by potato-shaped particles, which ﬂow
signiﬁcantly better than rough-edged, irregular particles (e.g.,
derived from cryogenic milling).259 The compactibility of
powders can be estimated by determining the volume
expansion ratio according to a standardized procedure. High
powder densities or compactibilities enable the fabrication of
high density pieces with good mechanical properties (e.g., in
the case of spherical particles). However, especially for particles
of less deﬁned shape, high powder densities may compromise
ﬂowability.260 Other experimental studies have focused on the
inﬂuence of multimodal size distributions, which are reported
to improve ﬂowability.254,261 In addition to tuning particle
properties, additives can be used to improve processability of
powders. To increase ﬂowability, commercial formulations
include numerous inorganic powder substances such as silica,
calcium and magnesium silicates, alumina, vitreous phosphate,
vitreous borate, vitreous oxide, titania, talc, mica, and kaolin.
Processing and deposition is also facilitated if antistatic agents
are included. Examples for such additives range from polymers
carrying sulfonic acid groups and alkylsulfonic metal salts to
metal alkoxides.262
3.1.2.2. Laser Absorption. A suﬃcient absorption of CO2laser radiation is necessary to enable eﬀective energy uptake
and sintering. Moreover, the z-resolution of the SLS process is
also dependent on absorption because this limits the curing
depth of the laser beam. In case absorption by the polymer
powder alone is not suﬃcient, additives such as graphite
powder or carbon black can be used to increase absorption and
hinder the melting of particles below the processed layer.262,263
3.1.2.3. Thermal Properties and Sintering Behavior. The
most important requirement for SLS powder is appropriate

sintering behavior, such that solidiﬁcation of the powder
particles occurs uniformly during the layered manufacturing
procedure. The solidiﬁcation step in itself is a complex process.
Depending on the nature of the powder, it involves a number of
mechanisms.264 For polymeric powders or polymer-based
composite powders, the most important mechanisms are liquid
phase sintering due to partial or complete melting of the
powder particles.31 Driven by capillary forces and depending on
its viscosity, the molten material more or less rapidly spreads
within the powder, thereby forming necks between adjacent
powder particles. If a suﬃcient amount of molten material with
suﬃciently low viscosity is generated upon laser irradiation, an
increasingly dense structure is formed. However, other
mechanisms such as consolidation at glass transition temperature, diﬀusion of polymer chains, or chemical cross-linking are
also involved.
Sintering or melting of powdered material must be possible
in the temperature range of the respective SLS machine.
Analytical methods used to measure thermal properties of
polymeric materials for SLS include diﬀerential scanning
calorimetry and thermomechanical analysis, as well as rheology
and measurement of density and contact angle. Thermal
properties such as melt viscosity, melt surface tension, and
powder surface energy have great bearing on the sintering
behavior of a powder.260,265,266 Low zero-shear viscosity and
low melt surface tension are required for successful processing
of powder materials, as both parameters help to enable eﬃcient
coalescence of the molten particles.
Semicrystalline and amorphous polymers have very diﬀerent
thermal properties, which aﬀects the way that they are
processed by SLS. Semicrystalline polymers undergo a large
change in viscosity and density within a narrow temperature
range upon melting and crystallization. The consolidation of
semicrystalline powders is therefore conducted by locally
heating to temperatures slightly above Tm. To reduce stresses
and deformations caused by layerwise recrystallization and
cooling, the powder bed is constantly kept at a temperature
between the crystallization and melting temperature during the
whole SLS process. Thus, crystallization of consolidated layers
will only occur when the ﬁnished part is cooled after
processing.267 A suﬃciently large temperature diﬀerence
between melting and recrystallization is required to enable
ﬁne-tuning of process parameters within this parameter
window, and to allow suﬃcient tolerance with regards to
property changes occurring due to thermal aging of powders.260
The suitability of a polymer for SLS is strongly dependent on
molecular structure. As an example, PA-6 and PA-12 are two
polymers with similar structure but very diﬀerent applicability
in SLS processing.31,268 Because of the higher amount of
hydrogen bonding in PA-6, it exhibits a higher melting point
(223 °C in comparison to 187 °C for PA-12) and a higher melt
viscosity. PA-12 has diﬀerent modes of packing, which results in
a narrower melting range, making it well suited for SLS. For
commercial PA-12 powder, thermal treatment is used to
optimize the sintering performance. The growth of crystals is
controlled during powder treatment to favor those with thick
lamella that shift the melting point to elevated temperatures.269
Premature recrystallization is prevented by accurate control of
the temperature within the process chamber,252 thereby
ensuring the maximum width of the process window. Typical
thermal properties during melting and cooling of two
commercial polyamides (PA-11 and PA-12) are compared in
Figure 35.
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highly cross-linked thermoset during postprocessing operations.274
3.1.2.4. Aging Stability and Recyclability. During the SLS
process, only a portion of the heated powder in the build
chamber is solidiﬁed to constitute the fabricated part. A
signiﬁcant amount of the powder remains in the chamber and
can be reused in subsequent building procedures. This fraction
is subjected to prolonged thermal load, which represents a
source of degradation. Two main mechanisms may occur under
the elevated temperatures of the build chamber. Oxidative
degradation usually causes chain scission, and decreased
melting temperatures and melt viscosities, but is hindered by
ﬁlling the chamber with an inert gas. The aging behavior of the
mostly PA-12-based commercial powders is therefore dominated by chain growth due to condensation of amine and
carboxylic end groups.252 With increasing molecular weight, the
melt viscosity also rises. If standard sintering parameters are
maintained, the increased viscosity prevents optimum consolidation of the polymer particles and results in inferior surface
quality, reduced density, and poor mechanical performance. It
is therefore mandatory that the powder properties are not
altered above a certain extent to ensure constant product
quality. In industrial environments, blends of used and unused
powder are often applied in a composition guaranteeing
suﬃcient fulﬁllment of thermal requirements.275−277 Recent
approaches to improve thermal stability and recyclability of PA12 powders include using polymers with an excess of carboxylic
or amine end-groups.278−280 In addition, commercial SLS
powders are commonly treated with suitable stabilizing agents,
for example, phosphites, hindered phenols, and thioethers,
which are employed in combination with antioxidants such as
hindered amines, hydroquinones, and sulfur components.262
3.1.2.5. Further Requirements. Additional and more speciﬁc
requirements are set by the intended application of the
fabricated part. For instance, polymers are also used as
sacriﬁcial binder in certain SLS powders to enable sintering
of metallic or ceramic particles, where they are meant to
decompose during sintering of the ceramic or metal.281 Other
approaches aiming to fulﬁll demands of speciﬁc applications
include the use of ﬂame retardant compounds, colorants, or
antimicrobial agents.
3.1.3. Fabrication of Polymer Powders for SLS
Processing. The SLS process requires material suppliers to
produce powders with excellent control over size distribution
and morphology. Typical commercial powders include a major
share of particles with sizes in the range of 60 μm, combined
with a minority component with average particle sizes below 10
μm.31
A number of diﬀerent approaches are used to fabricate
powders for SLS, with precipitation and mechanical grinding
representing the two most important ones. The choice of the
appropriate process depends on the material and on the desired
powder properties. For blends and composite materials, powder
preparation is very often only one of at least two steps in the
fabrication process, which is conducted after mixing of materials
in solution or by melt extrusion processes, or prior to mixing
with ﬁllers and additives during the preparation of dry blends.
The most important commercial material PA-12 can be
prepared conveniently by hydrolytic or anionic ring-opening
polymerization of lauryl lactam conducted in organic solvents at
temperatures up to 300 °C.268,282 In the hydrolytic process,
water or a metal−organic compound catalyzes the ring-opening
and polymerization of the monomer, resulting in the formation

Figure 35. DSC curves of commercial semicrystalline powders for
SLS. Black, PA-12 powder fabricated by precipitation from ethanol
solution (PA2200; EOS GmbH); red, PA-11 powder fabricated by
cryogenic grinding (PA1100; EOS GmbH).

The temperature and width of the melting transition are not
only a function of molecular structure, but also of average
molecular weight and weight distribution. For example, the
inﬂuence of the average molecular weight of poly-εcaprolactone (PCL) on processability was systematically
studied. It was shown that at an average weight of 40 000 g
mol−1, PCL powder exhibited poor sintering behavior, whereas
a comparable powder with an average polymer weight of 50 000
g mol−1 was successfully processed to yield accurate green
parts.31,270 Largely because of their thermal behavior, semicrystalline polymer particles usually yield comparatively dense
structures with mechanical properties comparable to those of
injection molded parts (at least under pressure load).
In comparison to semicrystalline polymers, amorphous
polymers undergo less well-deﬁned phase transitions over a
broader temperature range (Figure 36). Above their glass

Figure 36. DSC curve of commercial amorphous powder for SLS
(PrimeCast 101 polystyrene powder; EOS GmbH).

transition temperature, respective materials soften gradually,
enabling SLS processing between the glass transition and the
ﬂow temperature. Within this process window, melt viscosities
tend to be higher than for semicrystalline melts, thereby causing
only limited coalescence of powder particles. The resulting
green parts are less stable under load, but exhibit only minor
internal stresses and distortions.271,272 Improved accuracy
makes amorphous polymers attractive materials for the
production of patterns for investment casting.273 Their direct
application requires the inﬁltration of porous models with
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agitation at elevated temperatures yields particles of potatolike shapes (Figure 38b) that exhibit advantageous thermal
properties with regards to SLS processing. In comparison to
standard PA-12, the enlarged temperature gap between melting
point and recrystallization temperature facilitates the fabrication
of SLS parts with reduced shrinkage and distortion.284 A similar
process is used to produce PA-11 powders.285 Other polyamide
powders that can be prepared via precipitation from polymer
solution include AB and A/AB-type amide copolymers with a
chain length between 6 and 13 carbon atoms,286,287 polyamide
homopolymers with 7−10 carbon atoms,288 and coprecipitated
polyamide powders of AB- and AABB-type, for example, PA-12
and PA-10/13.289 However, none of the claimed powders has
become commercially available up to now.
Spherical particles can be obtained either by coextrusion of
soluble and insoluble material such as oil droplets in water
(Figure 37b and Figure 38c),252 by emulsion polymerization of
water-insoluble monomers (Figure 37c), or by anionic ringopening precipitation polymerization of lauryl lactam in the
presence of approximately 0.1% silica nucleating agent, for
example, in the case of Orgasol PA-12 powder produced by
Arkema.290 A similar route is presented under the name high
pressure wet process by Lim et al.291 Their approach is based
on the preparation of a polymer solution in a suitable solvent
mixture at elevated temperature and pressure (e.g., a mixture of
ethanol and water in case of lauryl lactam). Precipitation due to
coagulation of polymeric material occurs as soon as the
temperature or pressure is decreased below a certain threshold.
By changing the pressure and temperature during the process,
the powder properties can be ﬁne-tuned. Furthermore, to
obtain particles with very narrow size distribution and deﬁned
shape, TiO2 can be added as a nucleating agent.
In uncommon cases, powder particles can be obtained by
spray drying of polymer solutions (Figure 37d), as was
demonstrated by Wahab et al. in the preparation of composites
of PA-6 with layered silicates.292
Powders based on polymers that are not prepared by
precipitation can also be made by mechanical grinding (Figure
37e). Cryoscopic milling or grinding of pellets is capable of
providing particle sizes below 100 μm. Typically, the polymeric
particles are cooled to −50 °C in a cooling section, and then
milled between two counter-rotating pinned discs following the
principle of an impact crusher. Particles of diﬀerent sizes can be
separated by sieving, thereby isolating fractions with very
diﬀerent, comparatively narrow size distributions. This process

of one carboxylic and one amine terminal group on each
polymer chain. On the basis of the reaction products, PA-12
powders are usually fabricated by controlled cooling of the
polymer solution in ethanol according to a precipitation process
originally developed by Hüls AG (Marl, Germany).283 Below a
certain temperature, particles of narrow size distribution with
average sizes between 50 and 150 μm precipitate from solution
(Figure 37a). A drying procedure comprising mechanical

Figure 37. Fabrication of polymeric SLS powders: (a) precipitation
from polymer solution; (b) coextrusion of polymer solution with
immiscible solvent; (c) emulsion polymerization of water-insoluble
monomers; (d) spray drying of polymer solution; (e) cryogenic
milling of polymer powders; and (f) SLS processing of powders with
controlled size distribution and formulated additives.

Figure 38. Morphology of commercial powders for polymer laser sintering. (a) Cryogenically ground, rough particles (PA-11 powder PA1101 from
EOS GmbH); (b) potato-shaped particles precipitated from ethanol solution (PA-12 powder PA2200 from EOS GmbH); and (c) spherical particles
produced by means of emulsion polymerization (PS powder PrimeCast 101 from EOS GmbH).
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are continuously struggling to widen the available portfolio.
The limited commercial success of many of these powders is
attributed to the high demands set for materials development
due to the complexity of the processes involved in fabrication,
characterization, and processing of powders for SLS.252
3.1.4.1. Material Manufacturers and Commercial Materials. Manufacturers of commercial SLS materials include both
the suppliers of SLS machines, EOS and 3D Systems mainly,
and others, such as CRP Technology (Windform powders),
Stratasys (Nytek powders), and Advanced Laser Materials
(ALM), who oﬀer a range of polyamides. The accumulated
volume of powders sold by these companies has continuously
increased in the last years, surpassing 2.4 million kg in 2015.297
Average prices range between $85 and $105 but may be
considerably higher for special grades containing ﬁllers for
improved mechanical properties, ﬂame retardant additives, or
high performance polymers.
A selection of current commercial materials is given in Table
2. The corresponding mechanical properties are plotted in the
form of a stiﬀness/toughness-balance in Figure 41. The market
is dominated by polyamides, especially by PA-12, which has a
market share of more than 90%.298 PA-12 is sold under the
trade names of Duraform PA12 and PA2200 by 3D Systems
and EOS, respectively. Both products are based on the same
raw product, the PA-12 basic powder Vestosint from Evonik.
Other semicrystalline polyamides include PA-11 and PA-6. The
commodity polymers HDPE and PP are oﬀered by Diamond
Materials. Despite their inferior mechanical properties, these
powders represent interesting alternatives for applications with
lower mechanical demands. If higher material strength is
required, users can either choose from a group of PA-12 grades
with glass, carbon, or aluminum-based ﬁllers, or employ PEEK
powder. The latter represents the only high performance
thermoplastic sintering material on the market and combines
attractive mechanical properties with outstanding thermal
stability and heat deﬂection temperature. Because of its high
processing temperature, in the range of 385 °C, PEEK requires
specialized SLS machines. Recently, a number of thermoplastic
elastomers have also entered the market, oﬀering low strength
but extraordinary ﬂexibility. This group of materials served to
signiﬁcantly widen the scope of SLS applications to ﬂexible
parts with elastomeric properties.
3.1.4.2. SLS Materials in the Scientiﬁc and Patent
Literature. Scientiﬁc investigations of semicrystalline SLS
materials include studies on diﬀerent polyamides. SLS
processing of the commercially successful PA-12 is frequently
reported with respect to the inﬂuence of powder particle sizes,
size distributions, and processing parameters on microstructure
and mechanical properties of the sintered material.299−302 A
comprehensive comparison of the bulk properties of polyamides was published in 1970 by Griehl and Ruestem,
highlighting PA-12’s special role with respect to melting
point, mechanical properties, and water uptake.268 Materials
based on PA-11 are discussed as a cheaper but less established
alternative.303 Typically, PA-11 powders provide more ductile
parts, but also exhibit increased distortion due to the smaller
temperature gap between melting and recrystallization. Wishing
to improve building accuracy by increasing both the melting
point and the enthalpy of PA-11 powders, Allen et al.
developed a water vapor treatment that optimizes the
crystalline structure of the polyamide powder.167 Further
polyamides with more complex molecular architectures are
claimed in the patent literature, but none of these have yet to

was employed by Drummer et al. to prepare POM particles
with an average diameter of 80 μm.260 Particles formed by
cryogenic grinding typically possess nonspherical shapes and
feature rough edges (Figure 38a). Because of these properties,
they exhibit lower ﬂowability in comparison to powders
produced by precipitation processes. Moreover, they tend to
yield low density, mechanically poor parts.252 Nevertheless,
cryogenic grinding may also be used to blend diﬀerent
polymers during the process. This approach has been exploited
successfully for blending of PA-12 and PEEK.293 Schultz et al.
present one of very few successful approaches to mechanically
alloy diﬀerent polymers in SLS powders. The mechanism of the
blending process, which is conducted in a vibratory ball mill,
can be understood as a combination of particle fracture,
extensional ﬂow causing a ﬂake-like shape, and welding of the
two materials induced by high-energy ball-powder-collisions.
Within the resulting blend particles, the PEEK and PA-12
phases are so small and well-distributed that they cannot be
distinguished by means of SEM (Figure 39).

Figure 39. PEEK/PA-12 blend powder particles produced by
mechanical alloying during cryogenic milling. (a) Schematic sketch
of the two-phase lamellar microstructure of powder particles produced
by cryogenic milling. Reprinted with permission from ref 294.
Copyright 1990 Springer International Publishing AG. (b) SEM
micrograph of PEEK/PA-12 powder particle illustrating an irregular,
rough particle shape and the absence of discernible PEEK and PA-12
domains. Reprinted with permission from ref 293. Copyright 2000 R.
G. Kander.

Regardless of the route used for powder production, the
powder properties may be optimized for SLS processing by
subsequent production steps such as sieving, mixing of diﬀerent
size fractions, and the use of additives (Figure 37e).
3.1.4. Materials for (Selective) Laser Sintering. In
comparison to other AM techniques, SLS enables the
processing of a wide range of materials, including functional
materials for end-user parts. The variety of powder materials
can be distinguished into polymer-based powders and powders
for direct sintering of metals and ceramics, with the polymerbased systems comprising pure polymers and composite
materials.295,296 The polymeric phase is mainly a semicrystalline
thermoplastic, but may also be an amorphous thermoplastic, a
two-component thermoset, or an elastomeric material. This
includes materials situated over the whole range of the
“pyramid of polymeric materials”, ranging from cost-eﬀective
commodity polymers with limited properties and engineering
plastics to specialized and expensive high performance
polymers with high grade mechanical properties, as well as
chemical and thermal stabilities.
Only a limited number of powders for SLS are oﬀered on a
commercial basis (highlighted in blue in Figure 40). In patents
and scientiﬁc publications, the choice of materials used is
comparatively larger (highlighted in orange), and researchers
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Figure 40. Classiﬁcation of materials for SLS additive manufacturing (a) according to inorganic or polymeric content; and (b) according to the socalled pyramid of polymeric materials.

be commercialized.286−289 Also, no publications addressing SLS
of these complex polyamides, characterization of SLS-built
parts, or the relationship between polymer structure and part
properties have been reported.
In addition to polyamides, many other semicrystalline
polymers have been prepared and tested for SLS. These
materials, which may ﬁnd wider application in the near future,
include PP and HDPE, two commodity polymers that may
overtake PA-12 in popularity due to their lower production
costs.260,304,305 Salmoria et al. report on the SLS of HDPE
powder.306 Varying process parameters, they obtained functionally graded objects with a controlled variation of porosity.
Blends prepared from diﬀerent portions of PA-12 and HDPE
represent an alternative approach to systematically vary
mechanical properties of oleﬁn-based SLS parts.307 These
heterogeneous sintered materials have been shown to yield
cocontinuous microstructures. By varying the composition,
mixtures of PA-12 and HDPE can also be employed to prepare
functionally graded structures.305,308 However, processing of

HDPE-based materials still causes diﬃculties, and therefore it is
not yet possible to produce dense, mechanically stable
structures, thereby limiting application to areas where the
unwanted porosity can be exploited.259
The related ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) with average molecular weight between 3 and 6
× 106 g mol−1 was also tested as a potential powder material for
SLS. UHMWPE parts produced using conventional fabrication
techniques are known to exhibit outstanding properties among
polyoleﬁns.218,309 Within the semicrystalline material, a
comparatively large number of the extremely long polymer
chains bridge the amorphous parts of the structure to connect
diﬀerent crystallites. These so-called tie-molecules play a key
role in the material’s superior mechanical properties that render
it well suited for personal applications in orthopedic implants,
especially artiﬁcial joints.310 Early experiments by Rimell and
Marquis that aimed at merging UHMWPE’s special properties
with SLS capability to produce patient-individual articles failed
to produce multilayer parts due to shrinkage-induced warpage
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Table 2. Commercial Powders for SLS Processinga
trade name

supplier

polymer

ﬁller

Duraform PA
NyTek 1200 PA
Orgasol Invent Smooth
PA 2201
PA650
DuraForm EX
Duraform GF
NyTek 1200 GF
PA 615-.GS
PA 616-GS
PA3200 GF
Windform GT
Windform LX 2.0
CarbonMide
NyTek 1200 CF
Windform SP
Windform XT 2.0
Alumide
NyTek 1100
PA 1101
PA-850_NAT
Sinterline
Sinterline Glassﬁlled
Laser HDPE HX 17
Laser PP CP 22 weiß
PEEK-HP3
DuraForm Flex
Luvosint X92A-2
PrimePart ST PEBA 2301
CastForm PS
PrimeCast101

3D Systems
Stratasys
Arkema
EOS
ALM
3D Systems
3D Systems
Stratasys
ALM
ALM
EOS
CRP Techn.
CRP Techn.
EOS
Stratasys
CRP Techn.
CRP Techn.
EOS
Stratasys
EOS
ALM
Solvay
Solvay
Diamond Plastics
Diamond Plastics
EOS
3D Systems
Luvosint
EOS
3D Systems
EOS

PA-12
PA-12
PA-12
PA-12
PA-12
PA blend
PA-12
PA-12
PA-12
PA-12
PA-12
PA
PA
PA-12
PA-12
PA
PA
PA-12
PA-11
PA-11
PA-11
PA-6
PA-6
HDPE
PP
PEEK
TPE
TPU
TPE
PS
PS

unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
glass beads
glass
glass
glass
glass beads
glass ﬁbers
glass ﬁbers
carbon ﬁbers
carbon
carbon ﬁbers
carbon ﬁbers
Al powder
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
glass beads
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled
unﬁlled

E [MPa]

σB [MPa]

1586
1700
1800
1700
1700
1517
4068
3585
4100
4100
3200
3290
6248
6100
3654
6219
8928
3800
1647
1600
1517

43
46
45
48
48
48
26
44
31
31
51
56
60
72
60
76
84
48
47
48
48

6300
2000
2500
4250
9.2
27
75
1604
1600

21
25
90
2.3
20
8
2.84
5.5

εB [%]
14
15
20
15
24
47
1.4
3
1.6
1.45
9
14.8
2.3
4.1
5.7
11.4
3.8
4
21
45
47

6
8
2.8
151
520
200
0.4

a

Young’s modulus (E), tensile strength (σB), and elongation at break (εB) based on technical information provided by the respective material
suppliers.

ing was only possible within a very narrow processing window,
and did not yield competitive mechanical properties. The
authors’ conclusions are pessimistic with regards to the
applicability of UHMWPE on a commercial basis unless further
improvements, for example, by means of postprocessing of the
sintered parts, are made in the near future.
Innovative semicrystalline materials also include polymers
from the high performance sector. SLS processing of POM,
which was reported by Rietzel et al.,313 introduced a novel,
highly crystalline material. Parts made from POM powder are
signiﬁcantly stiﬀer than standard PA materials.260 An even
better performance can be achieved using PEEK powders.260,314,315 PEEK’s dominant ﬁeld of application is expected
to be in medical applications, where the outstanding
combination of temperature and mechanical stability is
mandatory to withstand harsh sterilization procedures and
patient usage. PA-12/PEEK blends were prepared by Schultz et
al. in diﬀerent compositions by mechanical alloying during
cryogenic milling. Employing this approach, the mechanical
properties of the sintered parts may be controlled over a broad
range, if powder bed density problems can be eliminated, for
example, by sieving operations to reduce the sub-10 μm particle
size fraction.293
Polystyrene (PS) is more or less the only amorphous
polymer SLS material found on the market today. Nevertheless,
SLS processing of PS316 as well as that of poly(methyl

Figure 41. Stiﬀness/toughness-balance of commercial SLS materials.
Mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and elongation at break) are
based on technical information provided by the respective material
suppliers.

of the highly porous UHMWPE powders during consolidation
of the sintered layers.311 Subsequent work by Goodridge et al.
partially solved this problem by employing the well-known
approach of preheating the powder-bed to temperatures closely
below its melting temperature.312 However, successful process10239
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methacrylate) (PMMA)317 and polycarbonate (PC) have all
been discussed in the scientiﬁc literature.318,319 Parts produced
from powder based on the three polymers exhibit comparatively high porosity and weak mechanical properties prior to
postprocessing operations. Typically, target applications have
taken advantage of this porosity, which facilitates inﬁltration of
the green parts with low melting alloys to prepare molds for
precision casting and other rapid tooling applications.
The deﬁcient mechanical properties of amorphous SLS
materials have also been improved through development of
heterogeneous materials. To obtain impact resistant materials
with improved ﬂexural and tensile strength, rubber-toughened
powders of high-impact polystyrene (HIPS),320,321 blends of
polystyrene and polyamides,322 and styrene-acrylonitrile-copolymer (SAN)323 have successfully been used in SLS.
Mechanical improvements could be achieved without signiﬁcantly aﬀecting the dimensional accuracy or processability of
conventional PS.
Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) are particularly interesting
because they allow SLS to be used for the fabrication of
elastomeric functional parts for applications such as sports
equipment, shoe midsoles, or patient-speciﬁc orthopedic
insoles.324 Typically, TPEs are polymers that contain at least
one hard semicrystalline building block endowing suﬃcient
ﬂexural strength and shape stability, and one soft block that
provides elastomer-like ﬂexibility. Until recently, the use of such
materials in SLS was hindered by diﬃculties occurring when
trying to produce TPE powders or powders from impact
resistant blends in cryogenic milling procedures, as the soft
building block is prone to limit the material’s susceptibility to
brittle fracture.325 Despite the fact that there are several
commercial TPE powders for SLS (see section 3.1.4.1), only a
few have been speciﬁed in the patent literature and scientiﬁc
publications. Clausen et al. claim a group of elastomeric block
copolymers comprising a soft block of ester and ether units, and
a hard block of ester, amide, and urethane units.326 In a very
similar approach, Monsheimer et al. report TPEs based on a
block copolymer prepared by condensation of a dicarboxylterminated polyamide building block as the hard segment and a
diamine-terminated polyether as the soft segment.325 The glass
transition temperatures of the hard and the soft segment can be
ﬁne-tuned by varying the average block lengths. The resulting
material is said to be grindable in an eﬃcient manner and to
exhibit superior process reliability due to the absence of crossamidation reactions that convert the block copolymer back to a
statistic copolymer.
As an alternative to block copolymers with polyamide hard
segments, thermoplastic polyurethane is discussed by Ziegelmeier et al.255 Their investigation focuses on the inﬂuence of
particle size and size distribution on the bulk and ﬂow behavior
of SLS powders by means of several analytic techniques. Three
elastomer powder formulations with diﬀerent size distributions
serve as a model system for rough particles typical in
cryogenically ground powders. These formulations are
compared to standard PA-12 powders with potato-shaped
particles obtained by precipitation. In later publications, the
same group of authors also investigated the inﬂuence of TPU
bulk and ﬂow behavior on the mechanical properties of SLS
built parts. The results are compared to those obtained with a
commercial TPE material and represent an important step to
better understand and optimize TPE powders for SLS
applications.327 With regards to aging behavior of thermoplastic
polyurethane elastomers and a commercial TPE, an inves-

tigation of the mechanical, chemical, and morphological
properties of parts produced at diﬀerent aging stages revealed
a behavior similar to that of standard polyamide-based powders.
The properties of TPE powders and parts produced are also
negatively aﬀected unless they are refreshed with a suitable
amount of virgin material.328
In addition to the purely polymeric SLS powders described
above, composite materials and nanocomposite materials
containing inorganic ﬁllers have been investigated as superior
alternatives for many applications. The incorporation of ﬁller
into polymer powders may be done either by preparing powder
mixtures in the form of core−shell particles329−331 or as
composite particles fabricated, for example, by formulating the
ﬁllers into the polymer in a separate extrusion process.332−335
A multitude of papers describe the processing of ceramic and
metallic powders mixed with a small portion of low-melting
polymeric binder to improve the fabrication of ceramic or
metallic parts by means of SLS.261,335−339 Typically the
resulting parts are applied as molds for formative polymer
processing (e.g., the fabrication of molds for highly specialized
parts in the aerospace industry or for regenerative medicine).
During debinding of green specimens produced by SLS, the
polymeric additives should decompose into gaseous products
and leave behind minimal residue. Decomposition must occur
at an appropriate rate such that gas pressure does not
mechanically destroy the green part. The most prominent
class of polymers for such processes is vinylic polymers such as
PMMA or MMA−BMA copolymers, which decompose via
depropagation into monomers above their ceiling temperatures.335,336
Further research activities have addressed polymer-based
composites in recent years. The inorganic ﬁllers have served to
fulﬁll diﬀerent purposes in these material systems. Similar to
purely polymeric SLS powders, the most investigated class of
polymer-based composites is also based on polyamides. Aiming
to develop materials for further rapid tooling, functional
prototyping, and rapid manufacturing applications, many
composites and nanocomposites based on PA-12 and PA-11
have been prepared and processed via SLS, including materials
containing glass beads,340 nanoscaled alumina,341 aluminum
ﬂakes,342 clay and organoclays,321,343−345 nanosilica,321,346
carbon nanotubes,347,348 carbon black,349,350 carbon nanoﬁbers,303,345,351,352 and potassium titanium whiskers.340 Other
ﬁller particles mentioned in patents include talc, mica, clay,
wollastonite, and calcium carbonate. Further materials comprise
metals, ceramics, and high performance polymers such as
aramide and polyarylate.262 In general, composite materials
aﬀord signiﬁcant improvements with regard to stiﬀness,
strength, and thermal stability at the expense of reduced
ﬂexibility and elongation at break. Similar eﬀects were observed
for composites based on amorphous polymers. An increase in
both impact resistance and tensile strength was reported for
polystyrene-based nanocomposites containing alumina ﬁller
particles.353 Zheng et al. proved that the mechanical performance of the system may be improved further by coating alumina
nanoparticles prior to their application in such materials.354
The eﬀect of the ﬁller particles on internal stresses, which
evolve during SLS processing, and on resulting distortions is
complicated, as the ﬁller aﬀects multiple relevant parameters
ranging from processing conditions, laser absorption, and
thermal conductivity to melt viscosity and surface energy. In
general, a positive eﬀect can be expected for materials exhibiting
improved stiﬀness, as the latter will cause the ready-built
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actuators may also be used to drive the DOD process with
the advantage that a volatile solvent is not required. Both types
of DOD printing heads may be used to build free-standing
objects, although modiﬁcations in both materials and methodology are required.368 Two early developed methods for
applying inkjet printing for freeform fabrication are provided in
patents from Brother Industries and from Texas Instruments.369,370 The Brother patents describe an AM device,
which uses an inkjet head to propel droplets of liquid thermoset
resin (epoxy, melamine, or urea based) against a heated
support. In a subsequent patent, a two-component thermosetting resin is described with the curing agent held within
microcapsules. In the Texas Instrument patents, the inkjet head
is hot and the substrate is cold. The part is built from a wax,
which is solid at ambient temperature and of suﬃciently low
viscosity at 70 °C to form small droplets. A second watersoluble material is jetted on top of the wax to ﬁll the unprinted
regions and support subsequent layers. While in the ﬁrst case
heat is used to cross-link and in the latter to induce ﬂow, both
AM methods can be considered forms of thermal inkjet
printing. 3D inkjet printing with wax has been further
developed (notably by Solidscape, now Stratasys) principally
for lost-wax and investment casting of metals.371 Thermosetting
resins are still used in 3D printing as well, most prominently in
binder jetting-based systems (see section 4.3).
4.1.2. Inkjet-Based Lithography (the PolyJet Process).
Combining the beneﬁts of lithographic methods (high feature
resolution and good surface quality) with the advantages of
material jetting (high build speed and large build volume), the
two leading AM device producers (Stratasys and 3D Systems)
have both developed inkjet lithographic 3D-printers. The basic
setup for such a system is depicted in Figure 42. An inkjet head

portions of a part to withstand stresses that occur during the
SLS processing.
In the case of carbon-based composites, improved thermal
and electric conductivity have also been investigated, and the
improvements made in SLS-processed parts were found to be
competitive in comparison to parts fabricated by conventional
manufacturing techniques such as injection molding or melt
compounding.349,350
Fillers in SLS materials can also be used to improve the ﬁre
retardance of polymer-based materials. An early example was
presented by Cheng et al.,303 who modiﬁed PA-11 with clay
and nanoﬁbers. However, the reported mechanical and thermal
properties were signiﬁcantly inferior to injection molded
composites. The unsatisfying performance was related to a
comparatively large porosity of the sintered parts that was
caused by insuﬃcient adjustment of average particle sizes and
processing parameters. In a more successful approach, Koo et
al.355 processed PA-11 and PA-12 composite powders
containing montmorillonite (MMT), carbon nanoﬁbers, and
nanosilica. The powders were prepared by twin extrusion
followed by cryogenic grinding. While nanosilica was not
dispersed in the PA materials successfully, thermal stability
could be increased by adding nanoclays. Flammability
resistance was investigated by measuring heat release rates,
carbon monoxide emissions, and smoke extinction coeﬃcients,
which were all found to be improved in composites containing
nanoclays and nanoﬁbers.
The most dynamic ﬁeld of application of composites
processed using SLS is the biological and medical sector.
Taking advantage of AM technologies’ capability to produce
personalized parts at competitive cost, the ﬁllers in the
heterogeneous materials improve functional properties relevant
for speciﬁc medical tasks, for instance, through calcium
phosphates’ osteoconductive eﬀect, anti-inﬂammation behavior,
controlled drug release, etc. In this context, the otherwise
dominating polyamides play a minor role in comparison to
biocompatible and resorbable aliphatic polyesters. For the
purpose of bone regeneration, scaﬀolds can be fabricated from
diﬀerent polyesters including PCL356−359 and PLGA360 either
as pure materials or in the form of composites containing
calcium phosphate ﬁller particles. PLA361−365 and poly(hydroxybutyrate-co-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV)365 scaﬀolds
with a high level of porosity were fabricated by SLS using
microspheres that were prepared by double emulsion solvent
evaporation. In vitro evaluation of both scaﬀold types’ potential
to serve as a biomimetic environment for osteoblastic cell
attachment yielded positive results concerning cell viability and
morphology. Further improvements were made by incorporating carbonated hydroxyapatite or calcium phosphate, respectively.365 In addition, the calcium phosphate/PHBV nanocomposite microspheres have been evaluated as protective
carriers to preserve the bioactivity of sensitive biomolecules
such as BSA during the sintering process.366

Figure 42. PolyJet process (from Stratasys) consisting of (a) vertically
movable building platform, (b) multinozzle inkjet head, (c) layers of
support material, (d) layers of building material, and (e) UV source
attached to inkjet head.

4. MATERIAL AND BINDER JETTING
4.1. Inkjet Printing and Printing Inks

4.1.1. Thermal Inkjet Printing. Inkjet printing is one of
the most commonly used techniques for printing on twodimensional substrates. With thermal drop on demand (DOD)
jetting, heat is applied to the liquid ink causing a bubble to form
within the ink reservoir, which propels a droplet of ink out of
the print head via a microscopic oriﬁce.367 Piezoelectric

with several hundred nozzles is swept along the x-axis and in
the process ejects small droplets of photopolymer. After
deposition of one layer, a UV-lamp ﬂash-cures the fresh layer
and the process is repeated.
In a typical setup, the inkjet head deposits two types of
material: the building material and the support material.372 The
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Figure 43. Aerosol jet printing process by OPTOMEC Inc. comprised of (a) aerosol chamber equipped with ultrasoniﬁcation atomizer, (b) inert gas
inlet enabling transport of aerosol to vertically movable print head (c), equipped with nozzles for aerosol deposition and for creating annular sheath
gas stream (d) to focus aerosol jet onto (a) horizontally movable building platform.

support material is not part of the ﬁnished object but is
required to support deposited build material in regions with
voids or overhangs. In contrast to conventional stereolithography, where lightweight supports are only required in
areas with severe overhangs, inkjet-based AM requires a
completely dense support structure. The overall amount of
material (build plus support) is therefore almost identical to the
entire build volume of the part, which makes the method less
economic than other AM methods. The technique does have
one notable advantage however. With the use of multiple
inkjet-heads, it is possible to build three-dimensional multimaterial or multicolor structures, which is very diﬃcult in the
case of SLA and DLP. Free-standing objects consisting of
multiple materials with diﬀerent optical or mechanical properties can now be accomplished by printing alone without an
additional assembly step.373 The drawback of jetting is the fact
that the processing window for the utilized inks is very narrow,
which sets strict requirements regarding viscosity and surface
tension.
4.1.3. Polymeric Materials for Inkjet Printing. Inkjet
AM requires that both building material and support material
have suﬃciently low viscosity at the temperature of the print
head. Schmidt et al. describe urethane acrylate-based resins
with viscosities from 10 to 16 mPa s at temperatures from 70 to
90 °C.374 The resins use tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate or
triethylene glycol dimethacrylate as reactive diluent (20−45 wt
%) along with 5−15 wt % of an inert urethane wax. The wax,
which freezes at 40 °C, is intended to partially hold the building
material in place before it is photocured. To handle long print
jobs (5+ hours), resins for inkjet AM must have very good
thermal stability and yet cure rapidly when exposed to light.
Thus, epoxy monomers, which are so prevalent in vat
photopolymerization AM, are not commonly used for inkjet
AM.
The role of support material is essential for inkjet AM, and
numerous patents are dedicated to material development. The
original support material developed by Objet (now Stratasys)
was based on water-soluble monomers and polymers, which
photocure to give an intentionally weak material to be removed
with water. Nonreactive poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is the
principal component of such systems with PEG mono- and
diacrylates, photoinitiator, stabilizers, and silicone surface

additives.373 Bicarbonates may be included within the support
material, so that mild acid rinsing causes release of CO2 to assist
in removal of the support material. Perhaps for conﬂicting IP
reasons, 3D Systems uses waxes for support material, which can
be removed by mild heating. A typical wax-based support
material is 70% octadecanol with 30% tall oil rosin as tackiﬁer.
Dikovsky et al. describe a PCL−PEG−PCL block copolymer
for use as support material, where a secondary component (a
lipase enzyme) is added either prior to or following printing.375
A 20% pseudomonas lipase solution was found to suﬃciently
decompose the polymer in a time frame of 2 h. Another
strategy for removing support material is described by Levy,
who uses a poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)-based
thermal reversible gel formed above its gelation temperature
and then cooled below this after printing allowing the PNIPAM
to ﬂow and release.376
4.2. Aerosol Jet Printing

4.2.1. Aerosol Jet Printing Process. The aerosol jet
printing process (AJ-P), sometimes synonymously called
maskless mesoscale materials deposition (M3D), was developed
by OPTOMEC Inc. (Figure 43) and commercialized in
2004.377 The process is based on the atomization of the
building material in the aerosol chamber by means of
ultrasoniﬁcation (1.6−2.4 MHz) or pneumatic atomization.378
Processed materials comprise liquid solutions and dispersions.
To comply with the requirements of the aerosol jet process, it is
mandatory that the materials’ viscosity does not exceed 2500
mPa s, and that the dispersed particles possess a suﬃciently
small diameter so as to not clog the equipment. The
atomization step typically results in a dense aerosol with
droplet diameters of 1−5 μm, which is transferred to the
deposition head by an inert gas stream. Within the deposition
head, this stream is focused and accelerated through a nozzle
with a length of 20 mm and an internal diameter of 50−300
μm. To aﬀord further improvements in the lateral resolution of
the particle stream and increase its velocity, an annular sheath
gas stream is added within the deposition head. This sheath gas
enables the deposition of a continuously ﬂowing particle stream
from 10 to 100 m s−1. The focus of the aerosol jet is kept
constant over several millimeters between nozzle and substrate,
thus facilitating 3D printing and deposition of materials on 3D
substrates. Layer contours are printed by moving the building
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platform according to CAD data with build speeds up to 200
mm s−1. Additional layers are deposited onto already built
structures by subsequent printing steps. The aerosol stream is
not interrupted during the process. Instead, a shutter prevents
the stream from hitting the substrate according to CAD data.
Using AJ-P, lateral resolutions of 10 μm and layer thicknesses
of 100 nm can be reached, thereby outperforming traditional
inkjet printing. The aerosol jet process can be upscaled by
combining multiple nozzles and increasing the size and lateral
mobility of the building platform.
Further advancements of the AJ-P technology consist of
collimated aerosol beam direct writing (CAB-DW), a
modiﬁcation developed by OPTOMEC and North Dakota
State University that utilizes an optimized nozzle design to
enable improved resolution and the writing of structures
smaller than 5 μm,379,380 and electro-aerodynamic jet printing
(e-jet printing).381 The latter technology combines the
standard aerosol jet concept with the addition of an applied
electric potential, charging the aerosol particles with respect to
the substrate surface. The eﬀect of this potential on deposition
rate and lateral resolution of ﬂuorescent PS particles was
studied as a function of particle size, electrostatic force, nozzle
diameter, and ﬂow rate in experiments and simulations by Park
et al.382,383 For lower sheath ﬂow rates, the electrostatic
attraction dominates the deposition behavior, thereby allowing
for increased deposition rates and a wider range of controlled
pattern sizes. Moreover, in conjunction with reduced nozzle
diameters, e-jet printing aﬀords printed feature sizes as low as
1−2 μm.381
4.2.2. Materials and Applications. Materials for aerosol
jet printing have to fulﬁll many requirements, which are
partially set by the atomizing and printing process (viscosity,
maximum particle sizes), and partially imposed by the
application demands, for example, maximum tolerable overspray, material conductivity after postcuring, or curing
conditions in accordance with the substrate materials’ thermal
stability.384
In contrast to other AM technologies, AJ-P is seldom used as
a standalone technology. Nevertheless, high aspect ratio
polymeric microstructures have been produced by combining
aerosol jet deposition with UV-curing (Figure 44), which prove
the excellent spatial resolution of the process and demonstrate
its potential use in the fabrication of microﬂuidic, micromechanical, and micro-optical devices.
More frequently, AJ-P’s high resolution and wide range of
applicable materials have been employed to print electronic
structures including conducting tracks, thin ﬁlm transistors,
capacitors, or resistors on diﬀerent substrates, including ﬂexible
polymers and 3D objects fabricated using formative or additive
technologies.385,386 AJ-P is advantageous for concept parts or
small batch production due to its speed and due to the fact that
it not only reduces material consumption, but also does not
require masks, etching steps, or vacuum conditions.
The materials used in previous commercial and research
activities are particularly relevant to microelectronics, which has
been AJ-P’s major ﬁeld of application (Table 3). Several
publications have investigated low-temperature curing conductive materials for AJ-P to enable the printing of conductive
structures on delicate substrates such as ﬂexible polymer foils.
In the majority of cases, these reports address the preparation
and processing of Ag nanoparticle dispersions and aim to
optimize the printing and curing behavior. For this purpose,
diﬀerent ligands have been employed to stabilize the nano-

Figure 44. High aspect ratio 3D structures produced by aerosol jet
printing of an acrylic resin in conjunction with simultaneous UV LED
curing. (a,b) Array of pillar structures with height = 1.0 mm, height
variation = 1%, spacing = 0.5 mm, diameter = 90 μm. (c) Spiral
structure and (d) corresponding topography as determined by line
scan. Images courtesy of OPTOMEC Inc.

particles, which are commonly prepared by reduction of metal
salts in a liquid dispersion medium.384,387,388 Other metals are
of minor importance due to their oxidation behavior (Cu) or
high cost (Au, Pd, Pt). As an alternative to oven and CO2-laser
thermal treatment, light-induced sintering has also been
discussed as an approach to postcure nanoparticle-based inks
on polymer substrates.389 In this case, the sintering step takes
advantage of the speciﬁc absorption related to the nanoparticles’ plasmonic resonance, thereby enabling localized
heating and sintering of the metallic ink while only marginally
heating the substrate.
Instead of metallic nanoparticles, conductive or semiconductive structures may also be printed using inks based
on single- or multiwalled carbon nanotubes. As for metallic
nanoparticle dispersions, both types of nanotubes have to be
provided with a suitable surface functionalization to ensure the
necessary degree of dispersion and sedimentation stability for
AJ-P. Especially when applied to ﬂexible substrates that are
subject to mechanical deformations in their desired application,
both Ag nanoparticle and CNT networks are reported to suﬀer
from decreased conductivity due to brittle fracture of
conductive tracks,390 an eﬀect that was exploited for developing
strain sensors based on CNT networks.391 To reduce the
susceptibility to mechanically induced failure, Jabari and
Toyserkani investigated AJ-P of dispersions of graphene
sheets.392 In their recent work, they presented the successful
formulation and printing of a graphene-based ink prepared by a
chemical exfoliation process using ethyl cellulose as stabilizing
agent and cyclohexene/terpineol as a solvent system. During a
thermal post-treatment above 220 °C, both solvents and ethyl
cellulose could be completely removed to yield graphene
conducting tracks with good lateral resolution and feature
widths as low as 10 μm. Depending on the number of layers
printed in stacks, the measured resistivity was reduced to well
below 0.02 Ω cm−1 for tracks with at least 10 layers and an
overall thickness above 100 nm.
Conductive and semiconductive polymers processed with AJP include blends such as poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and poly(3-hexylthiophene):C 61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM). PE10243
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Table 3. Materials Used for Aerosol Jet Printing
function
metal inks

resistor inks
nonmetallic
conductors and
semiconductors

dielectrics and
adhesives

biomaterials

material
Pt, Pd
Ag
Cu
Ni, Al
Au
carbon
ruthenate
SWCNTs

application/source
solar cell front side contact,401 hydrogen sensor402
conductive ink based on Ag nanoparticles with varying surface modiﬁcations, for example, as electrode
material,387,403−407 for contacting solar cells,388,401,408,409 circuit boards,389,390,396 strain-sensors,410,411 and RFID
tags407,412
CuInS2 thin ﬁlms;413 Cu precursor inks for deposition of conductive tracks414
conductive electrodes and contacts415
microelectrode arrays for scanning electrochemical microscopy416
resistor material417
resistor ﬁlms418
thin ﬁlm transistors,404,419−425 photodetectors,426,427 light emitting optoelectronic devices, ﬂexible electronic
devices,428 transparent conductors,390,429 strain sensors,391 and hydrogen sensors402

MWCNTs
PEDOT:PSS,
P3HT:PCBM
polyaniline
grapheme
TCOs
ZnO
Yt2O3/ZrO2,
La1−xSrxMnO3
polyimide

ﬁeld eﬀect transistors430
polymer-based photodetectors,393,394,427 electrochromic devices,431 electrolyte-gated transistors,403,432,433
transparent conductors,434 polymer solar cells,435 and organic light emitting diodes436
strain sensors437
transparent conductors,392,423 electrolyte-gated transistors,403 and ﬁeld eﬀect transistors430
transparent electrodes in thin ﬁlm transistors403,433
thin ﬁlm transistors403,433
electrode and anode layers for solid oxygen fuel cells438

polyvinylpyrrolidone
PMMA-based
nanocomposites
barium titanate
SU-8
Teﬂon
UV adhesives
PLGA/TiO2
nanocomposite

adjustment of rheological properties for aerosol jet printing of aqueous dispersions440
thin ﬁlm transistors395,397

dielectric layer on circuit board,396 in touch panel display jumpers439

multilayer ceramic capacitors441
photoresist, dielectric material417
dielectric materials400,417
2D and 3D structures on nonplanar surface385,417
tissue engineering398

disputed, as Wu and co-workers also illustrated the need for
high temperature curing of residual silanol groups or of an
additional synthetic step to protect these groups to limit the
resulting composites’ leak current density. In a similar
approach, related PMMA/Ca2Nb3O10 nanocomposites were
used for AJ-P.395 With increasing ﬁller content, the dielectric
constant and permittivity of these nanocomposites increase,
rendering those with high Ca2Nb3O10 content potential
candidates as dielectric layers.
First accomplishments have also been made in biomedical
applications of AJ-P. By successfully processing a dispersion of
nanoscale TiO2 in a chloroform solution of PLGA, Liu and
Webster398 demonstrated the technology’s ability to produce
scaﬀolds of well-deﬁned shape and porosity for orthopedic
tissue engineering. They seeded the scaﬀolds with human
osteoblast cells and witnessed accelerated growth and enhanced
osteoconductivity. Because of to the comparatively low forces
acting on aerosol droplets upon impact with a given substrate, it
has been postulated that aerosol jet printing should also allow
for the deposition of living cells.399,400

DOT:PSS, which was processed as an aqueous solution in the
printing process, was applied as a top coat onto metallic
electrodes by Aga et al. to ﬁne-tune the electrode work function
in polymer-based sensors.393 In the same ﬁeld of application, a
solution of P3HT and PCBM in trichloroethylene was printed
successfully to serve as the photoactive layer of a polymer-based
photodetector. 3 9 4 Interestingly, adhesion between
P3HT:PCBM and a PEDOT:PSS layer constituting the top
electrode of the device was mediated by a drop-cast interlayer
of DNA, which is highly transparent and exhibits comparatively
low electrical resistance.
The deposition of dielectric materials plays a key role in the
fabrication of printed electronics and especially transistors.395
While considerable progress has been made in the ﬁeld of
printable electrode and semiconductor materials, AJ-P of welldeﬁned dielectric layers is still a challenging task. Dielectric
layers are commonly fabricated by depositing solutions of
polymers such as polyimide396 or, in more recent research
activities, polymer-based composites, which oﬀer beneﬁts of
both inorganic ﬁllers (high permittivities) and polymers
(processability). Wu et al. employed PMMA/poly(methylsilsesquioxane) nanocomposites as dielectric material
for all solution-based thin ﬁlm transistors.397 The use of the
composite material was motivated by two properties: the
material’s outstanding chemical resistance, which facilitates the
solution-based layer deposition in subsequent steps such as
metallization, and by its curing temperature, which is described
as signiﬁcantly lower than for typical polyimide and
polyvinylphenol formulations and enables the modiﬁcation of
ﬂexible polymeric substrates. The latter advantage can be

4.3. 3D Powder Binding Technology

4.3.1. Powder Binding Process. In 1986, Sachs and coworkers442,443 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
pioneered 3D powder binding technology (3DP), which was
soon after commercialized by Z Corp. Inc. (acquired in 2012 by
3D Systems). Other companies manufacturing 3DP instruments include Ex One Pro Metal (formerly Extrude Hone),
Therics (now part of Integra LifeSciences Holdings Corp.), and
Soligen Technologies.
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Figure 45 displays the key features of a 3DP machine
comprising a powder distribution unit, a vertically movable

Figure 45. 3DP comprised of (a) vertically movable build platform,
(b) printed model embedded in supporting powder bed, (c) inkjet
printing head for deposition of binder material, (d) support material
feed stock, and (e) roller for powder distribution and leveling.

Figure 46. Classiﬁcation of powder/ink combinations used in 3DP.444

forming polymers and polymer dispersions are used as binders.
Whereas hydrophilic powders such as starch, plaster, and
cement require aqueous binders, hydrophobic polymer particles
such as polylactic acid (PLA), poly(lactide-co-glycolide)
(PLGA), and PCL can be bonded together by inkjet printing
of organic solvents such as chloroform. The use of chlorinated
organic solvents, however, requires special safety, health, and
emission precautions and is unsuitable for most oﬃce
environments.
Binder-containing printing inks are oftentimes used for 3DP
fabrication with metallic445−447 and ceramic448−454 powder
particles. These binder solutions consist of either aqueous or
nonaqueous dispersions of inorganic materials like silica,448
aluminum nitrate,455 silver nitrate,446,447 or polymer solutions
and dispersions,450,452 which form ﬁlms upon drying and
strongly adhere to the particles, thus bonding them together.
Acidic binder solutions are quite common as well. For example,
25% citric acid was used as a binder for calcium phosphate
powders such as hydroxyapatite (HA) for the fabrication of
bone tissue scaﬀolds in regenerative medicine.449−454 Nonaqueous binders include reactive resins such as furfuryl
alcohol456 and epoxides.454
Alternatively, the binder is embedded within the powder
component and then activated by inkjet printing with an
appropriate solvent. The absence of binders and reactive resins
in the printing ink is in this case advantageous because it
reduces the risk of clogs in the printing head. Inkjet printing of
aqueous inks can be used to solidify powders based on watersoluble polymers such as poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),457−459
plaster, starch,454 maltodextrin,460,461 and cellulose derivatives.462,463 3DP of PLA, carbohydrates, and other biopolymers
is of particular interest in the design of drug release systems.464
To improve compatibility with bone tissue, calcium in 3DP of
scaﬀolds phosphate-ceramics or polymer powders can be
blended together or used as a coating in hybrid core−shell
powder particles, respectively.459 As an example, plaster powder
was printed by 3DP using aqueous ink, followed by posttreatment with aqueous ammonium phosphate to form calcium
phosphate at the scaﬀold surface.465,466 For a more detailed
description of the use of 3DP in medical applications, see
sections 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5. It should be noted that green parts
fabricated by 3DP using aqueous inks are normally not waterresistant and disintegrate/degrade when exposed to water and
humidity. Therefore, postprocessing by inﬁltration with resins

building platform, and the inkjet printing head enabling CADguided ink dispensing. In the ﬁrst step, prior to layer
solidiﬁcation, a powder layer is deposited by moving the
powder dispenser horizontally across the building platform. In
the second step, the inkjet printing head dispenses a liquid,
which bonds or fuses the particles together, thus forming a solid
layer. In the third step, the building platform moves downward
by one layer thickness to enable printing of the next layer.
Residual powder particles remain on the building platform,
serving as support during the print job, and upon completion
they may be recovered and reused. The ﬁnished green body can
be cleaned of residual adherent powder with pressurized air and
then post processed by treatments such as sintering or resin
inﬁltration, respectively. Because conventional inkjet printing
heads are employed without further modiﬁcations, the purchase
and maintenance costs are somewhat lower as compared to
SLS. A variety of cheap powders including starch and plaster,
bound together with aqueous inks, can be fabricated by 3DP,
but the parts tend to lack the precision of SLA or SLS produced
parts. Even after postprocessing by resin inﬁltration or
sintering, mechanical properties and surface roughness of
printed polymer parts frequently do not meet the demands of
many AM applications such as tooling, functional prototyping,
and rapid manufacturing. 3DP does however oﬀer one
fundamental advantage. By using drop-on-demand with diﬀerent colored inks, 3DP can build objects with multiple colors
within individual layers. Multicolor 3DP machines employing
traditional aqueous printing inks are generally less expensive
than material jetting AM instruments and are thus popular for
the fabrication of 3D multicolored models for 3D visualization,
planning, and concept modeling in architecture and medicine.
Although it has generally not been the case with polymers, 3DP
is used with ceramics and metals to construct parts for
application in rapid tooling for injection molding and precision
casting and even in rapid manufacturing.
4.3.2. Materials and Applications. 3DP instruments can
be generally diﬀerentiated between those with binder contained
within the ink formulation and those with binder embedded in
the powder particles (Figure 46).444 Moreover, the binder
solution can act via diﬀerent mechanisms. Commonly the
binder consists of a good solvent or solvent mixture, which
swells the polymeric powder causing particle fusion by polymer
interdiﬀusion and entanglement. Alternatively, solutions of ﬁlm
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manufacturing (LOM).486 He then commercialized the
technology in the 1990s with the company Helisys (now
operated by Cubic Technologies). In the LOM process, thin
sheets made from synthetic polymers or paper, respectively, are
sequentially laminated, cut, and pasted together layer by layer
to build an object. LOM is thus a hybrid process combining
AM with subtractive processing. As compared to other AM
methods, LOM enables the fabrication of larger parts at lower
cost in conjunction with comparatively higher building speed.
Moreover, because build material outside the model contour is
held in place during the lamination process, temporary support
structures are not required. It should be noted that the removal
of cutoﬀ sheets can be tedious, which makes the fabrication of
hollow structures diﬃcult. Similar to other AM methods, LOM
fabricated pieces may require post processing to improve
surface quality and dimensional accuracy. Current commercial
LOM instruments oﬀer part accuracy of 0.2 mm in the x−y
direction and 0.3 mm in the z-direction. While this is not as
good as SLA, the instrument uses benign material from sheet
rolls, and requires no special ventilation.487
In the ﬁrst step of the LOM process (Figure 47), adhesivecoated sheets of material are fed with rollers to the building

such as cyanoacrylates is required to protect the printed parts
against moisture. In an alternative approach, water-resistant
green parts have been printed by 3DP with powder blends of
polycarboxylate ionomers and zinc oxide using an aqueous ink.
Upon contact with water, water-resistant zinc ionomers are
formed. As compared to PVA-, starch-, and plaster-based
commercial materials, in situ polymeric zinc ionomers exhibit
excellent building precision together with far superior
mechanical properties. Hence, ionomer cements, well-known
in dental applications, represent a promising new class of 3DP
materials, at least in applications that can tolerate the potential
cytotoxic eﬀects of zinc or aluminum ions.444,467,468
A prominent example of polymeric powders, which are
fabricated using nonaqueous inks, includes aliphatic polyesters
such as PLA and PLGA. In this case, chloroform and other
chlorinated solvents can be used as ink and selectively jetted
onto the polymer to build free-standing parts.469
To improve both dimensional stability and mechanical
properties of 3DP green parts made from ceramic and metal
powders, post processing by sintering or isostatic cold pressing
is commonly applied, thereby reducing porosity and depleting
binders and other organic components.470,471 Postprocessing
densiﬁcation induces considerable shrinkage (>50% volumetric), which has to be taken into account by scaling the CAD
build ﬁle. Another post treatment to remove undesirable
porosity involves resin inﬁltration with cyanoacrylates, epoxy,
or polyurethane resins, respectively. Particularly inﬁltration with
epoxy resins improves water resistance, surface ﬁnishing, and
also mechanical properties.472 By dispersing carbon nanoﬁbers
in resins prior to inﬁltration, post processing has also been used
to render insulating ceramics electrically conductive.473
Inﬁltration with inorganic compounds such as metal alloys is
also used to fabricate advanced composite materials.474,475
In 2016, Hewlett-Packard Inc. introduced their HP Multijet
Fusion technology, which resembles SLS of PA-12 powders but
does not require a laser for polymer particle fusion. With this
process, the inkjet head selectively applies a coalescing agent,
which adheres to the polymer powder particles but does not
bind them directly. Instead, an IR source is used after each layer
is applied to solidify those regions of the powder coated with
coalescing or fusing agent. The coalescing agent consists of
water and a cosolvent (NVP in one example) along with
surfactant and carbon black, which acts as an IR absorber.
Suitable building materials include polyamides (PA-12), PET,
and HDPE.476−485 It is claimed that the process is 10 times
faster than SLS and aﬀords excellent mechanical properties due
to eﬃcient particle fusion. Additional detailing agents may be
deposited on the borderline between sintered and loose
regions. Their function is to prevent coalescence of polymer
particles during the sintering by IR radiation through cooling by
water evaporation, thereby improving building accuracy and
surface quality. Moreover, multiagent jetting with so-called
voxel transforming agents enables local implementation of
functional properties such as color, mechanical, or electrical
properties with resolutions as high as one volumetric pixel. For
instance, coloring agents can be used to allow 3D multicolor
printing for the design and fabrication of multifunctional
multicolor objects.480

Figure 47. Laminated object modeling process comprised of (a)
vertically movable build platform, (b) material feedstock containing
sheet rolls, (c) residual material collection, (d) CO2 laser, and (e) laser
optics cutting layer contours and crosshatch pattern.

platform and laminated using a heated roller. In the second
step, contours are cut according to two-dimensional slices of a
3D CAD ﬁle. Cutting may be accomplished with a carbon
dioxide laser or with knives attached to a print head.488 To
facilitate the release of the part after building, the residual sheet
surrounding the contoured area is cut into rectangular
compartments. The contoured area is attached to the build
object and then lowered away from the sheet. Fresh material is
supplied by rollers, and the process is repeated.
LOM was pioneered by bonding together adhesive-coated
paper sheets, thus producing wood-like parts that are highly
moisture-sensitive in the absence of post processing. Moreover,
mechanical properties and feature resolution were unsatisfactory. Since then, LOM has been used with various
thermoplastics including PMMA and PC as well as polymerbased composites. For instance, LOM has been used to build
free-standing objects from continuous ﬁber reinforced epoxy
resins.489−495 Sun et al. reported on the development of a LOM
process enabling the fabrication of PC/PMMA-based microchips for lab-on-a-chip immunoassays.496
LOM is commonly used for the fabrication of complex
multilayer ceramic components, where polymeric additives may

5. SHEET LAMINATION AND LAMINATED OBJECT
MANUFACTURING (LOM)
In 1987, Michael Feygin ﬁled a U.S. patent describing the
process that would later be dubbed laminated object
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assemblies involving hydrogen bridges or coordination of metal
salts. Unlike SLA, SLM, and material jetting processes with
their rather narrow processing windows and formulation
ranges, the 3D micro extrusion process tolerates a much larger
variety of materials, which can also be combined with one
another by means of multiple dispensers. This is particularly
advantageous with respect to the processing of biological
materials (i.e., living cells, growth factors), which do not
tolerate high processing temperatures and toxic monomers.506−508 Despite these many advantages, extrusion-based
AM suﬀers from limited spatial resolution related to diﬃculties
in extruding submicron-sized strands of material. As strand
diameter is reduced to the submicrometer domain, the build
speed drastically slows down impairing rapid manufacturing of
large parts. On the other hand, extrusion of polymer strands
with diameter above 100 μm is faster but necessitates
postprocessing to obtain suﬃciently smooth surfaces. Alternatively, multijet 3D dispensing of droplets can be used to
enhance build speed and enable simultaneous dispensing of
diﬀerent materials including coreactive monomers and
prepolymers, thus exploiting resin systems used in reactive
injection molding such as polyurethanes.

be used. Paper-based LOM has been exploited for the
fabrication of metal carbide parts in a two-step process. In
this case, the pyrolysis of cellulose yielded porous carbonaceous
materials, which upon inﬁltration with molten metal served as
precursor for the metal carbide parts.497,498 Alternatively,
ceramic tapes comprising ceramic microparticles with polymeric binders like poly(vinylbutyraldehyde), low density
polyethylene, and aqueous SAN dispersions are compatible
with roll to roll processing and have thus been used as
intermediates for LOM of ceramic parts.499 Because the organic
portion is lower, sintering of LOM fabricated ceramics causes
less shrinkage as compared to ceramics fabricated by most
other AM methods.489

6. 3D MATERIAL EXTRUSION
Extrusion-based AM is the computer-controlled layer by layer
deposition of molten and semimolten polymers, pastes,
polymer solutions, and dispersions through a movable nozzle
or oriﬁce serving as the extrusion print head.500 It includes
several techniques such as fused deposition modeling (FDM)
alias fused ﬁlament fabrication (FFF), 3D dispensing, 3D micro
extrusion, 3D microﬁber extrusion, 3D ﬁber deposition, ﬂuid
dosing and deposition, and 3D plotting. After completion of a
single layer, either the extrusion head moves up or the build
platform moves down to allow for deposition of the next layer.
Excellent interfacial adhesion and undisturbed polymer
entanglement are imperative for fabricating nonporous objects
with mechanical properties similar to those of objects produced
by conventional bulk extrusion.
In 1989, Scott Crump invented and patented fused
deposition modeling (FDM) and shortly thereafter founded
the company Stratasys commercializing the ﬁrst FDM 3D
printers.501 Because FDM is trademarked by Stratasys, the
equivalent term “fused ﬁlament fabrication” (FFF) is also
commonly used particularly in the Rep Rap community. FDM
comprises 3D extrusion of thermoplastic polymers, which are
mechanically fed as thin ﬁlaments (1.75 and 3.0 mm are most
common) from a spool into the extrusion print head. The
extruder is heated to an appropriate process temperature for the
utilized polymer: above the melting temperature for semicrystalline polymers or above the glass temperature for
amorphous polymers. FDM is a fairly robust technology
platform and is currently exploited by thousands of groups
around the world developing customized and low-cost 3D
printers useful in oﬃce and home environments.502 Since the
early 2000s, FDM has been the most commonly used AM
technique worldwide.503
While FDM is limited to extrusion of thermoplastics at
elevated temperature, 3D (micro) extrusion enables 3D
deposition of many other classes of materials including
thermosets, rubbers, polyurethanes, silicones, organic and
inorganic pastes, polymer latex, plastisols, biomaterials, hydrogels, various functional polymers, and even biologically active
ingredients and living cells.504,505 With 3D dispensing, polymer
solidiﬁcation is achieved by diﬀerent physical and chemical
processes. This signiﬁcantly expands the range of usable
materials for extrusion-based AM and even enables the
processing of complex multifunctional materials systems.
Whereas solidiﬁcation in FDM is based principally on polymer
crystallization and chain entanglement, 3D dispensing utilizes
other phenomena including reversible and irreversible crosslinking. Thereby polymer networks are formed by both
covalent and ionic bond formation as well as by supramolecular

6.1. Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

Several reviews have addressed the scope of FDM (alias fused
ﬁlament fabrication, FFF) as well as the role of material design
and process optimization.500,509−512 As is schematically
displayed in Figure 48, the polymer ﬁlaments of both model
and support thermoplastics are fed into the heated extrusion
print head enabling 3D dispensing of the resulting polymer
melts. Commercial FDM ﬁlaments are produced by melt

Figure 48. Fused deposition modeling process invented by Scott
Crump at Stratasys, Inc., comprises of (a) a vertically movable building
platform, and (b) a tempered extrusion printing head for deposition of
(c) model and (d) support material stored in (e) feedstocks containing
ﬁlaments of thermoplastics wound on a spool.
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path-planning and part-orientation on the anisotropic mechanical properties of ABS parts built by FDM.118,521,522 Several
groups have developed ABS derivatives to ease FDM
processing and improve materials properties of printed parts.
For example, Masood et al. investigated the inﬂuence of
metallic ﬁller content on rheological properties and optimum
process parameters523 and on thermal and thermo-mechanical
properties.524,525 This work aimed at FDM fabrication of ABS/
iron molds with improved thermal conductivity for injection
molding and rapid tooling applications. It was found that
increasing the content of micrometer-sized iron powder
allowed for a simultaneous increase of storage modulus, glass
transition temperature, and thermal conductivity. Zhong et al.
investigated FDM of ABS modiﬁed with short glass ﬁbers and
linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE).526 The incorporation
of glass ﬁbers was found to reinforce ABS and reduce internal
stresses and distortions due to a reduction of the thermal
expansion coeﬃcient. LLDPE, on the other hand, enhanced
toughness in the presence of compatibilizers. FDM of ABSbased nanocomposites containing vapor-grown carbon ﬁbers
(VGCF) was investigated by Shofner et al.527 Analogous to
ABS/glass ﬁber composites, the dispersion of up to 10 wt %
VGCF provided signiﬁcant improvement of both strength and
stiﬀness at the expense of toughness. Gray et al. developed a
dual-extrusion process producing ﬁlaments from a polypropylene blend containing thermotropic liquid crystalline polymer
(20 wt %), which surpassed the performance of FDM fabricated
ABS.528,529

extrusion of a principal thermoplastic polymer compounded
with ﬁllers, ﬁbers, dyes, and other polymer additives. For a
particular ﬁlament, a careful balance of polymer melt rheology,
processing temperature, build speed, and CAD shape
parameters is essential for a successful build process. This
accounts for the rather narrow processing window typical for
many FDM instruments. Preferably, the polymer ﬁlament is
melt-processed slightly above the polymer melting temperature.
Incomplete fusion of deposited strands with the corresponding
adjacent polymer layer means that weak macroscopic surface
adhesion (rather than polymer entanglement as with bulk
plastics) will dictate and signiﬁcantly limit mechanical properties in the build direction. Layering is accompanied by high
surface roughness and even porosity. The use of water-soluble
thermoplastics has been proposed for temporary support
structures, which can be readily removed by immersion in
water during postprocessing.513 Many researchers have
addressed the eﬀects of extrusion process parameters such as
speeds of 3D dispensing and ﬁlament feed, pressure and
temperature gradients, nozzle design, die swelling, melt
viscosity, shear thinning induced by tailored molar mass
distributions and long-chain branching, crystallization rate,
addition of stabilizers and other additives, path-planning and
part orientation, all aimed at improving surface ﬁnish,32,514−517
dimensional accuracy, 118,515,517,518 mechanical properties,33,118,515,517,519 and process eﬃciency.515,516,520 Molecular
and processing parameters as well as additive packages must be
optimized for individual polymer systems, which include
thermoplastics such as polyamide, ABS, PLA, and polypropylene and elastomers like polyetheresters.
FDM is a ﬂexible technology platform, and the technique has
fostered the successful development of open-source AM
technology, among them the prominent RepRap project
created by Adrian Bowyer in 2004. Inspired by self-replication
in biology, RepRap technology (see Figure 49) enabled the ﬁrst

6.2. 3D Dispensing (3D Plotting, 3D Micro Extrusion, and
3D Fiber Deposition)

6.2.1. Processes. In 2000, inspired by the spatial
positioning of adhesive bond lines by dispensing of hotmelts
as well as other one- and two-component adhesives, Mülhaupt
and Landers at the Freiburg Materials Research Center
developed an AM and desktop fabrication method termed
3D dispensing (alias 3D plotting and 3D micro extrusion). 3D
dispensing soon after became the base for the 3D bioplotting
process and the 3D Bioplotter machine commercialized by
Envisiontec Inc. in 2002.530,531 In this 3D dispensing process
displayed in Figure 50, the extrusion print head comprises a
nozzle and a cartridge. It is horizontally and vertically moved
according to CAD data. Unlike binder and material jetting

Figure 49. First self-replication of a machine using open source
RepRap AM by Adrian Bowyer (left).502 Image license CC BY-SA 3.0.

successful self-replication of a machine by means of 3D
printing, in which the “parent” 3D printer builds an identical
and functional “child” 3D printer.502 RepRap machines are
currently able to print all of their own plastic components,
while metal framing, motors, wires, and circuitry must be
provided separately. Whether FDM or some other AM process
can print functional motors and circuit boards and thus enable
full self-replication is yet to be determined.
6.1.1. Tailoring Materials for FDM. Among the large
variety of engineering thermoplastics applied in FDM,
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymers (ABS), polylactide
(PLA), polycarbonate (PC), and polyamides (PA) represent
the most prominent ones. Studies have addressed the role of

Figure 50. 3D micro extrusion alias 3D dispensing and 3D plotting
comprised of (a) a building platform in air or immersed in a liquid, and
(b) a dispenser nozzle attached to a (c) 3D movable extrusion head,
which can be heated.
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processes, neither piezoelectric nor thermal printing heads are
required as 3D dispensing is pneumatically controlled by
varying the air pressure. This oﬀers considerable beneﬁts with
respect to lowering costs and easing maintenance due to the
facile replacement of plugged nozzles. In principle, the 3D
dispensing process encompasses a variety of diﬀerent modes for
inducing solidiﬁcation of the dispersed material. This includes
(1) solidiﬁcation by physical processes such as crystallization
and glass transition of thermoplastics, coagulation of polymer
dispersions, drying, and precipitation of polymer solutions; (2)
solidiﬁcation by means of chemical reactions including crosslinking of thermosets and reactive prepolymers as well as
formation of ionomers and polyelectrolyte complexes; and (3)
3D printing in liquid media enabling zero-gravity printing,
reactive printing, or 3D bioplotting, respectively.
Mode (1) diﬀers from FDM because no ﬁlaments of
thermoplastics are required. Similar to hotmelt dispensing in
adhesive industries, polymer-ﬁlled cartridges are inserted into
the print head and heated to dispense polymer melts.
Preferably, to enable 3D extrusion of the polymer melt, the
molecular weight of the utilized thermoplastic (polyamides,
polyoleﬁns, polyesters, ABS, and a variety of other engineering
thermoplastics and thermoplastic elastomers) will be lower
than is typical for most formative processing. In mode (1),
polymer solutions and dispersions are readily 3D dispensed
layer-on-layer using either extrusion, drop on demand
technology, or spraying. A broad range of build materials can
be used including acrylic dispersions, solutions of linear and
highly branched polymers including cellulose, starch, chitosan,
and polyelectrolytes, as well as water-soluble polymers and
inorganic sols based on silicates and bentonites. Moreover,
pastes of inorganic particles such as metals like titanium and
ceramics like calcium phosphates, silicates, and metal oxides can
be printed together with polymer binders to produce green
parts, which are sintered after burning oﬀ the polymer binders
in postprocessing.532
In mode (2), a large variety of thermoset resins like
polyfunctional epoxides, acrylics, silicones, and polyurethanes
are printed by means of one- and two-component dispensing
similar to the systems employed in adhesive, coating, and
sealant industries. In fact, polyurethane formulations employed
in reactive injection molding, coating, and adhesive applications
can be modiﬁed and implemented into this 3D dispensing
process.533 Cross-linking and solidiﬁcation speeds must be
carefully matched with build speed to ensure polymer
interdiﬀusion and formation of defect-free polymer networks.
In mode (3), polymers are dispensed into a liquid. This oﬀers
attractive prospects for solidiﬁcation without requiring building
support structures and postprocessing. Matching the densities
of printing material and liquid media allows the weight of the
material to be compensated by buoyancy forces according to
the Archimedes principle, thus preventing gravity-induced ﬂow
prior to solidiﬁcation (see Figure 51). This zero-gravity 3D
dispensing process was developed to prevent structural
collapse, which is particularly problematic for 3D printing of
soft objects such as hydrogels.55 In the case of 3D dispensing in
water, salt can be added to increase density. 3D dispensing in
liquid media provides another advantage as it allows reactive
3D dispensing. Thereby, initiators, activators, coreactive resins,
curing agents, or metal salts, respectively, are added to the
liquid media causing solidiﬁcation by chemical reactions taking
place immediately following contact of liquid media with the
printed materials. A prominent example is the cross-linking of

Figure 51. Principle of zero-gravity 3D dispensing in the absence of
temporary support structures exploiting the Archimedes principle: (a)
3D-dispensing in a liquid by matching its density with that of
dispensed material stabilizes delicate structures as gravity is
compensated by buoyancy; and (b) by comparison, 3D dispensing
in air would lead to structural collapse due to gravity-induced ﬂow
prior to solidiﬁcation. In view of its prospects for biofabrication in
aqueous media, zero-gravity 3D dispensing is also named 3D
bioplotting.

alginate hydrogels by Ca2+-ions present in the aqueous plotting
medium (see Figure 52). Similarly, acid/base chemistry can be

Figure 52. Alginate hydrogel scaﬀold fabricated by means of reactive
3D dispensing of water-soluble sodium alginate in water containing
Ca2+ ions, which cross-link alginate by cation exchange producing
water-insoluble calcium alginate hydrogels.

exploited to print ionomers. Moreover, the thrombin enzyme
has been used in aqueous plotting media enabling solidiﬁcation
of aqueous ﬁbrinogen by means of catalytic ﬁbrin formation. As
compared to AM in air, 3D dispensing in liquid media
signiﬁcantly widens the range of processable materials including
3D printing of hydrogels, which are of great signiﬁcance for the
ﬁelds of tissue engineering, organ printing, and also in shaping
of polymer electrolytes. Furthermore, additives in liquid media
and interfacial interactions enable in situ coating and surface
modiﬁcation during the printing process.
A well-established dispensing system that has more recently
found ﬁrst application in AM is the ﬂuid dosing and deposition
(FDD) process from Visco Tec GmbH. FDD enables
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extrusion-based AM by volumetric dispensing of a large variety
of low and very high viscosity ﬂuids and pastes like silicones,
UV curable acrylics, one- and two-component polyurethanes,
and thermoplastics.534
Another example of a commercial 3D dispensing instrument
is the GeSim BioScaﬀolder, which is a compact and yet versatile
desktop device enabling multidispensing. In addition to the
three pneumatic dispenser cartridges, a piezoelectric nanoliter
pipetting unit aﬀords seeding of live diﬀerentiable cells for
bioprinting.535 The instrument has a choice of cartridge holders
for ambient temperature processing and is heatable to 250 °C.
Dosage pressure is adjustable from 100 to 600 kPa with an
optional slight vacuum. Moreover, a mount is provided to
attach an optical ﬁber for UV cross-linking, thus allowing hybrid
AM processing. Several other companies have introduced
multimaterial 3D printing aimed at applications in tissue
engineering (see section 8.3) and 3D bioprinting (see section
8.4, which includes a list of 15 companies oﬀering 3D
bioprinters).
A further example of 3D dispensing is provided by Arburg
GmbH, who in 2013 commercialized the Freeformer and the
proprietary Arburg Plastic Freeforming (APF) process.536
Unlike FDM and similar to conventional extrusion, this 3D
micro extrusion process does not require ﬁlaments but employs
standard granules of thermoplastics as raw materials. Upon
melting of the granules, the resulting polymer melt is injected
into the extruder head and 3D dispensed as micrometer-sized
droplets (0.2−0.4 mm), which are formed by applying pressure
in conjunction with a high frequency piezoelectric driven
nozzle. The precise placement of micro droplets followed by
polymer solidiﬁcation enables layer by layer printing according
to CAD. Furthermore, the simultaneous use of two dispensing
units allows for building of functional parts from unconventional material systems such as soft and hard polymers.
Temporary support structures are fabricated by codispensing
melts of water-soluble polymers such as polyvinylpyrrolidone,
which are readily removed afterward upon immersion in water.
6.2.2. Materials and Systems. As pointed out above,
contrary to other AM processes, 3D dispensing is highly
versatile with respect to its extraordinarily wide choice of
materials ranging from polymers to ceramics and metals. It
enables 3D dispensing of polymer melts and solutions, polymer
latex, thermoplastic elastomers, ceramic precursors, cements,
pastes of inorganic and organic particles, thermoplastic
elastomers, biopolymers, reactive resins (i.e., thermosets),
liquid rubbers, and even hydrogels and polyelectrolytes.
Multidispensing using either several 3D dispensers, twocomponent dispensers, or a combination of pneumatic and
piezoelectric dispensing in conjunction with reactive plotting
enables the fabrication of free-standing objects from a great
variety of diﬀerent materials. 3D dispensing in aqueous medium
aﬀords 3D printing and 3D positioning of biologically active
ingredients such as growth factors and even living cells. This
AM technology holds great prospects for the fabrication of
advanced functional materials and (bio) systems. Unlike FDM,
which operates at elevated temperature, 3D dispensing is
amenable to viable cells and other sensitive bioactive
ingredients.
The exceptional versatility of 3D dispensing for medical
applications is summarized in Figure 53 for 3D bioplotting as
reported by Carvalho et al.55 On one hand, 3D dispensing is
applicable to a large variety of metal and inorganic particle
pastes containing polymer binders, which enable CAD/CAM

Figure 53. Materials and applications of 3D bioplotting.

fabrication of green parts. Upon thermal treatment, these parts
aﬀord dense and porous metals and ceramics potentially for
patient-speciﬁc implants. On the other hand, 3D bioplotting
can use a large variety of synthetic polymers and biopolymers,
including collagen-, alginate-, agar-based hydrogels, as well as
resorbable thermoplastic aliphatic systems such as PLA, PLGA,
PCL, and two-component systems based on chitosan and ﬁbrin
to fabricate soft and hard scaﬀolds for regenerative medicine.
Following pioneering advances by EnvisionTEC, several other
commercial extrusion-based single and multimaterial extrusionbased AM processes are now commercially available for
applications in bioprinting (see section 8.4).

7. 4D PRINTING
Conventional 3D-printed objects retain the same shapes and
properties during their entire product life times. In contrast, 4D
printing pioneered by Skylar Tibbits at the Self-Assembly Lab
of MIT in collaboration with Stratasys, Inc., uses time as the
fourth dimension for 3D fabricated “smart” structures, which
change shape over time in predeﬁned and programmable
fashions by responding to external stimuli such as water,
temperature, touch, shear, pH, light, and other electromagnetic
radiation.537−539 This stimuli-responsive behavior, programmable by means of CAD and the appropriate choice of printing
materials, signiﬁcantly expands the range of conventional smart
materials, shape memory alloys, and multifunctional materials
systems. Figure 54 displays a programmed underwater shape
transformation achieved by integrating diﬀerent materials into
the 4D printing process. One material remains rigid
independent of the presence of water, while the other material
(a hydrogel) undergoes large volume expansion (>200%) by
swelling in water. By strategically placing the expanding
materials by means of 4D printing, it is possible to fabricate
water-responsive joints, which upon contact transform by
folding and bending into one of a great variety of CADprogrammed shapes.540
Coupling AM technologies with stimulus-responsive polymers aﬀords unprecedented programmability of active and
passive shape and property transformations. Applications of 4D
printing in soft robotics, smart textiles, drug delivery, and
regenerative medicine are envisioned.541,542 Programmed
stimuli-responsive material systems oﬀer an alternative to
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Figure 54. Water-induced transformation of a 4D printed linear strand
of two diﬀerent polymers, which self-assemble to a cube. Reproduced
with permission from ref 538. Copyright 2014 Wiley and Sons.

complex electromechanical devices. Several reviews address 4D
bioprinting of dynamic 3D patterned biological structures,
hydrogels, and devices exploiting stimuli-responsive shape
transformations.541−546 Furthermore, 4D printing of composite
hydrogel architectures with localized anisotropic swelling
behavior was used to induce the alignment of cellulose ﬁbrils,
which mimic plant motions and act as shape-morphing
systems.547 4D printed hygroscopic materials such as wood
precisely sense and self-transform by responding to changes in
the environment.548 4D printing has been used to enable active
origami in which a ﬂat sheet automatically folds into complex
shapes.549 The original ﬂat plate shape can afterward be
thermally recovered. Furthermore, 4D printing of glassy shape
memory polymer ﬁbers in an elastomeric matrix aﬀords
contoured shapes with spatially varying curvature, folded
shapes, as well as twisted, bent, and coiled strips.550 The
nonlinear, time-dependent behavior, and the role of local
deformation, shape ﬁxity, and free recovery rate were
investigated for a 4D printing method based on multimaterial
photopolymerization with shape memory polymers.551 Using
this method, multimaterial grippers that can grab and release
objects based on temperature were printed Figure 55. In a
recent advance, ultrafast 4D printing (<30 s) of multidimensional responsive acrylic polymers such as hydrogels and shape
memory polymers has been achieved.552 Moreover, alginate/
PNIPAM gels fabricated by 4D printing were examined as
thermally stimulated hydrogel actuators.553

Figure 55. Thermally responsive multimaterial 4D printed gripper.
The lower images are a time-lapsed series demonstrating the grabbing
of an object.551 Image license CC BY 4.0.

8. SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING

Figure 56. Use of AM based on industrial sector. Data from ref 297.

8.1. Industrial Additive Manufacturing

prototyping purposes, the AM materials market is dominated
by these materials: Close to 50% of the overall AM market for
materials can be attributed to photopolymers. Photopolymers
are also used in an increasing number of manufacturing
applications (e.g., hearing aid shells, see section 8.2), and a
further increase in the use of photopolymers can be expected.
Currently, photopolymers are still limited regarding achievable
thermomechanical properties. The key target for further
research on AM photopolymers should therefore be put on
improving the thermomechanical properties (toughness, heatdeﬂection temperature, strength, and ductility). The next most
important class of materials for AM is plastics for SLS (sales of
approximately $160 million in 2014 vs $298 million for
photopolymers). SLS polymers include polyamides, thermoplastic elastomers, polyether ketones, and polystyrene.358

In their yearly industry survey, Wohlers Associates ask
industrial key players of the AM community about the usage
of AM regarding industrial sectors (see Figure 56) and type of
use (see Figure 57).13,297 As can be seen from Figure 56, the
most relevant industrial sectors are industrial machines,
consumer products, motor vehicles, aerospace, and medical/
dental. Academic and government use of AM are of the
following importance and have been on the rise.
From Figure 57, it can be seen that prototyping related
activities (visual aids, presentation models, ﬁt and assembly, and
patterns for prototype tooling) are still highly relevant for the
use of AM. Directly printed functional parts are of increasing
importance, but cover only 29% of the overall usage so far.
Because photopolymers are typically used on a routine basis for
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Figure 58. Customized neurosurgical guide manufactured by SLS with
PA-12 powder (image courtesy of EOS GmbH/FHC, Inc.).563
Figure 57. Most common applications for AM. Data from ref 297.

applications for many years.564,565 Methacrylate-based resins
are today commonly used to ﬁll dental caries, and are increasing
popular for various dental CAD-CAM applications.566,567
Dental technicians have actually used CAD-CAM for more
than 30 years to build artiﬁcial teeth, dentures, and crowns,
although traditionally manufactured with subtractive techniques
(CNC) and more recently with AM.568 Interestingly enough,
the blocks used for CNC milling of artiﬁcial teeth are often
based on PMMA due to good stability and durability.569 SLA
and inkjet printing are being used increasingly in dental
modeling and to construct temporary crowns and bridges as
well as orthodontic bracket guides.21 As an alternative to metal
brackets, Align Technology oﬀers Invisalign (Figure 59), which

While prototyping applications will remain important for
AM, functional part manufacturing is the fastest growing
application. In 2015, GE Aviation began production of
pressure/temperature sensors with metal housings made by
direct metal laser sintering.297 Boeing has also been actively
using AM for a number of years, with tens of thousands of laser
sintered polymer parts installed in more than 15 diﬀerent
commercial and military aircrafts. Both GE and Boeing take
advantage of part consolidation, where a single complicated
part is used in place of a collection of numerous simpler parts
or pieces. For complicated parts in low volume applications,
AM is often faster and more cost eﬃcient than traditional
formative methods. Other advantages of AM for industry
include reduced inventories and decentralized manufacturing,
where region speciﬁc parts can be produced when and where
they are needed.
8.2. Medical Modeling, Prosthetics, and Digital Dentistry

One of the ﬁrst successful cases where AM has been
implemented not just for prototyping but for manufacturing
is patient-speciﬁc hearing aid casings provided by Phonak in
collaboration with Materialise.554 Production of the polymeric
casing begins with molding or 3D-scanning of the patient’s ear,
which by means of CAD software provides an STL ﬁle for
fabrication by AM. 3D medical imaging techniques (based on
X-ray, positron emission tomography (PET), and magnetic
resonance (MRI)) and processing software have advanced
greatly in the last 20 years.555,556 Coupling of these techniques
with AM has been used to produce free-standing patient
speciﬁc models for use in surgical planning for hip,554 knee,557
or shoulder operations558 and for brain tumor removal
procedures.559 As an example, SLS with polyamide has been
used to fabricate personalized parts for the medical sector such
as the neurosurgical guide shown in Figure 58. The guide piece
is customized according to patient-speciﬁc MRI and CT data
and enables alignment of a microdrive for recording and deep
brain stimulation lead placement. Photobased AM of
elastomeric photopolymers has been used to build transparent
and ﬂexible models of a mitral valve,560 vascular structures,561
and an entire heart with internally connected inner
chambers.562
While photopolymers have yet to be approved for long-term
surgical implantation, they have been used in dental restorative

Figure 59. Invisalign from Align Technology. On the right, the
internal view presents bite ramps on the lingual surface of the upper
aligner.16 Images courtesy of Align Technology.
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prove critical in regenerative therapies. As an example,
chondrocytes retain their phenotype in 3D culture and
diﬀerentiate when cultured on ﬂat surfaces.579 The interaction
of cells with the scaﬀold is largely dependent on the method of
cell-seeding, where AM methods that allow cells to be
dispensed within the scaﬀold as it is formed may provide
advantages to the more traditional technique of seeding on the
surface of the scaﬀold after it is manufactured.580 An obvious
complication is that the cells must survive the build process and
not all AM methods are applicable. The exceptions are
lithographic AM technologies and those based on ambient
temperature extrusion of water-soluble polymers (3D bioplotting). Scaﬀold-free cell printing is a newer technology based
principally on extrusion methods where some form of
temporary support material is needed.581,582 Whether for
scaﬀolds or for cellular supports, monomers and polymer
with excellent biocompatibility are needed.
8.3.2. Solid Porous Tissue Scaﬀolds by AM. Many
methods are available for constructing micro and nanoporous
scaﬀolds for TE. Porogen-based approaches including solvent
casting, particulate leaching, phase separation, and freeze-drying
can be applied to a wide range of materials; however, limited
control over the interior geometrical shape of the scaﬀold is
provided.583 By comparison, AM allows construction of
complex geometries with well-deﬁned dimensions as prescribed
by CAD. Macroscopically this relates to patient-speciﬁc
geometry of the part being printed, while microscopically the
spacing and wall thickness of cellular structures can be used to
control cell and nutrient transport as well as mechanical
properties.584 In the case where the scaﬀold should degrade, the
interplay between material degradation rate, pore size, and pore
gradients within the scaﬀold plays an important role for bone
tissue formation and vascularization.11
PCL is a semicrystalline and biodegradable polymer with a
melting point of approximately 62 °C and is commonly
investigated as a biomaterial for TE. Using the SLS process,
porosity can be ﬁne-tuned to optimize conditions for cell
growth and proliferation. Research activities also focus on the
inﬂuence of scaﬀold geometry and processing conditions on
mechanical properties, again with the aim of optimizing
biomedical compatibility and cultivation conditions.358,585
Williams et al. used computational design to construct scaﬀold
architectures that mimic the mechanical properties of human
trabecular bone.270 The potential for bone reconstruction
applications was proven by seeding bone morphogenetic
protein-7 (BMP-7) transduced ﬁbroblasts onto the produced
parts. The cells proliferated, and an enhanced tissue in-growth
was noticed within the pores of the scaﬀolds. Histological
staining and μCT scans taken 4 weeks after the implantation of
scaﬀolds into mice yielded a typical bone structure and
mineralization of the PCL scaﬀold (Figure 60).
Further improvements with regards to growth can be reached
by applying hydrophilic immersion coatings. Aiming to
elucidate the potential of coated PCL for cartilage TE in
craniofacial reconstruction, Chen et al. compared the growth of
chondrocytes seeded on pristine PCL scaﬀolds with gelatin and
collagen-coated structures.586 They identiﬁed that collagencoated PCL parts possess the best potential with regards to cell
growth and tissue formation (Figure 61). As a positive sideeﬀect, collagen coatings improved water uptake and mechanical
strength of the scaﬀolds.
3D powder binding with PLA and PLGA has also been used
to fabricate scaﬀolds for tissue engineering and drug

is a set of thin transparent plastic inserts placed incrementally
(every 2 weeks) atop the patient’s teeth.3 Each individual insert
is designed with software and produced to ﬁt the optimal
intermediate position of the teeth over the course of the
therapy. The aligners are manufactured by printing a polymeric
mold using stereolithography. This mold is then used to shape
a thermoplastic polymer ﬁlm with a thickness around 1 mm
according to the required geometry. Invisible aligners are
currently the most successful application of AM in biomedicine,
with more than 100 000 parts made per day.
Orthodontic aligners are a type of orthosis, where the more
general term applies to external devices or support structures
designed to control, guide, or limit skeletal or neuromuscular
movement. Orthoses can also spread pressure exerted on the
body or an appendage over a larger surface area and thus lower
stress to the loaded areas.570 AM oﬀers well-deﬁned geometry
for orthotic devices that would be diﬃcult and impractical with
traditional manufacturing methods. AM is also used to produce
prosthetic devices, including those to replace a lost limb or
other body part. Because most prosthetics are attached to the
exterior of the body and are thus removable, many diﬀerent
plastics and metals can be used to build the device. The
situation becomes more complicated, however, for implanted
prosthetics.
8.3. Regenerative Medicine and Tissue Engineering

8.3.1. Basic Concepts and Materials Selection. The
hopes and expectations of AM technologies in the ﬁelds of
tissue engineering (TE) and regenerative medicine are great
and so too are the challenges.51 While the main function todate of 3D and tomographic imaging is to assist doctors in
prescribing correct therapies and to guide surgeons before and
during operations, tomographic imaging can also be used as the
ﬁrst step in the production of patient-speciﬁc organs and organ
portions based on CAD-CAM. For instance, plastic and metal
implants (based on PEEK and titanium) for partial skull and
mandibular reconstructions formed by SLS are available today
from DePuy Synthes.571,572 SLS and EBM are used by a
number of companies to produce hip and shoulder implants
from biocompatible metals such as titanium and cobalt-chrome
alloys. Where patient-speciﬁc CAD-CAM is the principal driver
in this ﬁeld, the chemistry of the material being implanted
needs to be considered as well. Notably, the material must be
nontoxic and not elicit undesirable immune reactions such as
inﬂammation.573 Biodegradation is a property traditionally
considered disadvantageous for long-term implants but more
recently studied as an avenue for assisting in native tissue
regeneration. For polymers intended to biodegrade, the rate of
degradation and the toxicity and clearance of degradation
products must be considered. Also, the mechanical properties
of the implanted material should be the same or very similar to
those of the tissue that is being replaced.574 With biodegradable
grafts, the mechanical properties of the combination of graft
and new tissue should stay fairly constant with time while the
ratio of new tissue to graft steadily increases.575 A proper
analysis of the biodegradation of polymer implants is outside
the scope of this Article, and the reader is directed to some
recent reviews.576,577
AM is an enabling technology for scaﬀold-based TE and 3D
cell culture.578 While traditional Petri-dish 2D cell culture
remains indispensable in diagnostics and drug discovery, the
role of the 3D microenvironment on the growth of cells and
particularly groups of cells is well acknowledged and will likely
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with a piezoelectric transducer and fabricated hierarchical PCL
structures with enhanced surface roughness without the need
for additional chemical or physical postprocessing.593 Aiming to
mimic the extracellular matrix, 3D plotting has been coupled
with electrospinning to build microporous scaﬀolds with
designed large pores and less well-deﬁned but nevertheless
mesoporous and nanoﬁbrous mesh structures. By sequential 3D
plotting and electrospinning of polyetherester thermoplastic
elastomers containing polybutylene-terephthalate hard and
poly(ethylene oxide)-terephthalate soft segments, van Blitterswijk et al. demonstrated that 3D plotting aﬀorded enhanced
mechanical strength, whereas the interlayers of electrospun
ﬁbers accounted for entrapment of chondrocytes accompanied
by enhanced cartilage tissue formation.594−597 Kim et al.
developed a hybrid AM process for electrospinning writing
assisted by 3D plotting.598,599 Angarano et al. used 3D-plotting
of PCL with well-deﬁned porosity to produce hotmelt layers
bound together by in situ cross-linked electrospun collagen
meshes for use in regenerative medicine.600
3D extrusion has been employed to fabricate chitosan/
hydroxyapatite composites by 3D plotting in liquid media.506
Landers et al. exploited 3D bioplotting of reactive oligoetherurethanes derived from isophorone diisocyanate, oligoethylene
oxide, and glycerol to fabricate polyurethanes with controlled
porosity.533 In comparison to a polyurethane scaﬀold fabricated
by 3D printing, which is solidiﬁed by jetting water onto starch
particles followed by inﬁltration with lysine diisocyanate, 3D
dispensing was advantageous with respect to build speed,
accuracy, reduced material demand, superior mechanical
properties, and improved cell adhesion and proliferation.
To explore the use of FDM for TE, several groups have
worked with aliphatic biobased polyesters, particularly PLA and
PCL. Ramanath et al. investigated the inﬂuence of PCL
rheology on material properties and building accuracy of PCL
scaﬀolds fabricated by means of FDM.601 By exploiting FDM of
PCL, Hutmacher et al. systematically varied the porosities of
PCL scaﬀolds tailored to match the mechanical properties of
the tissue surrounding the implantation site.602 They
demonstrated that FDM-mediated variations of PCL scaﬀold
porosities and geometries improve proliferation of human
ﬁbroblasts and periosteal cells603 as well as osteoblasts and
chondrogenic cells.604 Particularly, the incorporation of calcium
phosphate particles aﬀected mechanical properties and
accounted for enhanced osteoconductivity as evidenced by
enhanced cell adhesion, proliferation, and diﬀerentiation in
bone repair.605 Also, tricalcium phosphate (TCP)606,607 and
hydroxyapatite608,609 were successfully applied in FDM of PCL
scaﬀolds. The addition of antimicrobial agents to PCL/TCP
scaﬀolds markedly reduced the inﬂammation risks associated
with infections at the implantation site.610 Calvert et al. used
two or more materials in FDM printing alternating layers of
hydrogels containing either calcium carbonate or phosphate
ions.611 Clearly, cross-diﬀusion of these ions between adjacent
layers imposed mineralization of the resulting scaﬀold.
Bone cements based on PMMA are common in prosthetic
and orthopedic applications as an alternative to screws or nails
to ﬁx an implant with surrounding tissue.275,303 Acrylate and
methacrylate monomers are also studied as TE scaﬀold
precursors for lithographic AM. Where PMMA and many
common cross-linked (meth)acrylate polymers are essentially
nonbiodegradable, researchers are actively investigating (meth)acrylate monomers with pH sensitive linkages to assist in tissue
regeneration.561 PLA and PCL macromers end-capped with

Figure 60. Growth and mineralization of bone structure on PCL
scaﬀold implanted into mice according to (a−d) μCT scans and (e)
histological staining. Reprinted with permission from ref 270.
Copyright 2005 Elsevier B.V.

delivery.54,587 Whereas microporous PLA and PLGA green
parts can be readily 3D printed by placing pores within the
CAD build ﬁle, parts with pores smaller than the printer
resolution are possible as well. An example is provided by Kim
et al., who used PLGA/sodium chloride powder blends with
chloroform as ink. In a post treatment step, the salt component
is leached out by immersion in water, which accounts for
mesopore formation. This methodology has been used to 3D
print mesoporous tissue scaﬀolds for hepatocytes.588 Such
scaﬀolds oﬀer prospects for liver tissue and also bone repair in
regenerative medicine, taking into account PLGA’s osteoconductive eﬀect.
3D bioplotting allows CAD customized fabrication of tissue
scaﬀolds with variable architectures, pore sizes, pore size
distributions, as well as cell seeding eﬃciency by multimaterial
extrusion (i.e., PCL and PCL/hydroxyapatite).508,589−592 To
overcome the problem of poor cell adhesion to the smooth
surface of extruded PCL, Kim et al. equipped their 3D plotter
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Figure 61. PCL scaﬀolds for tissue engineering applications. Viability of chondrocytes in pristine PCL scaﬀold (PCL), gelatin-modiﬁed scaﬀold
(GEL+P), and collagen-modiﬁed scaﬀold (COL+P) using the live/dead assay with a confocal microscope. Top row, week 2; bottom row, week 4.
Scale bar = 300 μm. Reprinted with permission from ref 586. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Table 4. Comparison of Photoreactivity and Cell Viability of Acrylate Alternative Monomersa

a

Heat (ΔHp) and rate (Rp) of polymerization determined by photo-DSC. Cell viability is the concentration at which half of the osteoblast cells
(MC3T3-E1) remain alive after 7 days.

et al. found photo-cross-linked TTA (Figure 14) composites
with 60 wt % hydroxyapatite were 4 times as hard as those
based on TTA alone.613 Higher loadings of inorganic ﬁller give
mixtures with viscosities diﬃcult to process by SLA and DLP.
Cellular adhesion can be another shortcoming of (meth)acrylate polymers, which has been addressed by incorporating
synthetic hydrophilic monomers into resins or by using

methacrylate groups were synthesized by Davis et al. and
photo-cross-linked.612 Rate of degradation at 37 °C in
phosphate-buﬀered saline was fastest for oligomers with higher
percentages of LA. These same polymers were, however, found
to have rather brittle mechanical properties. Important for bone
TE, the scaﬀold should have a suﬃciently high storage modulus
(11 000 MPa) and bending strength (100−150 MPa). Schuster
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acids will persist, causing prolonged pH change and potential
precipitates via Ca2+ cross-linking. Poly(vinyl alcohol), on the
other hand, is FDA approved and generally regarded as safe for
food and pharmaceutical uses. Porous scaﬀolds of polymers
from vinyl ester monomers produced by DLP were tested in
vivo by implanting within the femur of a New Zealand rabbit.
Explantation of the femur after 8 weeks showed partial
degradation and excellent osteointegration of the scaﬀold.618
Polymers of vinyl carbonates are also attractive as temporary
scaﬀolds because the byproduct CO2 will readily diﬀuse and
thus further minimize local variations in pH.53 Vinyl carbamates
are comparatively stable and may be regarded as nontoxic but
also nondegradable.
8.3.3. Patterning Hydrogels with AM. Hydrogels622 can
be classed generally as those based on synthetic polymers and
those derived from biological sources (mostly proteins and
polysaccharides). Synthetic hydrogels are based principally on
water-soluble or water dispersible polymers such as PEG, PVA,
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), and poly(hydroxyl ethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA).623 While concentrated aqueous solutions of
these linear polymers may form “physical” or “reversible gels” at
room temperature, photoreactive derivatives that form
covalently cross-linked “irreversible gels” are considered in
this section.624 Diacrylated (DA) or dimethacrylated (DMA)
derivatives of PEG are very commonly used in lithographic TE
applications.625 While monomer concentration in water and
PEG chain length will both aﬀect the mechanical properties of
the resultant gel, the latter was shown to have a more profound
eﬀect on diﬀusion of nutrients within the hydrogel. Networks
formed from PEGDA precursors with molecular weights of
8000 and below were found not to allow diﬀusion of myoglobin
(Mn = 22 000), while those from larger PEGDA precursors (Mn
= 20 000) permitted transport of proteins with Mn up to 45 000
(ovalbumin). Another way to adjust cross-link density of
PEGDA networks is to add water-soluble monofunctional
monomers such as hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA), acrylic acid,
and also NVP.626 Relative concentration of components and
overall concentration of monomers in water will have bearing
on the swelling and mechanical properties of the cured
hydrogel.
For the system to cross-link at a suﬃcient rate for AM, a
water-soluble (or dispersible) initiator is needed with good
absorption for the utilized light source. Irgacure 2959 (Figure
63a) is one of the most commonly used photoinitiators for
lithographic hydrogel fabrication. It is soluble in water up to 1
wt % (50 mM) at ambient temperature and undergoes α-

biopolymers with covalently attached (meth)acrylate moieties.
Biopolymers that have been functionalized with methacrylate
groups include gelatin,614 hyaluronic acid,329 and chitosan.615
Another strategy for improving cell adhesion is incorporation of
RGD peptide sequences within the polymer network.616
While acrylate- and methacrylate-based monomers are
intensively studied for use in TE, some concerns arise regarding
their appropriateness for long-term implantation. Notably,
residual acrylate monomer and potential degradation products
are cytotoxic and irritating to human tissue. Cytotoxicity of
acrylates stems largely from the propensity of these monomers
to undergo Michael addition reactions with protein functional
groups (principally amines). Methacrylates are less reactive
toward amines and are thus used in dental ﬁelds and most TE
applications.617 Other vinyl monomers with comparable
photoreactivity and better cyto-compatibility have been
investigated.618 Potential alternatives to (meth)acrylates include
vinyl esters, vinyl carbonates, and vinyl carbamates.619 Photoreactivity and cyto-compatibility of difunctional monomers with
comparable molecular weights are given in Table 4. Where
reactivity of these monomers lies between that of acrylates and
methacrylates, the cyto-compatibility is roughly 8 times that of
the dimethacrylate and more than 100 times greater than a
comparable diacrylate. As for vinyl esters, they undergo a very
eﬃcient copolymerization with thiol monomers at rates on par
with those of acrylates. This thiol−ene-based photo-crosslinking has been used to structure free-standing objects with
very good impact properties and with tunable modulus based
on cross-link density.620 Important for TE applications, stable
micellar dispersions within the thiol-vinyl ester system have
been fabricated to give scaﬀolds with hierarchical microporosity.621
Polymers implanted into the human body can undergo
degradation either unintentionally or by design. In either case,
consideration of potential degradation byproducts is warranted.
Assuming that degradation is most likely to occur via hydrolysis
of ester linkages, polymers of acrylate and methacrylate
monomers give poly(carboxylic acid)s and small molecule
alcohols as principal degradation products. Polymers of vinyl
esters, by comparison, give polyalcohols and small molecule
carboxylic acids (Figure 62). The diﬀerence here is that the
small molecules will clear the system while macromolecular

Figure 62. Comparative hydrolysis of acrylate-based polymers and
polymers from acrylate alternatives. Degradation of cross-linked
polymers is depicted on the left, while that of unreacted functional
groups is on the right.

Figure 63. Water-soluble photoinitiators for lithographic hydrogel
fabrication: (a) Irgacure 2959, (b) lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate, (c) Eosin Y and (d) Rose Bengal.
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within the focal point on the other side of the organism. The
use of ultrashort pulses is imperative to 2PP, because it allows
execution of the process at moderate average laser power. For
processing of CAD models, most 2PP systems use algorithms
similar to those in SLA. The slice information is presented as a
set of x- and y-coordinates, deﬁning the trajectory of the laser
beam. The z-direction is controlled by adjusting the relative
position of the resin. In this way, 3D structures are built plane
by plane despite the fact that no new material layers have to be
applied.
Gelatin, chitosan, and hyaluronic acid are some of the more
commonly used biopolymers to build hydrogels for TE
applications. Cross-linking may be induced chemically,
thermally, or photolytically. In the latter case, native proteins
can, with appropriate sensitizers, be photo-cross-linked (via
dityrosine bonds), although the reaction is slow and of rather
low eﬃciency for lithographic AM.631,632 Nichol et al.
synthesized methacrylated derivatives of gelatin and photopolymerized aqueous solutions of this to give hydrogels, which
HUVECs bound to preferentially relative to PEGDMA
hydrogels.614 More interestingly, solutions of methacrylated
gelatin containing ﬁbroblasts were injected into microchannels
and photo-cross-linked to give perfusable hydrogel structures
with encapsulated and viable cells.
Qin et al. took this work a step further by derivatizing gelatin
with vinyl ester moieties and then reacting this with a polythiol
(reduced BSA in Figure 65).633 In comparison to the MA-based
system, the polymerization rate of the thiol-vinyl ester reaction
is suﬃciently fast to allow patterning of hydrogels via 2PP.
RGD (arginine, glycine, and aspartic acid) sequences of the
gelatin promote cell adhesion, while negative surface charge of
the albumin tends to resist cell adhesion, which provides a
handle for controlling cell density on the hydrogel surface.
More recently, Qin et al. used a lipase to catalyze the
condensation reaction of divinyl adipate with hyaluronic
acid.634 The reaction is regiospeciﬁc for primary hydroxyl
groups providing oligosaccharides with pendant vinyl esters
(similar to the previous example with a protein). The
derivatized hyaluronic acid could be homopolymerized or
copolymerized with a small molecule dithiol. The system was
found to be cyto-compatible with a low Young’s modulus (8
kPa for a 10 wt % hydrogel) appropriate for soft tissue
applications.
In 2002, Landers et al. reported on 3D bioplotting fabrication
of a thermoreversible hydrogel with designed pore architecture
for 3D cell culture.507 The mild manufacturing conditions allow
both cell-seeding on prefabricated scaﬀolds and incorporation
of vital cells directly into the hydrogel as it is printed (see

cleavage at wavelengths up to 365 nm to give radical fragments
that are readily soluble and highly reactive. 627 At a
concentration of 0.05 wt %, Irgacure 2959 exhibits little to
no toxicity in the presence of a wide range of mammalian cell
types.628 Lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate
(Figure 63b) is an even more cyto-compatible photoinitiator
with very good water solubility (∼8.5 wt %, ∼300 mM). It
exhibits a n → π* λmax of 375 nm with a molar extinction
coeﬃcient of 230 M−1 cm−1, which means that it works well for
light sources from 350 to 400 nm.629 At wavelengths beyond
this, water-soluble type II sensitizers such as Eosin Y (λmax ≈
517 nm) and Rose Bengal (λmax ≈ 549 nm) have been used to
cross-link hydrogels in the presence of cells.630
UV irradiation can cause damage to cells and denature
proteins. The use of higher wavelength light sources is one way
to circumvent this problem. While many SLA systems are still
based on 355 nm lasers, LEDs with wavelengths of 365, 385,
and 405 nm are a better option for photo-cross-linking in the
presence of cells. DLP instruments commonly have maximal
outputs at 460 nm, which makes it appropriate for TE
applications. A rather dramatic demonstration of the potential
for direct laser writing in biomedical applications is provided in
Figure 64a−c. Here, a microscopic woodpile structure based on

Figure 64. C. elegans captured in a woodpile structure with 200 μm
side length (line distance 4 μm, layer distance 3.5 μm, 10 layers,
writing speed 10 mm s−1, laser power 220 mW, 50% water content):
(a) LSM image 20×, (b) detail of white boxed section in (a), LSM
image 50×, (c) stacked 3D LSM image 20×, and (d) water-soluble
photoinitiator (WSPI) used.93 License CC BY 4.0.

PEGDA was fabricated in the presence of a living C. elegans.93
This demonstrates good biocompatibility of the monomer and
photoinitiator (Figure 64d) and that the IR laser can pass
harmlessly through living tissue, initiating polymerization

Figure 65. Hydrogel formation via thiol−ene click chemistry using reduced bovine serum albumin (BSA) and vinyl ester modiﬁed gelatin.
Reproduced with permission from ref 633. Copyright 2013 Wiley.
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section 8.4). As is illustrated in Figure 66, seeding of cells onto
a prefabricated scaﬀold frequently forms tissue at the surface,

Figure 66. Cell density distributions on (a) conventional scaﬀolds
where cells are seeded onto the scaﬀold surface versus (b) integrating
cells into AM fabrication of hydrogels.

Figure 67. Knee meniscus construct designed from a patient MRI and
bioprinted on a 3D Bioplotter using an alginate-nanoﬁber/human
stem cell bioink. Reproduced with permission from ref 655. Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society.

while in the second case cells are equally distributed within the
scaﬀold. Typically, hydrogels containing 0.5−20% of dry
polymer mass beneﬁt from their nonirritating properties, their
high level of resorbability, and their similarity to extracellular
matrix.635 A variety of hydrogels have been successfully 3D
plotted in recent years, including gelatin, alginate, agar,635
collagen, chitosan-based composites,55,636 and ﬁbrin. Diﬀerent
stimuli can be applied to solidify deposited hydrogels, for
example, by exploiting thermoreversible gelation or chemical
cross-linking reactions with suitable agents dissolved in the
plotting medium. Similar to research on melt-processed
scaﬀolds, a variety of cells have been seeded onto hydrogelbased scaﬀolds, which hold prospects for regenerative medicine
and even organ printing.56

and assembly of hydrogels, biopolymers, and cells, 3D
bioprinting enables CAD/CAM fabrication of functional 3D
tissue including hard and soft tissues, which can vary from
bones to blood vessels and even living organs.657,658 The
development of bioinks as carriers for viable cells plays a key
role in 3D bioprinting and was addressed by recent
comprehensive reviews.659,660
According to their delivery modes, 3D bioprinting
technologies can be categorized into materials extrusion504,640
and jetting661 processes (see also sections 4 and 6). Typically
extrusion-based bioprinters exploit extrusion of aqueous (bio)
polymer solutions, pastes, thermoreversible hydrogels, or
hydrogel precursors, respectively, which enable dispensing of
living cells. As outlined in a recent top 15 list of bioprinters,662
extrusion-based AM for bioprinting was introduced by several
companies oﬀering single and multimaterial dispensing. The
companies include EnvisionTEC (3D Bioplotter), Organovo
(NovoGen MMX), RegenHU (3DDiscovery + Biofactory),
Bioprinting Solutions (FABION), BioBots (BioBot 1), Cellink,
Ourobotics Solution, GeSIM (Bioscaﬀolder), 3Dynamic
Systems (Alpha & Omega), Bio3D (SYN and Explorer),
Aspect Biosystems (Lab-on-a-Printer), and n3Dbio (Bioassembler).
Diﬀerent from contact-printing materials extrusion, jetting by
means of laser and inkjet printing does not require contact with
the substrate. Inkjet-based 3D bioprinting is similar to inkjet
printing using commercial desktop printers. With this method,
the 3D cell constructs are fabricated by means of layer by layer
printing of cell-loaded bioinks. Laser-assisted bioprinting, on
the other hand, is a special example of laser-induced forward
transfer.663 Brieﬂy laser pulses are focused through an upper
donor substrate coated with living cells, biomaterials, and a laser
absorber, which rapidly evaporates and propels the subjacent
cell compound toward the lower collector substrate. This lower
layer can be covered with a moist hydrogel layer to prevent
dehydration of the printed cells and cushion the impact.664,665
Guillemot et al. have reviewed the scope of laser-assisted
bioprinting for AM-mediated tissue formation.665−667
As compared to various hydrogel bioinks (i.e., alginates,668
spider silk,669 and glucosaminoglycan-analogue polysaccharides670), thermoresponsive hydrogels671 with a tunable sol/gel
transition aﬀord an attractive balance of easy processing with

8.4. 3D Bioprinting and Bioinks

Not to be confused with bioplotting, which is a speciﬁc 3D
dispensing technique (see section 6.2), “bioprinting” is a
broader based term referring to any methods for printing (2D
or 3D) with biological ingredients (in particular viable cells) to
build functional tissue and organs. 3D bioprinting is possible
with a range of diﬀerent AM methods, and research is growing
at an extraordinarily rapid pace (see Figure 3). The development of 3D bioprinting over the last 15 years represents a
milestone in tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, drug
discovery, and biological evaluation of substances without
requiring animal testing. The ﬁeld is beyond the scope of this
Review, and the reader is thus urged to consult several
comprehensive reviews for further information.46,637−654
Bioprinting is an advance from the 3D printing of
biocompatible and biodegradable porous supports as scaﬀolds
for subsequent cell seeding, because viable cells are
implemented directly into the 3D printing process. Thus, bio
systems mimicking the extracellular matrix and functional tissue
are printed directly, which moreover is a form of printed 3D
cell culture. Figure 67 provides an example of a 3D printed
tissue portion (knee meniscus) with adipose derived human
stem cells incorporated within the alginate hydrogel bioink.655
In May 2003, Boland et al. ﬁled a patent claiming ink jet
printing of viable cells, stating that at least 25% of the cells
remain viable after incubation for 24 h at 37 °C.656 By 3D
printing of cell patterns implementing more than one cell type
into a one-step multimaterial 3D printing process, 3D
bioprinting is far superior to previous multistep patterning
processes and micro array printing. In principle, by patterning
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means of AM.469 Binder jetting was used to produce dye model
systems consisting of sandwich structures with designed porous
poly(ethylene oxide) inside and dense PCL sheets outside.
They demonstrated that CAD of the device architecture along
with dye 3D positioning within the device and dye
concentration proﬁles govern both release time and release
rate. Moreover, CAD-mediated variations of device compositions and architectures enabled controlled polymer resorption
by means of either erosion or diﬀusion control. This represents
a major milestone in pharmaceutical technology and digital
fabrication of tailored active ingredient release systems with an
impact well beyond pharmaceutical applications. Unparalleled
by prior pharmaceutical technology and tablet compression,
AM processes enable the fabrication of complex oral release
systems via controlled drug placement.695 As an example, drug
or active ingredient formulations are either sprayed onto
powder particles or incorporated into the powder particles prior
to controlled particle fusion by binder jetting. The wide choice
of binder and powder combinations was reviewed by Goole and
Amighi.687 In August 2015, the FDA approved Levetiracetam
(SPRITAM from Aprecia Pharmaceutical), an antiepilepsy
drug, as the ﬁrst 3D-printed prescription tablet fabricated by
means of binder jetting (Aprecia’s proprietary ZipDose
Technology).696
Unlike binder jetting, materials jetting does not require a
powder bed. However, formulation of printing inks for inkjet
printing is more challenging because a careful balance of
components and processing parameters is required to maintain
low viscosity and drop formation with eﬃcient surface wetting
and dense solidiﬁcation.688,694 Microdroplet jetting of hollow
silica microspheres, loaded with ibuprofen, together with
poly(1,8-octanediol-co-citrate) (POC) and β-tricalcium phosphate was developed to fabricate hierarchically structured
macro/mesoporous POC composite scaﬀolds for repairing
infected bone defects.697 Taking advantage of the higher
resolution of inkjet printing, material jetting enables fabrication
of drug-loaded microparticles with precise and variable
geometries.698
Extrusion-based AM methods such as FDM employ drugloaded ﬁlaments of biocompatible polymers such as
PVA,699−704 poly(ethylene-co-vinyl alcohol),705 and PCL.706
The choice of thermoplastics for pharmaceutical FDM is rather
limited because elevated melting temperatures cause drug
decomposition. To improve both processability and ﬁlament
formation of polymers approved for drug release application,
polymers such as Eudragit and Soluplus were melt blended
together with other polymers such as poly(ethylene oxide)707
and used in core/shell extrusion.708 FDM of PVA ﬁlaments,
loaded with 4% paracetamol, aﬀorded geometries such as 3Dprinted-cubes, pyramids, cylinders, and spheres, many of which
were not readily available by conventional powder compaction.709 Drug release from such tablets did not depend on the
surface area but instead on the surface area to volume ratio
governed by tablet geometry. Unlike FDM, 3D extrusion by
means of 3D bioplotting does not require elevated temperature
and oﬀers yet unexplored potential as a robust AM technique
for pharmaceuticals.
Although SLA and SLM play an important role in AM of
structured hydrogels (see section 8.3.3), their application for
drug release systems is still limited taking into account that
photopolymers are uncommon today in the pharmaceutical
industry. Nevertheless, AM fabricated drug-loaded tablets with
tailored release characteristics were demonstrated using

mechanical strength. Carbon nanotube-based printing inks
allow printing of 3D circuits embedded within hydrogel
constructs.672 Fisher et al. reviewed 3D bioprinting in bone
tissue engineering exploiting both layer by layer deposition of a
bioink containing scaﬀold material together with cells and
fabrication of a scaﬀold for subsequent cell seeding.673
Dispersions of cellulose nanoﬁbrils in alginate aﬀorded shear
thinning bioinks (CELLINK),674 which were cross-linked
during printing to form living soft tissue using cells such as
human chondrocytes. Printing mesenchymal stem cells and
human dermal ﬁbroblasts enable 3D fabrication of human skin
models for testing cosmetics and for cancer research. The 3D
bioprinting of artiﬁcial skin is highly attractive for both wound
treatment and testing of eﬃcacy, irritation, toxicity, penetration
of drugs, and ingredients for cosmetics and other products, thus
eliminating the need for animal trials.674−679
8.5. Drug Delivery

Going well beyond the scope of conventional pharmaceutical
technology like tablet compression, customized AM provides a
new technology platform for fabricating digitally designed and
personalized drug delivery systems produced on demand and
capable of meeting the speciﬁc needs of individual patients and
treatments. Several comprehensive reviews have addressed
recent progress, future challenges, and current limitations of
exploiting 3D and 2D printing in pharmaceutical fabrication of
oral and microﬂuidic drug dosage systems.464,542,680−694
Whereas current industrial pharmaceutical processes are highly
scale- and throughput-oriented, decentralized AM with
considerably lower operating costs holds great promise for
creating personalized drug delivery systems on demand when
and where they are needed and with considerably lower side
eﬀects. Instant desktop manufacturing is of special interest for
emergency care and treatments of elderly people. Moreover,
AM can readily produce more complex functional geometries
enabling precise control of drug release kinetics. AM is
particularly attractive with respect to on-demand-fabrication
of systems for immediate consumption capable of delivering
highly sensitive drugs with low shelf life. The development of
personalized drug products with higher complexity overcomes
the limitations of today’s tablets, which are engineered to
sustain a shelf life of several years. Increased complexity is
expected to be a key parameter for improving and customizing
the way drugs interact with the patient. Albeit AM in pharmacy
is still at its infancy, focus areas of diﬀerent AM processes are
clearly visible. Whereas material and binder jetting as well as
extrusion-based AM at ambient temperature are employed in
oral drug dosage, vat photopolymerization holds promise for
the fabrication of microﬂuidic drug delivery systems. Operating
at much higher temperatures, SLS is used to fabricate implants
(see section 8.3) and drug carriers, which can be loaded with
drugs in a subsequent treatment. Progress in 3D bioprinting
(see section 8.4) is expected to stimulate the development of
advanced hydrogel drug delivery systems in which drug release
and may be even drug fabrication is controlled via cell signaling.
In comparison to state-of-the-art fabrication of drug release
systems, AM process has considerably lower throughput due to
low build speed but enables fabrication of complex geometries
of multimaterials and multiphase systems with precise spatial
control of drug incorporation. This is highly advantageous with
respect to desktop fabrication in personalized medicine.
In 1996, Cima, Sachs, and co-workers at MIT pioneered
digital fabrication of resorbable ingredient release devices by
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PEGDA as monomer with TPO as photoinitiator and 4aminosalicylic acid and paracetamol as model drugs.710
In AM with drug release stimuli responsive and programmable materials, hydrogels play an important role (see sections
7 and 8.3.3). In a recent advance, Gupta and co-workers
reported on 3D printing of stimuli-responsive core/shell
capsules enabling programmable release of multiplexed
gradients within a hydrogel matrix.711 Typically 3D printed
capsules contain a hydrogel core with biomolecule payloads
embedded in a PLGA shell. Plasmonic gold nanorods in the
shell enabled selective rupturing of the capsule upon laser
irradiation. 2D and 3D multiplexed arrays of enzyme-loaded
capsules were patterned with tunable laser-triggered rupture
and release of active enzymes. Precise spatial patterning of the
capsule arrays is essential for programmable reconﬁguration of
gradients and for programmable release.
For the treatment of many conditions, oral administration of
medication is either not possible or impractical.712 Transdermal
delivery is popular but is only available with a limited number
of medicaments. Injection (subcutaneous, intramuscular, or
intravenous) delivered via a catheter or hypodermic needle
remains, in many cases, the only option. Problems include local
pain and the need for trained medical personnel, which
complicates continued therapies. A good alternative form of
drug delivery is microneedles, which reduce both pain to the
patient and trauma at the injection site.713,714 Arrays of
microneedles can be attached to a support substrate and
utilized in a manner reminiscent of a transdermal patch with
the ability to deliver therapeutics within dermal or epidermal
tissue. To be eﬀective, microneedles must penetrate the skin by
at least 15 μm (the stratum corneum layer) and must also not
fracture.715 Biocompatibility of the microneedle material is also
essential.
Microneedle arrays have been fabricated by a variety of
techniques including 2PP, which has the advantage of allowing
production of microneedles with diﬀerent designs. In addition,
2PP can achieve higher microneedle densities than with most
other fabrication methods. Ovsianikov et al. used 2PP to
fabricate hollow ORMOCER microneedle arrays with diﬀerent
geometries (Figure 68).716 Microneedle length was maintained
at 800 μm, suﬃcient for drug delivery and/or drawing of blood,
while the aspect ratio of the microneedles was adjusted by
changing the size of the structure base (from 150 to 300 μm).
While channel diameter was held constant, the relative position
of the channel with the structure was modiﬁed.
Arrays containing needles of each type of geometry were
produced and tested by pressing against both a polytetraﬂuoroethylene surface and that of cadaveric porcine adipose tissue.
When pressed against PTFE, the tips of the microneedles bent,
which is taken as a measure of resistance to skin penetration. As
to be expected, needles with higher base diameters resisted
higher loading values. Needles with oﬀ-centered 20.4 μm
channels had the sharpest tip and the lowest penetration
resistance. When pressed against the porcine tissue, the
microneedles pierced the surface without fracturing. Generally,
microneedles with higher aspect ratios and smaller tip radii are
best suited for drug delivery.717,718

Figure 68. Scanning electron micrographs of ORMOCER microneedles with (a) 0 μm, (b) 1.4 μm, and (c) 20.4 μm pore-needle
center displacement values. Reprinted with permission from ref 716.
Copyright 2007 John Wiley and Sons.

reported, and it was not until a few years, with the introduction
of aﬀordable open-source 3D printers, that further developments in AM of food came. One of the ﬁrst experimental
implementations was based on selective sintering of sugar
reported by the CandyFab project in 2008.720,721 The choice of
sugar as a building material was not based on edibility alone,
but rather on the low price, availability, and safety of sugar. The
introduction of the Fab@home 3D printer, one of the most
inﬂuential open source, low budget DIY printers and based on
deposition of paste-like material, led to further and more
purposeful activities in the direction of printing food materials
such as cake frosting, processed cheese, peanut butter, and
chocolate.722 The process’ low investment cost, open source
character, and freedom of using nonproprietary materials
facilitated experiments with novel formulations similar to
development of recipes in conventional gastronomy. In recent
years, an increased interest in the application of AM
technologies for the production of food for industrial and
domestic use has been observed. A comparatively large number
of start-ups and larger companies including key players in the
AM market (3D Systems723 and Stratasys724) have started to
develop and introduce specialized AM systems for the additive
processing of food. Much academic research has been reported
and summarized in recent reviews that aim to clearly
distinguish AM of food from conventional food production,
evaluate the key motivations for its adaption in the industry,
compare diﬀerent AM processes and materials, and address
potential ﬁelds of application.725−728
General features that distinguish AM of food from
conventional food manufacturing are based on AM’s strengths
with respect to the mass individualization of production.
Conventional industrial manufacturing of food aims to produce
domestic food in an economic large-scale approach that
guarantees the constant product quality and properties
expected by end-users from former consumption. On the
other hand, AM enables the development of novel food
structures and ﬂavors and provides end-users with individualized products and new experiences in taste and feel of edibles.

8.6. Additive Manufacturing of Food

8.6.1. Historical Development and Key Motivations.
The ﬁrst attempts to use AM technologies for the processing of
food were reported in 2001 in a patent claiming the additive
fabrication of a 3D-designed cake.719 No physical prototype was
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economic considerations imply that this approach does not
appear likely to fulﬁll the promise of solving the world’s
nutrition problems.
8.6.2. AM Technologies Employed for the Processing
of Food. In recent years, several AM technologies have been
adopted for the fabrication of food. Similar to conventional
polymeric materials, the successful processing of edible
biopolymers is dependent on the appropriate choice of an
AM technique. Some AM methods are more suitable for certain
types of material as they employ diﬀerent physical and chemical
processes for the layered solidiﬁcation of the building material
(Table 5). Materials like chocolate and other formulations
based on animal or vegetable fats can be molten and solidiﬁed
at moderate temperatures, thereby enabling processing by
FDM and ink jet printing, which have both already been
commercialized.722,732 Selective sintering processes can be
employed to solidify powdered sugar and sugar-based
formulations (Figure 70).720,721 Sugar-based materials have
also been processed using binder jet methodology similar to the
3DP process.733 The thermally induced curing of egg-white

As compared to conventional industrial food processing, it is
likely to ﬁnd markets in high-value, low volume foodfabrication.728 The motivations for research in individualized
food are manifold.729 They include the following aspects: (a)
personalized nutrition, providing wholesome food products for
population groups with speciﬁc needs (elderly, ill, pregnant,
etc.); (b) professional culinary, providing new options for
molecular gastronomists in the ﬁne dining segment; (c)
customized food design, enabling individualized products
such as edible giveaways or user-designed decorative features
on birthday and wedding cakes; and (d) oﬄoad laymen from
time expenditure and the skill requirements of conventional
cooking procedures.
In addition, researchers argue that AM can be used to
positively change the presentation of nutrition sources formerly
rejected by end-users (e.g., the “insects au gratin” project that
combines the exploitation of insects as foodstuﬀ with an artistic
approach (Figure 69)).730,731 While it may be realistic that the

Figure 69. Edible structure by AM of paste based on insect proteins.
Reprinted with permission from ref 728. Copyright 2012 Elsevier B.V.
Figure 70. Sugar sculpture produced by means of SLS (CandyFab
721

Sugar Printing; image by Windell H. Oskay). License CC BY 2.0.
acceptance of food sources regarded as nonappealing in the
western world may be improved using AM technologies,
Table 5. AM Technologies, Modes of Solidiﬁcation, Materials, and Applications Currently Addressed in Additive Manufacturing
of Food728
AM
process
FDM

3DP
SLA
ink jet
printing
selective
sintering

name of food
process
ChocALM,
Chocolatier,
3D Food-Inks
Printer
Fab@Home
“Insect au
gratin”
Digital
fabricator
appliance
3D Edible
printing

CandyFab 3D
Sugar Printing

material

solidiﬁcation principle

application

chocolate, pumpable ﬁllings

cooling, hardening

food-ink pastes and gels

thermal post-treatment (baking)

decorative chocolate sculptures and customized
ﬁlled chocolates732,734
cakes with printed internal structures735

conventional printable food,
hydrocolloids, batters, protein
pastes
insect powder with ﬁrming agents
and ﬂavors
consumer-chosen pumpable pastes
and purees

paste-like material processed under pressure,
cooling, gelation, appropriate post-treatment

decorative pizza and pasta, ﬂavored and textured
hydrogels726,729,736

paste-like material processed under pressure,
appropriate post-treatment
paste-like material processed under pressure,
appropriate post-treatment

exploitation of alternative sources/raw materials730

sugar, mashed potato, chocolate,
icing
egg white
chocolate

binder deposition (partially nonedible)

decorative sugar sculptures733

denaturation
cooling, hardening

decorative food
decorative chocolate sculptures

sugar powder

melting, recrystallization induced by hot air or
laser

decorative sugar/caramel sculptures,720,721
exploitation of alternative sources/raw materials
(TNO)
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concentration in a dough by up to 100% results in dramatic
changes of the respective end product’s properties.
8.6.4. Application of AM of Food: Product Concepts.
Product concepts exploiting AM of food are likely to at ﬁrst
address professional use in ﬁne dining gastronomy, medical
applications, or service bureaus specialized in the production of
personalized confections that formerly needed a large amount
of manual labor.
8.6.4.1. Professional Culinary Arts in Daily Life. As cheap
open-source AM equipment spreads, food processing is likely
to ﬁnd growing application in the private realm. Sun727 and
Cohen729 have determined one of the key outcomes of food
AM may be the democratization of professional culinary arts. In
conventional cooking, one of the key factors distinguishing
professionals from laymen is the manual skills and expertise
necessary for the successful practical execution of recipes. The
introduction of a higher degree of automation by AM in
comparison to manual cooking will, similar to earlier
innovations like dish-washers or sewing machines, not only
enable time savings and improved productivity, but will also
reduce the skill requirements for successful cooking. Knowledge and experience of professional chefs, nutrition experts, and
food designers can be shared easily by exchanging information
that includes material data, CAD data, and process parameters,
for example, via Internet-based platforms and globally available
databases.
8.6.4.2. Personalized Nutrition. Inspired by research in
nutrition sciences, food AM may also be understood as a
powerful means to enable personalized food production. In this
sense, food products may not only be designed according to
individual preferences, for example, pizza with tailor-ﬁtted
crispiness of crust and type of cheese blend, but also according
to speciﬁc dietary needs. As one of many examples, cookies
may be manufactured with exact control over incorporated
calories by deposition of alternating layers of sugared and sugarfree dough. Following this approach, and in contrast to
conventional preparation of individual diet products, an almost
endless variety of tailor-made products may be produced from a
very limited feedstock of material.726 Other examples involve
carbohydrate-rich diets for athletes or food blends adjusted to
the speciﬁc requirements of other subpopulations such as
pregnant women, the elderly,739 or astronauts.740 In all cases,
the preparation of personalized food involves sound analysis of
individual requirements, compiling an individual nutrition
proﬁle, fabrication planning including ﬂavor and texture
selection, the actual printing process, and optional postprocessing operations.727
8.6.4.3. Customized Food Design. Currently the use of AM
for production of customized decorative accessories represents
the commercially most important application in the food sector.
Concerning the ﬁeld of confections and pastries, the economic
potential of AM has been recognized and resulted in the
development of equipment specialized for processing of
chocolate and sugar.741 The fabricated products can be used
as edible advertisement or as decoration for high value
confections. Printing of full color images onto solid foods
represents another product concept that employs the use of 2D
or 3D printers for personalized, decorative applications. The
AM process may be conducted by the user themselves with
cheap open-source printers, but may also be brought to the
market by specialized service bureaus using e-commerce
strategies that enable customers to develop designs using

with SLA type equipment by TNO represents a more exotic
application of AM technology to food.
8.6.3. Materials for AM of Food. Materials used in AM of
food can be classiﬁed according to the formulation eﬀorts
necessary to make them suitable for AM processing. The ﬁrst
materials used in food AM could be processed in their native
form, without signiﬁcant preprocessing and formulation
steps.727,729 For extrusion-based AM, this applies especially to
chocolate or cake frosting, which can be printed “oﬀ the shelf”
or with minor modiﬁcations to yield accurate models if process
parameters such as extrusion rate, nozzle velocity, and nozzle
height and diameter are adjusted adequately.722,734 Likewise,
molten sugar can be dispensed at elevated temperatures.738 For
selective sintering-type processes based on sintering of
powders, pure sugar granules and other, sugar-rich materials
such as Nesquik powder represent foods that may be processed
directly.720,721
On the other hand, similar to conventional cooking,
preprocessing of compounds and formulation development
renders a wider range of materials suitable for AM processing.
Nonprintable food such as meat (or other protein sources),
fruit, or vegetables can be formulated into a processable form
by comminution and blending with hydrocolloids. Users rapidly
recognized that successful formulation design is critical to
address novel applications and achieve market success in the
food sector. A number of studies have been dedicated to
formulation design, mostly aiming to achieve improvements in
the accuracy of CAD input data in the edible end product, or to
widen the accessible texture and ﬂavor range of a material. The
majority of publications address dispensable materials processed with widespread open-source equipment such as Fab@
Home. An interesting example of fundamental work in
molecular gastronomy was carried out by Cohen et al.729
Searching for a simple approach to mimic traditional dishes by
AM processing of simple material formulations based on only a
few components, they developed two-component basic hydrogel formulations of gelatin and xanthan and investigated their
mouth-feel as evaluated by test tasters. By varying the
concentrations of the two gelling agents, it was possible to
cover a matrix of textures ranging from weak nongranular
materials simulating milk to ﬁrm nongranular (chocolate,
mushroom) and ﬁrm granular materials (tomato). On the basis
of their promising results of tailor-ﬁtted food textures, the
authors plan to address taste design in the next developmental
step by incorporating diﬀerent ﬂavors.
Several systematic investigations that address the inﬂuence of
composition and process parameters for more traditional
foodstuﬀs have been reported by Lipton et al.726,736 In an
approach similar to that of Cohen, Lipton and co-workers
dispensed protein pastes derived from meat or scallop and
containing diﬀerent concentrations of transglutaminase or
xanthan gum.736 They investigated the additive’s eﬀect on
shape ﬁdelity of the respective 3D printed structures before and
after postprocessing by cooking or deep frying. Further work by
the same group revealed how multicomponent formulations
such as dough for cakes and cookies may be optimized for
extrusion-based AM and thermal postprocessing. After systematic variation of butter, yolk, and sugar content, a narrow range
of processable, yet self-supporting and dimensionally accurate
compositions was identiﬁed. It should, however, be noted that
the results are not very original. On the basis of the
accumulated knowledge of conventional baking, it does not
come as a surprise that changing the butter or egg
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web-based software. The latter case represents a major change
to how the food supply chain normally works.727
8.6.4.4. Diversiﬁcation of Food Sources. In addition to the
development of insect-based formulations as an alternative
protein source in Soares’ “insect au gratin” project and similar
activities at TNO, the start-up company Modern Meadow is
also investigating AM to make alternative nutrition sources
available to the wider public.742 Modern Meadow was founded
in 2012 and aims to produce not only meat, but also other
animalistic products such as leather by means of tissue
engineering. The solid materials obtained after extraction,
isolation, and culturing of animal tissue may be printed into
marketable shapes using established AM processes. The
company claims that successful development of their
technology will not only enable the production of meat
without having to kill animals, but may also signiﬁcantly
improve the environmental impact of conventional meat
production.742 It is however argued, as with many other tissue
engineering approaches, that one of the basic ingredients for
cell culture is fetal bovine serum extracted from unborn calves.
As long as no substitute is identiﬁed to replace these donor
cells, the concept of tissue engineered meat will be subject to
criticism both from an ethical and from an economic point of
view.743
8.7. Optical Applications

Low-loss polymers and organic modiﬁed ceramics (ORMOCERs) fabricated by AM are being investigated in a variety
of applications in optical communications and photonics.744
2PP (see section 2.1.4) allows the fabrication of optical
elements with submicrometer resolution and provides the
unique character of direct 3D writing within an optically
transparent medium. This latter feature has been exploited by a
few groups to construct microscopic waveguide structures.745
For any waveguide, a suﬃcient diﬀerence in refractive indexes
of the core and clad is required to ensure total internal
reﬂection.746 Ishihara et al. used 2PP to fabricate polymeric
waveguides based on calixarene acrylates with refractive index
of 1.49 and optical loss of 0.72 dB cm−1 at 1.3 μm.747 SCR500,
which was mentioned in section 2.2.5, undergoes a refractive
index change from 1.52 before polymerization to 1.53
postpolymerization and has been used to fabricate optical
logic elements atop a PDMS substrate (Figure 71).748
While air was used as clad in the last example, lithography
can also be used to directly write core polymer lines within a
clad resin matrix.749 The trick in this case is that the unexposed
resin must have some degree of structural integrity. One
strategy has been to use an optically clear silica monolith as a
support host for the resin components. The technique has been
found successful with other host matrixes including PDMS and
polystyrene. Subsequent removal of unexposed resin was found
to cause cracks and fortunately found not to be necessary.750 As
an example, Figure 72 depicts optical waveguides fabricated in
PDMS swollen with acrylate monomers and selectively crosslinked by 2PP.751 Polymerization is actually not essential, and
indeed other photo induced reactions that induce a change in
refractive index have been investigated. Exemplary reactions
include cis−trans isomerizations,752 cycloaddition reactions,753
photo Fries rearrangements,754 and photoacid-induced decomposition.755 With a range of available chemistries, two-photoninduced refractive index shifting is considered for additional
applications such as three-dimensional optical data storage.
Applying the submicrometer resolution and three-dimensional

Figure 71. Principle of a microring resonator (top) based on 2PP and
fabricated waveguide structures (bottom). Reproduced with permission from ref 748. Copyright 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA.

Figure 72. (a) Cross-section of an optical waveguide bundle fabricated
in PDMS swollen with acrylate monomer and selectively cross-linked
by. (b) Phase contrast image of a series of PDMS/acrylate waveguides
cured with increasing laser power.751

writing capabilities of 2PA chemistry, future DVDs with storage
capacities up to 10 Tbyte have been envisioned.756 Threedimensional reading of such DVDs is little more than a slight
reﬁnement of the already mature technique of 2PA confocal
ﬂuorescence microscopy.757
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reduced energy demand by 41−64% and even by 55−74%
when the 3D printers were powered with solar energy.764
Moreover, the distribution of digital printing ﬁles to the
customers’ on-site printing stations instead of shipping of heavy
parts may further reduce both energy demand and carbon
dioxide emissions. The observed positive environmental impact
of AM was somewhat lower for ABS, taking into account higher
temperatures required for extrusion and heating of the build
platform. AM-mediated energy savings and reduced carbon
footprint are attractive in lightweight engineering, where AM
with composite materials is also a theme. Inspired by structural
hierarchies typical for balsa wood, AM was used to print
lightweight cellular epoxy composites containing aligned carbon
ﬁbers.765 Because of signiﬁcant shear thinning of the printing
inks, 3D extrusion through a micronozzle was possible, which
aﬀorded computer-guided fabrication of cellular structures in
conjunction with eﬃcient ﬁber alignment without requiring
prohibitively high printing pressures (Figure 74).

Photonic crystals (PhCs) consist of well-ordered periodic
structures with spacing on the length scale of visible light
(400−800 nm) (Figure 73).758 Light ﬁlters, optical ampliﬁers,

Figure 73. SEM image of a Zr-based photonic crystal structure.
Reproduced with permission from ref 106. Copyright 2008 A.
Ovsianikov et al.

switches, resonators, and wavelength speciﬁc mirrors are just a
few of the applications for PhCs. 2PP allows periodic
structuring in one, two, and three dimensions with features
below 100 nm and has been applied for the fabrication of
woodpile type PhCs within a variety of organic and hybrid
matrices.759 ORMOCER-based PhCs have both higher
dielectric constants and refractive indexes than acrylate and
epoxide-based resins and are thus more easily coupled with
silica-based optical components.760 Spacing of the periodic
structure within a PhC along with dielectric contrast between
the structured material and surrounding medium deﬁne allowed
and disallowed frequencies of light, where the latter is referred
to as the photonic band gap (PBG).761 If the refractive index of
the surrounding medium is closer to that of the PhC, the PBG
will become narrower and weaker. Second, the PBG can be red
or blue-shifted if the spacing between periodic structures is
changed.762 PhC based on polymeric materials can swell or
retract in the presence of a particular gas or solvent and
undergo a subsequent stimulus-induced change in PBG. This
feature can be exploited in the design of PhC-based sensors.763

Figure 74. Optical images of a triangular honeycomb structure
composed of SiC/C-ﬁlled epoxy, which reveal highly aligned carbon
ﬁbers oriented along the print direction. Images b and c are excerpts
from image a as the white rectangles indicate. The scale bar in (c) is
500 μm. Reproduced with permission from ref 765. Copyright 2014
John Wiley and Sons.

Cost-eﬀective and high-precision AM of composites with
customized geometries oﬀers attractive prospects for advanced
composite technology, particularly for demanding aerospace
and biomedical applications.766 Applications in construction
and architecture are presented in section 8.9.4. 3D printed
cellular materials have been found to outperform traditional
stochastic foam with respect to long-term mechanical
response.767 As reviewed by Schaedler and Carter, similar to
conventional processing, AM aﬀords cellular materials comprising microlattices with graded porosity and truss structures and
enables facile optimization with respect to speciﬁc loading
conditions, thus enabling tailoring of the thermal, thermomechanical, and biological properties.768 By combining optimized
cellular architectures with high-performance metals and
ceramics, custom designed lightweight materials can be
fabricated with strength and stiﬀness previously unachievable
at low densities.
As pointed out in the review by Studart, AM technologies
open a new pathway to the digital fabrication of advanced
lightweight and multifunctional engineering materials exhibiting
superior performance and signiﬁcantly lower environmental
impact of interest for lightweight engineering and energy

8.8. Additive Manufacturing and Energy

In manifold ways AM technologies can contribute to
harvesting, conversion, storage, absorption, and saving of
energy. In comparison to traditional multistep processes, AM
enables streamlined fabrication of complex multifunctional and
multimaterial systems in less steps and potentially even in just
one step. The application of AM for simplifying energy
intensive operations is still in its infancy and has yet to have
much of an outcome on the commercial scale. AM has multiple
ways to lower energy consumption by both lowering energy
demands during fabrication and due to its special role in the
design and production lightweight engineering components.
The life cycle analysis of conventional large-scale molding in
low-labor-cost countries versus open-source RepRap AM (see
section 6.1) of ABS and PLA parts revealed that AM markedly
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technologies.769 For instance, AM technologies are used to
produce auxetic metamaterials having a negative Poisson’s ratio
and tunable mechanical properties going well beyond the scope
of state-of-the-art materials.770−772 By FDM of thermoplastic
polyurethanes, 3D printing enabled the computer design and
mold-free fabrication of ﬂexible cellular structures for energy
absorbing applications.773 Stereolithography was employed to
print piezoelectric ceramic elements for ultrasonic sensing and
energy focusing.774 Electromagnetic vibration energy harvesters
were monolithically fabricated by means of 3D printing of
systems exhibiting complex topologies and restricted out-ofplane motion.775 A bistable switching energy harvester
comprised a buckled steel structure mounted with uniaxially
poled piezoelectric polyvinylidene ﬂuoride and 3D printed PLA
components.776 Miniature electromagnetic energy harvesters
driven by air ﬂow of ventilation, wind, and exhaust have also
been produced by means of 3D printing.777 Demonstrating yet
another energy related application, porous polycarbonate mats
fabricated by AM were used as eﬃcient sound absorbing
material.778
In energy storage and conversion technologies, 3D printing
of activated and nanostructured carbon, including carbon
macromolecules such as graphene and fullerene, is attracting
growing attention with respect to improving performance and
resource eﬃciency of devices by substituting expensive and rare
metals.779 Extrusion-based AM with a graphene oxide-based ink
followed by aerogel processing enabled fabrication of periodic
graphene composite aerogel microlattices for supercapacitor
applications.780 The resulting lightweight 3D-printed graphene
composite aerogel electrodes were highly conductive, and the
corresponding supercapacitors exhibited exceptional capacitive
retention. The facile one-step AM process by means of 3D
micro extrusion of binder-free dispersed thermally reduced
graphene oxide aﬀorded electrochemical supercapacitors
exhibiting high-rate performance.505 Adding a branched
copolymer surfactant enabled the preparation of aqueous
graphene printing inks for extrusion-based AM, targeting
printing of devices for applications in energy storage, sensing,
and catalysis.781 Hu et al. reported on 3D printing using GObased electrode composite inks and solid-state electrolyte inks
for fabricating all-component 3D-printed lithium-ion batteries
(Figure 75).782
Targeting the development of electrochemical supercapacitors, inkjet printing and extrusion-based AM have been used in

combination.783 3D extrusion was used to fabricate the frame
for the energy storage device, and afterward inkjet printing was
used to deposit conductive layers of the supercapacitor.
Recognizing the diﬃculty in fabricating materials for ﬂow
plates required for the distribution of liquid reagents and
gaseous products for electrochemical cells used for water
splitting, a PEM electrolyzer was built using silver-coated 3D
printed polypropylene components.784 Moreover, multimaterial
3D printing was used to fabricate a functionally graded soft
robot powered by the combustion of butane and oxygen.785
AM technologies are expected to aﬀord unprecedented control
over membrane architectures, which is of interest for
membrane systems spanning from energy conversion to gas
separation technology applications.786
3D printing is being adopted by countless artists around the
world with interests in various forms of 3D visual art, fashion,
and architecture. These ﬁelds are driven largely by aesthetics
and originality, and thus material aspects such as mechanical
properties or hydrolytic stability might be overlooked as long as
the ﬁnished object looks good. Functional art, which refers to
aesthetic objects that serve utilitarian purposes, is a growing
ﬁeld for 3D-printing and one in which material properties
matter.787
8.9.1. Functional Art. Functional art is a broad reaching
term, which focuses on both the aesthetics and the functionality
of common objects including furniture, tools, kitchen utensils,
or even pencil holders. Desktop FDM printers allow hobbyists
to print functional art at home based on their own design ﬁles
or on those of open-source repositories such as thingiverse.788
An even simpler AM method for at home hobbyists has been
provided recently with the advent of hand-held pen-size
extruders. These “3D pens” cost typically less than $100 and
are based on the extrusion of photopolymers or molten
thermoplastics (PLA and ABS).789 The latter work at
temperatures around 200 °C with essentially the same ﬁlaments
used for FDM printers, while the former uses LEDs within the
pen head and stray UV light to solidify the polymer in midair.
3D pens are easy to use and allow 3D drawing and creative art
work in the artist studio as well as oﬃce and home
environments (Figure 76).
PLA and ABS are the principal plastics for FDM, while
polyamides or metals are options for those who outsource their

Figure 75. 3D printed interdigitated electrodes. The anode is a
composite of lithium titanium oxide/graphene oxide, and the cathode
is lithium iron phosphate/graphene oxide. Reproduced with
permission from ref 782. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons.

Figure 76. A 3D-drawing with the hand-held 3D Sunlu extruder
(image courtesy of Benjamin Stolz and Fan Zhong of the Freiburg
Materials Research Center, FMF).

8.9. Art, Fashion, and Architecture
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creating a new piece. The Studio Dirk Vander Kooij oﬀers a
wide range of 3D printed home furnishings including chairs,
tables, cabinets, and lighting ﬁxtures.540
AM device and material manufacturers have recognized a
demand for 3D printed objects with the look and feel of
traditional building materials. 3D Systems has thus developed a
wood composite (30% wood ﬁber in PLA) for their CubePro
FDM printers.792 Use of the wood composite requires
upgrading the standard FDM print nozzle to one with a larger
diameter. Otherwise, the wood composite is fed as ﬁlament and
printed similar to PLA and yet provides parts with the look,
feel, and smell of wood. The wood ﬁbers also reduce brittleness
and printed parts can be drilled, sanded, stained, and lacquered
similar to wood. The recommended resolution for the wood
composite is 200 μm.
8.9.2. Multicolor Printing. For visual purposes, the color
or transparency of the printed material is important, and spools
of PLA or ABS are commercially available in hundreds of colors
for FDM printers.793 Native PLA is transparent, and dyed PLA
still transmits light.794 ABS however is opaque. While artists
always have the option to selectively paint or dye the surface of
a 3D printed object with their own palette of colors, the
producers of 3D-printers also oﬀer multicolor machines for
those with less time or artistic talent.795 Before 2015, multicolor
3D-printing was performed almost exclusively with expensive
poly jet or binder jet-based printers. Since then, multicolor
FDM printers have been developed, with low-end models
starting below $1000.796 Multicolor printing can be performed
with a single-color FDM machine by manually exchanging
ﬁlament during the print job. More recently, multicolor FDM
printers are available with four ﬁlament steppers feeding into a
common extruder head.38 A color exchange cycle for the
extruder head is required each time another ﬁlament is used,
which takes time but avoids the problem of a signiﬁcantly
reduced work area when using multiple extruder heads.
8.9.3. Fashion. Clothing design is an exceptional example
of functional art and one where 3D printing is being adopted
with fervor.797 In 2013, Michael Schmidt and Francis Bitonti
used CAD to contour a dress for the model Dita Von Teese.798
The dress was printed in 17 separate sections from polyamide
using SLS and afterward painted and adorned with crystals.
While many other haute couture fashion designers have

print jobs to specialists with higher-end SLS printers. Large
format printers, and more speciﬁcally industrial robot-arm
extruders, have been used to print custom designed furniture
from recycled ABS.790 The advantage with such extruders is
that no ﬁlament is required and the plastic can be directly
dropped into a hopper and passed through a large (4−10 mm
diameter) extruder. This level of feature resolution is acceptable
for furniture because it also means that a single customized
piece can be printed in a few hours instead of a few days.790,791
Figure 77 presents the robot arm extruder in the midst of

Figure 77. 3D printing furniture from recycled ABS. Image
reproduced with permission from Dirk Vander Kooij.540

Figure 78. Flexible textiles by AM. Left and center: The Kinematics Dress 6 from Nervous System (dress designed by Jessica Rosenkrantz and Jesse
Louis-Rosenberg; photos by Steve Marsel Studio; images reproduced with permission from Nervous System).799 Right: Weft knitted PA-12 textile
produced by SLS.803 License CC BY 3.0.
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embraced 3D printing, the technology has been slow to transfer
to a wider audience. The prime hindrances are print time and
cost as well as the mechanical rigidity of plastics for AM (ABS,
PLA, and polyamide). The company Nervous Systems
addresses all of these points by using computer simulations
to fold a 3D dress image into a smaller volume for printing. The
dress (termed kinematic) consists of thousands of interlocking
polygons, which after printing assume the shape of a full size
dress but also allow ﬂexibility (Figure 78).799 Another solution
to the poor ﬂexibility of AM plastics is provided by Kai Parthy,
who developed POROLAY ﬁlaments for FDM.800 POROLAY
ﬁlaments consist of two polymers (i.e., an elastomer and watersoluble PVA) blended, pelletized, and coextruded as a ﬁlament,
which is rigid after printing but softens after immersion in warm
water.801 This porogen/solvent leaching approach has been
used to give soft free-standing objects with properties similar to
those of cloth, paper, felt, and wood. Combining the traditional
approach of woven textiles with AM, Melnikova et al. used SLS
and FDM to print weft knitted structures. While SLS with
polyamide provided highest ﬁdelity, FDM with soft PLA (PLA
+ softener with elongation at break of 200%) also performed
well and did not require support structures as was the case with
butadiene-based Bendlay.802 Beecroft expanded on this work by
testing diﬀerent weft knitted and interlocking structures
produced via SLS with PA-12 (Figure 78).803
Shoe manufacturers have used 3D printing for rapid
prototyping for more than a decade, and a few are now using
AM for production of footwear.804 While Nike has been
focused on using AM for custom footwear for elite athletes,
Adidas and New Balance now oﬀer shoes (in limited quantities)
with elastomeric midsoles produced by SLS for all customers.
Whether the 3D printed midsoles are worth the extra expense
as compared to an injection molded midsole is yet to be
decided.
8.9.4. Architecture and Construction. Architects have
been using CAD on a daily basis for many years, and this has
eased the adoption of 3D printing. The advantage of 3D
printing is that it is faster than making models by hand and
allows clients to better visualize the architect’s design.805 This
latter point is also important to the builder, because 3D printed
models can improve communication and thus reduce
construction delays and the risk of potential structure failures.
Thanks to the development of larger format printers, additive
manufacturing is being used increasingly not just for design but
for the actual construction of buildings and houses.806 AM
construction techniques can be divided into two general forms:
extrusion methods such as contour crafting807 and concrete
printing, and powder binder methods.808 Contour crafting is
based on a large extruder head (15 mm nozzle) with trowels
supported by a gantry or crane, which disperses concrete in a
manner similar to FDM. Concrete printing is similar but lacks
trowels and diﬀers in the handling of overhangs.809 D-shape is
the most common powder binder AM method for construction
and relies on a chlorinated liquid to selectively bind a dry
concrete powder.810 D-shape has been used to produce a small
house (oﬀ-site) and is well suited for custom prefab
components (Figure 79). On-site concrete printing has been
demonstrated by the company Apis Cor who has developed a
crane-like concrete printing device atop a rotating base. The
extruder is hooked to an auxiliary concrete pump and prints by
a combination of rotational and translational motion (Figure
79).811 Regardless of which system is used, the cure kinetics of

Figure 79. Top: 3D printed house fabricated via D-shape process.
Image reproduced with permission from ref 810. Copyright 2014
Elsevier. Bottom: Concrete printer from Apis-Cor for on-site
construction.811 Image courtesy of www.3ders.org.

the utilized concrete should be considered to avoid clogs and
ensure proper layer by layer fabrication.812,813

9. CONCLUSIONS
At the beginning of the 21st century, additive manufacturing
provides a versatile platform for computer-assisted design and
manufacturing of advanced functional materials and unconventional material systems. In the 1990s, new AM techniques were
developed, and engineers utilized these for rapid prototyping of
principally tools and machine components. In the decade after
2000, commercial instruments became more reﬁned and
generally more aﬀordable. Bolstered by these developments
including the ﬁrst commercial applications of 3D-printed parts
in the aerospace industry and by technophilia in general, AM
has witnessed a boom over the last ﬁve years particularly in the
media, and “3D printing” is now within the common lexicon.
Going well beyond its traditional role in concept modeling,
rapid prototyping, and rapid tooling, AM is expanding beyond
niche markets and entering a wide range of diverse ﬁelds
spanning from lightweight engineering to energy technologies,
medicine, and even food production. Prominent futurists
include AM as an integral technology in a new and
decentralized industrial revolution.814 In this vision, objects or
object components will be increasingly developed via CAD,
downloaded via the Internet, and ultimately printed locally or
even at home via AM. In fact, there are many parallels to
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changes to external stimuli. AM with natural and synthetic
hydrogels coupled with 3D cell culture within these meshes
allows for the construction of patient speciﬁc tissue for
implantation. Moreover, AM-fabricated 3D cell cultures are
being used for drug discovery and rapid biological evaluation of
substances without requiring animal testing. In an accident
prone and aging society, 3D-printed tissue grafts and
customized drug delivery systems oﬀer great hope.
When thinking about the future of 3D printing, it is worthy
to consider the role that children will play in deciding it.
Eisenberg wrote a recent paper comparing children today with
3D printers to the children of the late 1970s and early 1980s
“playing” with personal computers.817 He further draws on this
analogy to encourage the implementation of 3D printing in
undergraduate colleges and high schools similar to the
introduction of computer programming classes a generation
ago. AM companies are developing printers and software today
designed for an even younger audience. Toy-maker Mattel had
promised a $300 3D printer for kids by the end of 2016 but has
extended this to the fall of 2017.818 Whether or not this comes
to fruition, it is clear that additive manufacturing is no longer
for engineers and scientists alone. In particular, hand-held 3D
pens based on either thermoplastics or photopolymers are
being marketed speciﬁcally for children. The history of material
development for AM has been fruitful, and continued
innovation will be needed to ensure this in the future.

desktop publishing and the digital 2D printing revolution in
information technology at the end of the 20th century. Today,
progress of AM and desktop fabrication are revolutionizing
customized manufacturing stimulating creativity and speeding
up the transfer from ideas to products. AM oﬀers to simplify
logistics particularly for complex multicomponent products
while signiﬁcantly reducing transportation costs. This lateral
power model bodes well for small- and medium-sized
enterprises and has even been oﬃcially implemented by the
European Union.815
Almost all AM techniques utilize thermoplastic or thermoset
polymers as build materials. The rise to prominence of AM has
been inherently tied to improvements in the understanding of
the processing of these polymers. Particularly, eliminating the
need for post processing steps is essential for improving AM
competitiveness. Focus is increasingly shifting toward the
functionality of the printed object and thus on mechanical and
other material properties. Regardless of whether powder- or
extrusion-based AM is used, it is imperative to fuse together
polymer layers, preventing formation of pores and structural
inhomogeneity, both of which are highly detrimental to
mechanical strength, durability, and surface ﬁnish. Polymer
layer fusion can be achieved by tailoring photopolymer systems
or polymer particles for laser sintering, or by developing special
binders and inks as fusion agents for binder-jetting. During the
pioneering days of the 1990s when focus was on rapid
prototyping, precise geometry and surface appearance were
prime concerns in AM. At the beginning of the 21st century,
however, the ongoing transition from concept modeling to
rapid manufacturing has required signiﬁcant improvements of
cycle times together with thermomechanical properties and
durability. Because many AM techniques are not true 3D
printing technologies but rather based on repeating 2D printing
processes over and over again, both build speed and
performance of the resulting objects are inferior to those of
formative processing like injection molding. Hence, another
important objective in AM is to print objects with complex
shapes, compositions, gradients, and functions in a single step,
unparalleled by formative and subtractive polymer processing
Aﬀordable multicolor 3D printers have come to the market
in the past few years and will become increasingly popular in
the near future.38 As AM is increasingly used to fabricate
functional products and components of products, the demand
for multimaterial printing can be expected to increase. AM
manufacturers will continue to reﬁne instruments to meet these
demands. Developments such as MIT’s MultiFab, which is a
multimaterial 3D printer cost below $10 000, oﬀer hope for
small business owners and academic institutes with interest in
the ﬁeld.816 Whereas current multicomponent devices normally
require many separate and fundamentally diﬀerent processing
steps, hybridized AM holds great promise for simplifying
workﬂow and combining processes into a single 3D print job.
On the basis of the explosive number of papers in the ﬁeld,
AM will play an important role in the ﬁelds of orthopedics,
regenerative medicine, and tissue engineering. While CAD/
CAM allows precise fabrication based on a patient’s speciﬁc
anatomy, it is less straightforward ﬁnding processable materials
with the appropriate mechanical properties and biocompatibility for these applications while also meeting the demands of
registration and good manufacturing practices. Nevertheless, in
the future, AM will be used to produce multifunctional objects
and devices, including implants that are biologically active or
mimic biological functions by responding with property
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